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Abstract
Scanning probe microscopy techniques offer the unique possibility to
characterize and manipulate atomic-scale objects atom-by-atom. In this
thesis, we study structural and electronic properties of single molecules,
defects and atoms on two-monolayer thick NaCl islands on Cu(111) by a
combination of low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Kelvin probe force microscopy
(KPFM). Specifically, we exploit the enhanced resolution obtained with
functionalized tips; a deterministic chemical modification of the last atoms
of the scanning probe tip.
First, the performance of different tip functionalizations is assessed and
based on these findings, the underlying contrast mechanisms in AFM and
KPFM could be identified. Next, different molecular model systems are
examined to describe how important molecular properties such as chemical
structure, bond order, adsorption geometry and intramolacular charge
distribution can be measured by AFM. Thereby, current understanding
of the qualitative and quantitative AFM and KPFM contrast is pushed
forward.
Then, we apply atomic-resolution AFM and molecular orbital imaging
by STM to identify and characterize synthetic products, purified natu-
ral compounds and complex mixtures. Finally, atomic manipulation is
used to trigger chemical reactions on single molecules, to generate de-
fect structures on the surface, to control the charge state of adatoms
and mechanically actuate an atomic switch implemented by an embedded
adatom.
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Introduction
The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) by Binnig et
al.1 is often considered as the birth of experimental nanoscience. They
realized the dream of visualizing individual atoms as expressed by Richard
Feynman, a conceptual pioneer of nanotechnology, in one of his famous
lectures2. Subsequently, the STM triggered the development of a myriad
of other probe-based techniques, particularly atomic force microscopy
(AFM)3. STM and AFM constitute truly groundbreaking developments
for surface science as they render the determination of the atomic structure
of virtually any material possible. Many functionalities of materials
are directly associated with their structure, specifically in the case of
molecules. Francis Crick, the discoverer of the structure of DNA, phrased
this appropriately: “If you want to understand function, study structure”.
One of the underlying motivation of this thesis is to explore the atomic and
electronic structure of atomic-scale objects such as molecules, defects and
atoms and to push the limits of qualitative and quantitative information
that can be obtained by AFM. In the following we will highlight milestone
experiments of recent years that lay the foundation for the work presented
in this thesis.
Besides the extraordinary resolution demonstrated by STM4, the public
and scientific fascination for STM was quickened by atomic manipulation;
the deterministic placement of individual atoms5,6. This technique allowed
constructing artificial nanostructures7,8 and triggering chemical reactions
on the surface9–12. STM was also used to study electron transport through
single-molecule junctions13–15 and vibrational spectroscopy16,17 of single
molecules based on inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS).
Further, molecules could be coupled to light, for measuring vibronically
resolved fluorescence18,19 and plasmon-enhanced Raman spectroscopy20.
The introduction of a few atomic-layers thick insulators in STM studies21
marks a significant conceptual change. The electronic decoupling renders
possible to probe adsorbates close to their native state. It facilitates to
study spin excitations22 and spin dynamics23 in single atoms and nanos-
tructures24,25, direct imaging of frontier orbitals of molecules26, providing
insights into the formation of chemical bonds12,27 and tautomerization
reactions of molecules28,29. In addition, insulating films can stabilize
1
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different charge states of atoms30,31.
In recent years, enormous progress has been made in AFM too, initiated
by the introduction of the frequency modulation mode32 in noncontact
AFM (NC-AFM) and demonstration of true atomic-resolution33. For
example, the force required to move an atom34 or operate a molecular
switch35 was determined, surface atoms could be chemically identified36,
or the magnetic exchange force measured with spin-polarized tips37. Most
relevant for this thesis, the chemical structure of a single molecule38
could be imaged, which was used for the identification of an organic
compound39, and the charge distribution of a molecule could be measured
by Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM)40. Another important trend is
the use of functionalized tips, which provides a controlled way to enhance
the resolution in STM41 and AFM38 and is an important concept to
understand the imaging mechanism experimentally42 and theoretically43.
The development of the qPlus sensor44, which allows for simultaneous
STM and AFM operation with a simple detection scheme, has made a
significant contribution to the dissemination of NC-AFM in the scanning
probe community.
This thesis is devoted to study structural and electronic properties of sin-
gle molecules, defects, and atoms on two-monolayer thick NaCl islands on
copper using a combination of STM, AFM and KPFM with functionalized
tips and thereby examine the relevant imaging mechanisms of the respec-
tive technique. The objective is to find out which properties of molecules,
defects and atoms can be measured and to apply these findings to relevant
questions in chemistry and surface science.
In part I, a brief introduction to the basic principles of STM, AFM and
KPFM is given, prefaced by a short description of the historic evolution of
STM and AFM. In part II, the low-temperature STM/AFM setup is de-
scribed with a special focus on the working principle of the qPlus sensor in
section 4.1. This part is completed by section 5.1, describing the sample
and tip preparation.
The main results of the thesis are presented in part III. First, in chapter 6,
methods are described how tips terminated by individual Cl, Br, I, Xe and
Kr atoms and CO and NO molecules can be created and their performance
for STM and AFM operation on molecules is assessed. Additionally, a
single Cl vacancy is used to explain the contrast formation in AFM and
KPFM on ionic surfaces by means of different tip functionalizations. In
chapter 7 we choose different molecular model systems to demonstrate how
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one can gain information about bond order (section 7.1), adsorption geom-
etry (section 7.3) and charge distribution (section 7.4) of a single molecule
and discuss the influence of CO tip tilting (section 7.2).
In chapter 8, we apply the method of high-resolution AFM discussed in
the preceding chapters for the identification and characterization of syn-
thetic products and unknown natural compounds. First, in section 8.1, the
atomic structure of a synthetic hydrocarbon is verified. Then the eluci-
dation of the molecule Breitfussin A is described and general conclusions
are drawn how and when AFM-assisted structure elucidation is suited (sec-
tion 8.2). Thereafter, in section 8.3, we analyze one of the most complex and
intriguing molecular mixtures existing: the solid component in petroleum,
the asphaltenes.
In chapter 9 we use atomic manipulation to trigger chemical reactions of
molecules, to generate defects on the surface, to control the charge state of
adatoms, to mechanically actuate an atomic switch and to incorporate single
metal atoms in an insulator. First, two examples of single-molecule reactions
and the analysis of reaction products by atomic-resolution AFM imaging
are presented in section 9.1. We report the generation and characteriza-
tion of aryne, a very reactive intermediate, caught for the first time (sec-
tion 9.1.1). In section 9.1.2, we dehalogenate a dibromoanthracene molecule
to a dehydroanthracene biradical and induce a retro-Bergman cyclization
reaction to form diyne. The Bergman reaction can be reversed, and thus
we demonstrate reversible breaking and making of covalent intramolecular
bonds. Then, in section 9.2, short arrays of Cl vacancies are created to in-
vestigate the formation of one dimensional electronic states in the presence
of strong electron–phonon interaction. Finally, the adsorption characteris-
tics of Au atoms in different charge states are discussed in section 9.3. Here,
we look in detail how Au cations can be mechanically switched between two
adsorption sites and how this affects the local electric field (section 9.3.2).
In section 9.3.3, the atomic-precise implantation of Au atoms in NaCl films
is reported, templated by Cl vacancies. The thesis is summarized in the
conclusions chapter 10.
3
Part I.
Fundamentals of Scanning Probe
Microscopy
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CHAPTER 1
Brief historical outline
In 1981, Binnig and Rohrer established the field of nanotechnology by their
invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) at the IBM Zurich
Research Laboratory1. It was the first instrument capable of imaging
the surface of a material in real-space with atomic precision45. Shortly
after its invention, the STM solved the adatom structure of the 7 × 7
surface reconstruction of the Si(111) surface4, one of the most intriguing
problems in surface science at that time. Already a few years after, in 1986,
Binnig and Rohrer were awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics for their
invention, which was in the meantime very well received as an invaluable
tool in surface science.
Apart from the brilliant simplicity of its concept, the STM suffers from
several severe limitations and challenges. The STM detects the current
that can flow between two electrodes, a tip and a sample surface, hence
it is restricted to conductive materials. As a result of their high surface
reactivity, metals and semiconductors permanently adsorb and desorb
molecules from their environment. This usually requires to conduct STM
experiments in ultra-high vacuum (UHV), making high demands on the
technical implementation of the STM. The close proximity (typically less
than one nm) of the tip to the sample requires extreme stability and proper
vibrational isolation of the microscope.
Early on it was noticed that there act significant forces between the
microscope tip and sample. Based on these forces, Binnig, Quate and
Gerber developed the atomic force microscope (AFM)3. The promising
concept of using forces instead of the current as the imaging signal, enabled
to study virtually any surface. However, in contrast to the STM, it took
almost a decade for the AFM to achieve true atomic resolution33.
In AFM, a tip is mounted on a flexible beam, called cantilever, which
bends upon a force acting on the tip. Initially the deflection was measured
by a STM mounted on the metalized backside of the cantilever. Later,
optical46 and piezoelectric44 detection schemes have prevailed. Depending
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on the application, several operation modes are used in AFM that can be
classified into contact (or static) and noncontact (or dynamic) modes. In
the contact mode, the tip is in contact with the surface. The force on
the tip leads to a proportional static deflection of the cantilever. In the
noncontact mode, the cantilever is actuated close to its eigenfrequency.
The restoring force of the oscillation enables stable operation (avoiding the
jump-to-contact problem) at close tip–sample distances without making
physical contact. The force between tip and surface upon approach changes
this eigenfrequency of the cantilever. This frequency change is the basis
for the amplitude- and frequency-modulation mode in noncontact AFM,
discussed in detail in chapter 3.
The first AFMs were contact AFMs and atomic resolution was achieved
on a graphite surface47 under ambient conditions and on NaCl in UHV46
among others. However, in these measurements no atomic defects could be
observed because the normal load for typical contact AFM measurements
considerably exceeded the load limit of a single atom48. Only several years
after, Giessibl33 and Kitamura and Iwatsuki49 finally achieved true atomic
resolution using noncontact AFM in UHV on the Si(111)-7× 7 surface.
In the course of the aim to achieve atomic resolution with AFM one has
encountered several problems that significantly prolonged the achievement
of this goal in contrast to STM. First, because of the large contact
area, true atomic resolution could not be achieved by contact AFM. The
jump-to-contact problem in noncontact AFM that causes soft cantilevers
to snap to the surface required large oscillation amplitudes. However, large
amplitude operation is less sensitive to short-range forces (causing atomic
corrugation), that are convoluted with long-range forces. Stiffer cantilevers
could circumvent this problem. The non-exponential and non-monotonic
force-distance dependence further impeded the quest for atomic resolution.
In addition, NC-AFM needs several feedback circuits and therefore requires
more complex feedback electronics than STM.
Nevertheless, NC-AFM succeeded in achieving atomic-resolution on metals,
semiconductors and insulators. Finally, NC-AFM could even surpass the
lateral resolution of STM that is fundamentally limited by the distributed
electronic states at the Fermi level.
After the STM and AFM, a large number of different probe based tech-
niques, subsumed under the term scanning probe microscopy, have been
developed. Many of these tools are widely used for scientific research and
industrial applications alike. To name some of them: Electrostatic force
6
microscopy50 measures the electrostatic interaction, Kelvin probe force mi-
croscopy51 the local work function difference and scanning capacitance mi-
croscopy52 the local capacitance between the tip and the sample. Near-
field optical microscopy53 measures optical properties with high spatial and
temporal resolution and scanning thermal microscopy54 maps the local tem-
perature and thermal conductivity of the sample. Furthermore, magnetic
force microscopy55 and spin-polarized STM56 are used to probe magnetic
properties.
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CHAPTER 2
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
In this chapter we will discuss the fundamental principles of STM. First,
the function principle of STM is explained, followed by a qualitative
argument for its high resolution. In section 2.1 a quantitative expression
for the tunneling current is derived.
The STM is based on the quantum mechanical tunneling effect57. Hereby,
a particle with a certain kinetic energy has a finite probability to pass a
potential barrier that it could classically not surmount. This is a general
physical phenomenon and plays an essential role in nuclear fusion/fission,
quantum tunneling-induced mutations in biology or modern electronic
devices such as tunnel diodes. In STM, the tunneling particle is an electron
and the potential barrier the vacuum gap between a conductive sample
and a conductive tip. The STM tip acts as a local probe that is scanned
laterally over the sample surface.
In Fig. 2.1a a scheme of a basic STM set-up is depicted. The set-up
consists of a conductive tip positioned typically a few Ångströms above
a conductive sample with a low roughness. The tip can be moved in all
spatial directions by a piezo scanner that allows an accurate positioning
of the tip by a few picometers within a typical scan range of 1 − 100µm.
These piezoelectric translators expand or contract in certain crystal
directions when a voltage is applied across the material due to a change
in its crystal structure. Between the tip and sample electrodes, a bias
voltage up to a few volts is applied. Due to the tunneling effect, a small
current typically in the range between pA and nA can be detected. The
tip is scanned over the surface in a raster-like fashion line-by-line. Two
scanning modes are usually differentiated: Constant current mode and
constant height mode. In the commonly used constant current mode,
the tip–sample distance z is controlled to maintain a certain tunneling
current, which can be set as an input for the z feedback loop. The
topographic displacements by the z piezos represent the imaging signal.
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Figure 2.1.: Functional principles of STM. a Illustration of the main components of
a STM: A conductive tip in close proximity to a conductive substrate. The tunneling
current I is measured upon applying the bias voltage V . The tunneling current is a
function of the tip–sample distance, applied voltage and local density of states (LDOS).
The lateral and vertical tip position is controlled by a piezo scanner [usually lead zirconate
titanate (PZT)]. Usually, the STM is operated in the constant current mode where the
tip–sample distance is controlled by feedback electronics to maintain a constant tunneling
current (see inset). b Energy diagram of the tunneling junction. At zero temperature all
electronic states of the tip and sample up to their Fermi energy EtF and E
s
F are occupied.
At negative tip bias electrons tunnel from the tip to the substrate through the vacuum
gap. Φt and Φs denote the tip and sample work function. c Energy diagram of a double
barrier tunneling junction that applies to molecules on thin insulating films. The highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
give rise to positive and negative ion resonances.
In the constant height mode, the tip is scanned on a plane parallel to the
surface without adjusting z. The imaging signal is then the tunneling
current itself. The constant height mode allows higher scan speeds but
requires utmost stability of the tip–sample junction. This is achieved by
excellent vibrational damping, low drift rates and an atomically flat surface.
An energy diagram of the tip–vacuum–sample junction is displayed in
Fig. 2.1b. Classically it would not be possible for an electron in the
tip with an energy E ≤ EtF to overcome an energy barrier with energy
EtF + Φt > E, where Φt is the tip work function. From the solution of
the Schrödinger equation for an electron near a metal interface, however,
it is known that the electron wavefunction exponentially decays in the
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vacuum region. That is, the electron has a finite probability to be in the
other electrode and hence it has a nonzero transmittance. The exponential
decay of the electron wavefunction results in an exponential decay of the
tunneling current as a function of the tip–sample separation, which finally
facilitates the atomic resolution achieved with STM.
In this thesis, we are often interested in intrinsic properties of adsorbates,
unaffected by their substrate. When adsorbed on metal surfaces, adsorbates
electronic states are often heavily perturbed by metal states. To prevent
hybridization of adsorbate states an insulating layer between the adsorbate
and the metal substrate is introduced17,22,26,30,58. To maintain the tunnel-
ing capability, this layer has to be ultrathin (in our case two atomic layers).
The introduction of an additional potential barrier changes the tip–sample
geometry to a double-barrier tunneling junction, schematically shown in
Fig. 2.1c. In this geometry the electron tunnels sequentially from a tip
state to an adsorbate state within the bias window (if available) and subse-
quently to a substrate state59. Accordingly, the adsorbate electronic states
near the Fermi energy can be probed.
2.1. Theory
To find a quantitative expression of the tunneling current we follow the for-
malism introduced by Bardeen60 in 1961, who originally considered metal–
insulator–metal junctions when working in the field of superconductivity.
In this approach, the tip and sample are treated as separate entities such
that the system becomes separable. The proximity of both electrodes
are treated as a perturbation potential for the unperturbed states of the
counter-electrode. The Schrödinger equation of the combined system with
the Hamiltonian H is given by
i~
∂Ψ
∂t
=
(
− ~
2
2m∇
2 + Ut + Us
)
Ψ (2.1)
where Ut and Us are the tip and sample potential, respectively. If
we assume that the sample and tip states are zero in the respective
counter-electrode, we can approximate the total wavefunction by the eigen-
states of the isolated sample and isolated tip within the respective elec-
trode
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Ψ(r) =

ψµ(r) , if r ∈ sample
χν(r) , if r ∈ tip
Ψ˜(r) , otherwise
where the indices µ and ν denote the different states. The electronic
states ψµ and χν of sample and tip may be obtained by solving the time-
independent Schrödinger equations of the two subsystems individually. An
electron that is initially in the state ψµ of the sample can be transferred to
the state χν of the tip. Using time-dependent perturbation theory (Fermi’s
Golden rule) one can get the probability w of an electron in the state ψµ at
Eµ to tunnel into a state χν at Eν
w = 2pi
~
|Mµν |2δ(Eµ − Eν) (2.2)
where the tunneling matrix element Mµν = 〈ψµ|H|χν〉 is according to
Bardeen60 given by
Mµν =
~2
2m
∫
Ω
(ψ∗µ∇χν − χν∇ψ∗µ)dS. (2.3)
This equation corresponds to the probability current integrated over an
arbitrary surface Ω between the tip and the sample. By considering only
sample and tip states with Eµ = Eν in eq. (2.2), only transitions are allowed
that conserve energy (elastic tunneling). To obtain the tunneling current I
at the bias voltage V we require in addition that electrons can only tunnel
from an occupied into an unoccupied state in the counter-electrode. Further,
we need also to subtract the transmission rate in the opposed direction.
From these considerations one gets that
I = 4pie
~
∑
µ,ν
{f(Eµ)[1− f(Eν + eV )]− f(Eν + eV )[1− f(Eµ)]}
× |Mµν |2δ(Eµ − (Eν + eV ))
(2.4)
where f(E) is the Fermi–Dirac distribution describing the mean occupation
probability of the state at energy E. A factor of two is included to ac-
count for the spin degeneracy. This equation can be rewritten in an energy
integral a
aHere we implicitly assume that the mean transition rate |M(,V )|2 per state in a given
energy interval δ add up on both sides of the tunneling barrier. That is, s-, p- or d-like
states contribute equally to the tunneling current (which is not necessarily the case).
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I =4pie
~
∞∫
−∞
[f(EF − eV + )− f(EF + )]
× ρt(EF − eV + )ρs(EF + )|M(,V )|2d,
(2.5)
where ρt and ρs are the tip and sample density of states, respectively, given
by
ρt(E) =
1
vol
∫
vol
(∑
ν
|χν(r)|2δ(Eν − E)
)
dr. (2.6)
In the low temperature limita (T → 0), the Fermi–Dirac distribution be-
comes a step function and eq. (2.5) simplifies to
I = 4pie
~
EF+eV∫
EF
ρt(− eV )ρs()|M(,V )|2d. (2.7)
It should be noted that this equation only holds for small biases (eV  Φ).
Otherwise, an energy and bias dependent transmission factor has to be
considered that respects for the higher tunneling probability of higher energy
electrons because of the lower effective barrier height. To solve eq. (2.7) one
has to approximate the tunneling matrix element M , because the exact tip
and sample wavefunctions are unknown. In the approximation developed
by Tersoff and Hamann61,62 an explicit form of the tip wavefuntions χν is
assumed that is spherical symmetric (s-wave). Therefore, they modeled the
tip as locally spherical symmetric with radius R centered at r0. Inserting
this assumption in eq. (2.7) one obtains
I = 32pi
3e2V Φ2sρt(EF)R2
~κ4
e2κR
∑
ν
|ψν(r0)|2δ(Eν − EF)
ρs(r0,EF)
(2.8)
where κ =
√
2mΦs/~2, Φs is the sample work function and ρs(r0,EF) is
the local density of states (LDOS) of the sample at the Fermi level. Most
important, the tunneling current in the Tersoff–Hamann approximation is
proportional to the LDOS of the sample at the Fermi level and position
aa good approximation for room temperature or below
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of the tip. Consequently, the STM tip operated in constant current mode
traces a contour of the sample LDOS that decays exponentially in the vac-
uum and thus
I ∝ V ρs(r0,EF) ∝ e−2κz. (2.9)
With Φs = 5 eV as a typical example for a metal work function, a change of
1Å in distance causes a change of one order of magnitude in the tunneling
current. The exponential dependence of the tunneling current on the tip
height facilitates the high vertical resolution in STM.
13
CHAPTER 3
Noncontact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM)
In this chapter we will discuss the fundamental principles of noncontact
AFM (NC-AFM) and frequency-modulation AFM (FM-AFM) in specific.
First, the function principle of NC-AFM is explained. In section 3.1 the
conversion between frequency shift and force is derived.
In NC-AFM a tip is connected to a driven oscillator. Mostly micromachined
Si cantilevers are used as an oscillator. Recently, however, quartz crystal
resonators such as the qPlus44 or Colibri64 sensor became more popular
due to their greater stiffness. The greater stiffness allows stable operation
of the resonator with small amplitudes, which enhance the sensitivity
towards short-range forces (see below) and increase the compatibility with
combined STM operation.
The cantilever can be characterized by its spring constant k, eigenfre-
quency f0 and quality factor Q. When the tip is approached to the
surface, the attractive interaction will cause a shift in the eigenfrequency
towards lower frequencies. Very close to the surface the tip–sample
interaction turns repulsive, leading to a positive frequency shift. This
eigenfrequency change is schematically shown in Fig. 3.1a. There are
mainly two methods to track the frequency shift: Amplitude-modulation
AFM (AM-AFM)3 and frequency-modulation AFM (FM-AFM)32. In
AM-AFM the resonator is excited with a fixed, off-resonant drive frequency
fdrive and fixed excitation amplitude. Changes in the force are detected
by changes in the amplitude of the response signal. In FM-AFM the
resonator is driven always on-resonance by a feedback loop. Changes in
force are directly measured by the frequency shift ∆f . A second feedback
loop adjusts the drive amplitude to keep the oscillation amplitude A
fixed. Because non-conservative forces cause extra dissipation in the
motion of the cantilever, the drive amplitude in FM-AFM provides a
measure for this dissipation. Under UHV conditions AM-AFM operation is
very slow due to the high Q factors and FM-AFM is almost exclusively used.
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Figure 3.1.: Functional principles of FM–AFM. a Comparison of amplitude-
modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM)-AFM. The oscillator has an intrinsic
resonance frequency f0. Attractive forces decrease this resonance frequency (red curve)
such that ∆f ′ = f ′ − f0 < 0 and repulsive forces increase the resonance frequency (blue
curve). AM-AFM: Resonator is excited with a fixed, off-resonant drive frequency fdrive.
Changes in the force are detected by changes in the amplitude A. FM-AFM: Resonator
is driven on-resonance by a feedback loop. Changes in force are directly measured by the
frequency shift ∆f . b Schematic diagram of the measured signals and the three feedback
loops in FM-AFM: (i) Phase/frequency loop, (ii) amplitude loop and (iii) topography (z)
loop. Figure b is adapted from Ref. 63.
In Fig. 3.1b a feedback scheme for FM-AFM is illustrated. First, the
deflection signal of the mechanically actuated cantilever is detected. Here,
either optical methods such as beam deflection or fiber interferometry or
self-sensing AFM sensors using piezo-electric/-resistive effects are employed.
The deflection signal is then routed through a bandpass filter centered
around f0, which cuts off the noise from unwanted frequency bands. A
phase-locked loop (PLL) extracts the frequency shift by matching the phase
φ of the drive frequency such that the phase difference to the deflection
signal is φ = pi/2. In this case, the driving signal required for establishing
the desired oscillation amplitude is minimal. The amplitude loop controls
the drive amplitude to keep the oscillation amplitude constant. The
adjusted excitation signal is then fed back to mechanically actuate the
cantilever at its resonance frequency. If desired an additional feedback
loop can be enabled that adjusts the tip height z to achieve a certain
∆f set-point. Throughout this thesis, all AFM images are FM-AFM
measurements with opened z feedback loop. z feedback was disabled
because the non-monotonic ∆f(z) curve in the distance regime of interest
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prevented stable control of ∆f .
As output signals one obtains the frequency shift ∆f , oscillation amplitude
A, drive amplitude (dissipation), topography z and the tunneling current
I (if a tip electrode is implemented).
As pointed out by Giessibl65, the oscillation amplitude is crucial for the
sensitivity towards specific force components. Ideally, the oscillation ampli-
tude should be adjusted to be on the order of the characteristic length scale
of the force that should be probed. Here, we are interested in the short-
range forces that are responsible for the atomic-scale contrast and vary on
the scale of Ångströms. In the measurements presented in this thesis, we
use a qPlus sensor (see section 4.1) that is capable of stable operation with
sub-Ångström oscillation amplitudes.
3.1. Theory
In this section we derive an approximate expression for the force F (z)
as a function of the frequency shift ∆f(z), the main measurement signal
in FM-AFM. Thereafter, we strip down the total force into its different
components and discuss their effect on ∆f .
The cantilever motion can be treated as a damped harmonic oscillator that
is driven externally. Without external forces, the cantilever oscillates at
its eigenfrequency f0 = (2pi)−1
√
k0/m∗, where k0 is its spring constant
and m∗ its effective mass. An external force F on the cantilever results in a
frequency change, commonly called frequency shift ∆f . For small oscillation
amplitudesa the external force can be treated in a linear response model,
which adds an additional spring with stiffness kts to k0. This changes the
resonance frequency of the cantilever to
∆f = f − f0 (3.1a)
≈ 12pi
(√
kts + k0
m∗
−
√
k0
m∗
)
≈ 14pi
kts√
k0m∗
. (3.1b)
In the last step, the square-root has been approximated in the
aOne talks about small amplitudes when ∂F/∂z is about constant within the oscillation
cycle. This holds if the amplitude is smaller than the typical interaction length (which
is on the order of 1Å for short-range forces)
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limit where kts  k0. By using
√
m∗ =
√
k0/(2pif0) it follows
that
∆f ≈ f02k0 kts. (3.2)
By definition one obtains δFts = −ktsδz for a harmonic potential. Hence,
it follows that the frequency shift ∆f is proportional to the vertical force
gradient
∆f ≈ − f02k0
∂Fts
∂z
. (3.3)
Eq. (3.3) is called the small amplitude limit, which is in good approximation
valid for the scan parameters used in this thesis.
For arbitrary amplitudes the relation between the frequency shift and
force becomes more complex. One has to consider that the force gradi-
ent during the oscillation cycle is not constant but varies depending on
the effective tip–sample distance z. A general expression for ∆f can be
found by using first-order perturbation theory in the Hamilton–Jacobi ap-
proach66
∆f = − f
2
0
k0A
1/f0∫
0
F (z +A[1 + cos(2pif0t)])cos(2pif0t)dt (3.4a)
= − f0
pik0A
1∫
−1
{
F (z +A[1 + u]) u√
1 + u2
}
du (3.4b)
This gives us ∆f(z) as a function of F (z). Since in FM-AFM the mea-
surement signal is the frequency shift and not the force, we need an in-
version of eq. (3.4b). An analytic inversion is, however, not known. But
there are approximative inversion procedures. Among others, the Sader
and Jarvis method67,68 is the most commonly used. They described the
force as a function of frequency shift using Laplace transformations and
obtained
F (z) = 2k0
f0
∞∫
z
{[
1 +
√
A
8
√
pi(t− z)
]
∆f(z)− A
3/2√
2(t− z)
∂[∆f(t)]
∂t
}
. (3.5)
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That is, to obtain the force at a specific height z one has to integrate
the whole ∆f(z) spectrum from far away to that specific height. In the
experimental part III, we apply a discretized version of eq. (3.5), adapted to
our discrete data set (zi, ∆f(zi)) ≡ (zi, ∆fi) recorded at certain equidistant
tip heights zi = z1 + (i − 1)∆z, i = 1 . . . N to extract the force Fi ≡
F (zi).
Fi =
2k0
f0
N∑
j=i+1
{[
1 +
√
A
8
√
pi(zj − zi)
]
∆fj − A
3/2(∆fj+1 −∆fj)√
2(zj − zi)∆z
}
∆z
(3.6)
For the force analysis in part III, eq. (3.6) is used instead of
the small amplitude limit, which yields a force accuracy of about
1%67.
3.1.1. Force contributions and their effect on ∆f
As detailed in the previous sections, there is no one-to-one correspondence
between the measured frequency shift in FM-AFM and the forces acting
between the tip and sample. The total force is a sum of different force
components, which are long-ranged and short-ranged. Depending on the
scan parameters that are used in FM-AFM, the contributions of force
components with a certain range can be increased or decreased. In this
section we discuss the major tip–sample interactions that are relevant for
measurements in UHV and estimate their relative strength for the scan
parameters used in this thesis.
Inter-molecular van der Waals forces: The inter-molecular van der Waals
(vdW) forces stem from electrostatic interactions between dipole moments
of nearby atoms (in different molecules). The term vdW forces is ambigu-
ously used in literature but usually combines the force between permanent
dipoles (Keesom force), a permanent dipole and a corresponding induced
dipole (Debye force) and the force between fluctuating dipoles and the cor-
responding induced dipoles (London dispersion force). The latter is always
attractive, isotropic and present between all atoms. In general, the vdW
forces are anisotropic and can have attractive and repulsive contributions.
However, the dispersion force represents normally the main contribution
to the vdW forces and is exclusively considered in the following. For two
atoms separated by a distance z, the vdW forces are proportional to −z−6.
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The vdW forces between the macroscopic tip and sample surface can be
obtained by modeling the tip as a paraboloid and adding up all diatomic
vdW forces. This approach yields69
UvdW = −HR6z (3.7a)
FvdW = −∂UvdW
∂z
= −HR6z2 (3.7b)
for the vdW potential and the resulting vertical force between the tip and
sample. H denotes the material-dependent Hamaker constant and R the
tip radius. To give a rough estimate, a Hamaker constant of H = 1 eV and
a tip with R = 100nm results in a force of 10nN at a distance of 5Å.
The vdW forces are considered long-ranged because they do not vary sig-
nificantly on the atomic scale. From eq. (3.7) it is evident that a sharper
tip reduces the vdW forces.
Electrostatic force: The electrostatic force arises from the potential dif-
ference between tip and sample. On the atomic scale, this originates from
local charges, as for example on ionic surfaces, that may lead to atomic con-
trast70. On the macroscopic scale, the conductive tip and sample form a
capacitor with a distance-dependent capacitance C(z). The potential elec-
tric energy and force is then
Uel = −12C(V − V
∗)2 (3.8a)
Fel =
1
2
∂C
∂z
(V − V ∗)2 (3.8b)
where V ∗ is the contact potential difference. This force is long-ranged and
always attractive. The contact potential difference can also be employed for
Kelvin probe force microscopy (see section 3.2).
Chemical force: Chemical forces are responsible for bond formation be-
tween atomic species on the length scale of Ångströms. The chemical inter-
action between two neutral atoms is composed of a short-ranged repulsive
term and an attractive term from vdW forces discussed above. The repul-
sive interaction describes the Pauli repulsion due to overlapping of electron
orbitals. One model pair-potential that describes this interaction is the
Lennard-Jones potential
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Figure 3.2.: Force and ∆f . Distance dependence of the force F and frequency shift ∆f
from a Lennard-Jones (LJ) and van der Waals (vdW) potential. For the LJ and vdW
potential the following parameters have been used: Ebond = 2 eV, z0 = 3Å, H = 1 eV
and R = 100 nm. The LJ (black dotted line) and vdW contributions (black dashed line)
to the total ∆f (red line) are indicated. The blue curve corresponds to the total force. In
NC-AFM it is common to distinguish between ’attractive’ and ’repulsive’ branch based
on the minimum in ∆f(z) instead of the sign in F (z).
ULJ = Ebond
((z0
z
)12
− 2
(z0
z
)6)
(3.9a)
FLJ =
12Ebond
z0
((z0
z
)13
−
(z0
z
)7)
(3.9b)
where Ebond is the depth of the potential (binding energy) and z0 the
equilibrium distance. The functional form of the repulsive term z−12 has
no clear physical justification but is empirically a good approximation and
efficiently to compute.
In Fig. 3.2 the total force resulting from the sum of vdW and chemical
forces is plotted using typical parameters. The individual contributions to
the frequency shift that result from these forces are indicated as well.
Since the exact tip shape and chemical composition is usually unknown,
one cannot separate the different force contributions in experiment or from
theory. Our experimental approach of using an atomically defined tip ter-
mination on a small metal apex cluster (see section 6), however, allows us
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Figure 3.3.: KPFM Scheme. a Two isolated metals with work functions Φ1 and Φ2
share the same vacuum level EF. Their Fermi levels differ by ∆Φ. b When the two mate-
rials are brought into electrical contact, the Fermi levels align by an exchange of electric
charge. The surface charges build up an electric field and a corresponding voltage drop
of V ∗ = ∆Φ/e across the vacuum gap. c A bias voltage of V = V ∗ can compensate the
contact potential difference. d Exemplary ∆f(V ) curves measured on two materials with
different work functions. At the vertex point (V ∗, ∆f∗) of the parabola, the electrostatic
force is minimized. e Energy diagram of the different work functions with the quantity
V ∗ that is measured by KPFM indicated.
to minimize the influence of long-ranged forces and enhance and control the
short-range interaction that vary on the atomic scale.
3.2. Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM)
Kelvin Probe force microscopy (KPFM) is an AFM-derivative that com-
bines a Kelvin probe with an AFM. The Kelvin principle was originally
developed by Lord Kelvin in 1898 to measure the work function of mate-
rials71. The basic principle of the Kelvin method is shown in Fig. 3.3a-c.
When two metals with different work functions Φ1 and Φ2 are brought
into electrical contact, electrons flow from the metal with the higher
Fermi level to the metal with the lower one until the Fermi levels are
aligned. As a result from this compensation current an electric field and
a contact potential V ∗ = (Φ1 − Φ2)/e builds up. By applying a compen-
sation voltage of the same amount, the contact potential can be determined.
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In KPFM the high lateral resolution of AFM is combined with the Kelvin
method to measure local variations of the work function difference. One
possibility to implement the Kelvin principle in AFM is by force–bias spec-
troscopy51. Thereby, the frequency shift is recorded when sweeping the bias
voltage with disabled z feedback (see Fig. 3.3d). As discussed in the previ-
ous section, the electrostatic force and therewith ∆f , quadratically depends
on the applied voltage [eq. (3.8)]. To compensate for the electrostatic field
in the tip–sample junction, a matching external field with opposite polar-
ity has to be applied. This is the case at the vertex point (V ∗, ∆f∗) of
the ∆f(V ) parabola where the electrostatic force between tip and sample
is minimized. The quantity V ∗ is called local contact potential difference
(LCPD). Due to the inhomogeneity of the tip–sample junction, the electro-
static field can only be minimized but not nullified (like for parallel plate
capacitors). Besides geometric inhomogeneities, materialsa with different
work functions in the junction can contribute, giving rise to so-called aver-
aging effects. Since the mesoscopic tip shape considerably influences the tip
work function, it is not possible to quantitatively recover the sample work
function by KPFM on the atomic scale. However, work function differences
between different surfaces of sufficient area can be determined as illustrated
in Fig. 3.3e. In this thesis, V ∗ maps are often referred to as LCPD maps,
which is common parlance in the community.
aDepending on the junction size the meaning can range from extended surfaces to indi-
vidual atoms.
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Experimental Details and Methods
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CHAPTER 4
UHV chamber and low-temperature STM/AFM
All presented measurements in this thesis are conducted with a low-
temperature, ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) STM/AFM system that was
developed and improved by Gerhard Meyer72 and later commercialized
by Sven Zöphel. The apparatus is a modified version of a commercial
system from CreaTec Fischer & Co GmbH. A very similar system design is
extensively described in Ref. 73.
In the following the individual components of the system are described,
highlighting the crucial prerequisites to enable high-resolution STM and
AFM operation.
A photograph of our STM/AFM system is shown in Fig. 4.1a. It consists
of three UHV chambers: A chamber housing the microscope, which is
separated by a gate valve from the preparation chamber and load-lock
connected to the preparation chamber. The load-lock is pumped by a
turbomolecular pump that allows introducing samples and tools to be
transferred without breaking the vacuum. The two main chambers are
pumped by an ion getter pump and a titanium sublimation pump where
pressures around 10−10 mbar are routinely achieved. The preparation
chamber is equipped with different crucibles (e.g. for alkali halides), a
sputter gun and neon gas inlet, a mass spectrometer for rest gas analysis,
and a storage for samples, evaporators (e.g. for metals) and other tools.
The rotatable manipulator is used during sample preparation and for the
sample transfer to the microscope chamber and can be cooled to liquid
nitrogen or helium temperatures. The samples can either be heated indi-
rectly by a resistive button heater on the sample holder or by direct current
heating for low-conductive samples. A NiCr/Ni thermocouple monitors the
sample temperature. This allows preparing and transferring the samples in
a large temperature range, which is of vital importance for material growth.
The bath cryostat is mounted on the microscope chamber with a capacity
of 15 l liquid nitrogen and 4 l liquid helium with refill cycles of 42h and 72h,
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Figure 4.1.: Experimental setup. a Photograph of the UHV preparation and mi-
croscope chamber and the bath cryostat. b Cross-section of the bath cryostat and
STM/AFM (after Ref. 74).
respectively. It affords SPM operation temperatures of 5K. As the chilled
radiation shields act additionally as efficient cryogenic pumps, the residual
gas pressure within the helium cooled shields is even several orders of mag-
nitude lower than the base pressure in the preparation chamber, keeping the
samples clean for months. The microscope stage itself is suspended by soft
springs from the cryostat base at liquid He temperature. To further achieve
adequate vibrational isolation, the setup is constructed in the basement of
the building and the frame that supports the vacuum chambers is mounted
on active pneumatic vibration dampers. In addition, there is an eddy cur-
rent damping for the suspended microscope. The scanner is based on a
Besocke beetle-type design that includes a ramp ring with slightly inclined
planes. In the center of this ramp ring the sensor is mounted on a small
(lead zirconate titanate) piezo tube that drives the tip oscillation. The ring
itself is resting on three outer piezo tubes with sapphire balls on top. Based
on inertial movement of the ramp ring on the sapphire balls, coarse motion
of the tip can be performed (slip-stick motion). Displacing all piezos in the
same direction results in lateral movement (x,y), while tangential displace-
ment (i.e. circular motion of the ramp ring) results in vertical motion (z).
Both, coarse motion and (x,y,z) scanning is performed with these outer
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Figure 4.2.: qPlus sensor. a Photograph of the qPlus sensor. The quartz cantilever
is glued on a square ceramic substrate, which is glued onto the transferable tip holder.
b Optical microscope image of the qPlus sensor without tip holder and tip wire. On the
quartz cantilever there are several Au electrodes applied to collect the induced charges
due to the strain caused by the vertical deflection of the beam (channels A/B) and one
central service electrode to provide electrical contact to the conductive tip75. c Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of the cantilever after shortening and sharpening the
PtIr tip by focused ion beam (FIB). The inset shows a close-up FIB image of the tip
apex with the IBM smarter planet logo engraved.
piezos.
4.1. qPlus sensor
As a sensor, a quartz cantilever is used, which is a modification75 of the
original design of a quartz tuning fork glued to a substrate introduced by
Franz J. Giessibl44 that is commonly called qPlus sensor. Different qPlus
sensors, all designed and provided by Franz J. Giessibl have been used.
Quartz tuning forks are highly optimized devices to clock watches and are
produced in huge numbers by the watch industry. The piezoelectricity
of quartz provides a simple self-sensing detection scheme that translates
the mechanical oscillation of the quartz fork into an electrical signal. The
mechanical properties of this material have been optimized to show small
variations with temperature, which reduces thermally induced frequency
noise. As a consequence of its high stiffness, the qPlus sensor can be
stably operated with sub-Ångström oscillation amplitudes. As discussed
in chapter 3, small amplitudes increase the sensitivity to short-range
forces, hence, the qPlus sensor is favored over conventional micro-machined
Si cantilevers for high-resolution imaging. In addition, a separate tip
electrode that is integrated in the cantilever enables combined STM and
AFM operation.
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Figure 4.3.: qPlus deflection sensing. a Schematic of the qPlus sensor contacts. b
Sensor and current-to-voltage (I/V ) converter circuit elements that is used to amplify
the deflection signal.
In Fig. 4.2a one of the employed qPlus sensors is shown. For the measure-
ments shown in part III two different cantilever designs were used with
the following characteristics: (i) k ≈ 1 800Nm−1, f0 ≈ 30 kHz and (ii)
k ≈ 1800Nm−1, f0 ≈ 73 kHz, and Q factors differed between 10 000 and
300 000. To assemble the sensor, the cantilever is glued onto an insulating
ceramic substrate. On the cantilever several metal electrodes are attached
for the deflection sensing of the piezoelectric material (channel A/B in
Fig. 4.2b) and one service electrode in the center for conducting the
tunneling current. Due to mechanical stress caused by the beam deflection,
charge accumulates on the electrodes. The resulting compensating current
is amplified and converted by a transimpedance amplifier to sense the
cantilever oscillation as an ac-voltage. A possible cross-talk of the deflection
onto the current electrode or vice versa is minimized by its central location
on the cantilever. As the STM/AFM tip, a piece of a 25µm thin PtIr wire
is glued to the free prong. The sensor is then mounted on a MACOR tip
holder that can be transferred in situ as a whole.
Transimpedance amplifiers are used to convert and amplify the current
(gain 1010) and deflection signal (gain 106 − 108). Both amplifiers are
installed in close proximity to the microscope stage on the radiation shield
at liquid nitrogen temperature to reduce noise (by reducing the cable
capacitance Cc in Fig. 4.3b). The deflection signal is further enhanced
by an external Stanford Research System amplifier with gain 2 · 101 and
filtered by a band-pass filter (10 − 100 kHz). Alternatively to the internal
fixed-gain current amplifier, an external Femto amplifier (gain 106 − 109)
can be used if higher currents or higher bandwidth are required.
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The microscope is controlled by homebuilt electronics and software. The
analog electronic components are connected to a digital signal processing
unit (DSP) by 18bit analog-to-digital and 20bit digital-to-analog converters.
The phase-locked-loop (PLL) (see chapter 3) is entirely software-based
and runs on a separate DSP board. According to Giessibl65,76, the main
sources for frequency noise are thermal noise and detector noise. Both noise
sources scale with bandwidth and can be therefore significantly reduced by
slower scan speeds. In the high-resolution AFM measurements discussed
in part III the scan speed is smaller than 12Ås−1. Note however, that
the initial sample characterization and tip preparation are done in STM
mode with much higher scan speeds. Typically stable AFM operation
could be maintained with oscillation amplitudes down to about 0.1Å with
a noise floor of 20mHz and constant current STM feedback operation with
tunneling currents of about 1 pA. The oscillation amplitude was chosen to
be 0.4− 0.5Å, which is a trade-off between sensitivity to short-range forces
and increasing noise with smaller amplitude.
To calibrate the oscillation amplitude of the sensor, it was oscillated with
a large amplitude and with enabled STM constant current feedback. For
large amplitudes, the average tunneling current will be dominated by the
contributions when the tip is in the lower turning point of the oscillation,
because of the exponential decay of the tunneling current with distance.
Therefore a change in the AFM amplitude set point will linearly change the
STM tip height, which directly reflects the change in the real oscillation
amplitude. The slope of the fitted line to the measured change in tip height
yields the desired conversion factor between the amplitude set point (in
arbitrary units) and the real oscillation amplitude.
4.2. Scan parameters and methods
All STM images, shown throughout this thesis, were acquired in con-
stant current mode using a constant voltage V applied to the sample
electrode and the tip on (virtual) ground. The STM image corresponds
then to the tip height to maintain a predefined current I. The AFM
is operated in frequency modulation mode32 at constant height. If not
stated otherwise, the AFM images were acquired with an oscillation
amplitude of A = 0.5Å at V = 0V. To ensure low noise operation in
the ∆f signal even at sub-Ångström amplitudes, the PLL is set to very
small bandwidths (. 10Hz) and accordingly the tip has to be scanned
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very slowly during AFM operation (typically about 5 − 12Ås−1). The
scan height is usually defined as an offset z with respect to the constant
current set-point (I,V ) and positive offsets correspond to a distance
decrease. In sections 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 9.1.2 different conventions for z
were used to enable a quantitative comparison of the absolute tip height
with theory and other experimental methods. In these sections z directly
reflects the distance between the last tip atom and the molecular plane
(sections 7.1, 7.2 and 9.1.2) or the distance to the ∆f minimum above
the substrate plane (section 7.3). Thus z decreases with decreasing distance.
KPFM maps are obtained by recording ∆f(V ) spectra on a lateral grid
point-by-point on a plane parallel to the surface40. After each spec-
trum, the tip moved back to a reference point where the constant-current
feedback is switched on again for a couple of seconds to compensate
for vertical drift. Lateral drift was compensated for maps taking longer
than one hour by cross-correlating a STM image with a reference image.
Three-dimensional (3D) forcemaps where acquired in an analogous man-
ner to KPFM maps but recording the ∆f(z) instead of the ∆f(V ) depen-
dence77.
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Sample system NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111)
In recent years, ultrathin insulating films on metal substrates have gained
appreciable attention as templates for the study of individual adsor-
bates17,22,26,30,58. This attention stems from both the decoupling of the
adsorbate electronic states from the metal substrate and the chemically
inert adsorbate–film interaction, which makes it possible to study single
molecules and atoms close to their native state. For all measurements pre-
sented in this thesis we used a Cu(111) single crystal with a submonolayer
coverage of bilayer NaCl to study single adsorbates and defects on a metal
and thin insulating film.
5.1. Sample and tip preparation
First, the Cu(111) crystal is cleaned by several cycles of Ne+ sputtering
(20min at 1 keV) and short annealing periods at 870K. Next, the Cu
sample is cooled to 270K (using the manipulator) and submonolayer
coverage of NaCl are deposited from a Ta crucible at a rate of ≈ 2ML/min
monitored with quartz crystal microbalance. These growth conditions
lead to the formation of (100)-oriented µm-sized islands of NaCl, with a
thickness of predominately two atomic layers78,79. The sample is then
transferred into the liquid Helium cooled microscope. The adsorbates to
be studied are thermally evaporated in situ through small holes in the
radiation shields onto the sample at 10K. In this way, desorption or
thermal diffusion is suppressed and the adsorbates will remain at their
initial adsorption sites. To deposit organic molecules (that are in solid
phase under ambient conditions), a two-step process is usually used. The
molecules are first sublimed onto a piece of Si wafer in the load-lock cham-
ber and the deposition rate monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance.
Then, the Si wafer is flash-heated by direct, resistive heating to about 900K
in front of small holes in the radiation shields in the microscope chamber.
The advantage of this approach is twofold: The deposition quantity can
be accurately controlled and the preparation is very clean because one
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Figure 5.1.: NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). a Constant-current STM overview image (I =
2pA,V = 0.2V) of a (100)-oriented NaCl bilayer island (with patches of third layer
on top) grown on a Cu(111) single crystal. Several adatoms and molecules have been
deposited in situ on the sample at 10K. The different adsorbates can be distinguished
by their characteristic appearance in the STM topography. b Schematic of a Cu tip
above the NaCl surface (left) and after picking up the CO (right). To maintain a certain
tunneling set point the CO terminated tip has to approach the surface, indicated by
the dashed line. c Typical STM topography (I = 2 pA,V = 0.2V) recorded with a CO
tip. Here, a Au+ adatom, CO molecule and Na vacancy on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) are
shown. The STM resolution and appearance is characteristically dependent on the tip
termination (see chapter 6). Scale bars: 100Å in a and 20Å in c.
selectively removes contaminants with higher oder lower sublimation
temperature. If the available substance amount is very low (∼ µg), the
substance can also be directly spread on the Si wafer and flash-heated.
To deposit gaseous compounds (such as CO or Xe) on the surface, small
pressures (∼ 10−8 mbar) of the gas are admitted to the UHV chamber and
the shutters to the sample are opened for a few seconds. This procedure
is then repeated until a sufficient amount is deposited. Metal adatoms
(such as Au) are prepared by heating a Ta spiral surrounding a piece of the
metal until it becomes liquid and a small amount of atoms are evaporated
through the holes in the radiation shields. In Fig. 5.1a a typical STM
overview image of a bilayer NaCl island on Cu(111) [NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111)]
is shown with several adsorbates on top.
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As a tip we use a 25µm thin PtIr wire, which is glued to the quartz
cantilever. Ex situ the tip is shortened and sharpened by focused-ion-beam
(FIB) (see Fig. 4.2c). After mounting the tip in the microscope, it is
repeatedly indented into the Cu substrate until a sharp and stable tip is
formed. The quality of the tip can be checked by several criteria: (i) Small
negative frequency shift (∆f ≈ −2Hz at a tunnel set point of I = 2pA
at V = 0.2V), (ii) circular and high STM contrast of adsorbates and
(iii) no instabilities or unidentifiable features in the I(V ) spectrum. We
selectively choose tips that comply with all these criteria. The resulting
sharp metal tip is most likely covered with Cu and in the following referred
to as Cu tip. Starting from such a Cu tip, the tip can be functionalized
by controlled modifications of the tip apex (frontmost atom/molecule).
The functionalization is achieved by picking up (vertically manipulating)
the desired tip termination from the surface6. Depending on the specific
species this can require some intermediate steps (see chapter 6). In
Fig. 5.1b the tip functionalization is schematically depicted for CO. The
tip above the CO on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) is approached by 2.5Å from the
STM set-point (I = 2 pA,V = 0.2V). The transfer is noted by a sudden
decrease in the tunneling current, resulting in smaller scan height when the
STM feedback is switched on again (dashed line in Fig. 5.1b). The CO tip
exhibits a characteristic contrast of adsorbates along with an increase in
resolution compared to metal tips as seen in Fig. 5.1c. For further details
on different tip functionalizations and their performance for STM, AFM
and KPFM, please see chapter 6.
If not explicitly stated, STM images and KPFM maps were obtained
with Cu tips and AFM images and three-dimensional forcemaps with CO
tips.
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CHAPTER 6
Effects of tip functionalization in SPM
Most of the content presented in this chapter has been published in Applied
Physical Letters a 80. Text excerpts and figures are reproduced by permission
of AIP Publishing.
The fundamental importance of the geometrical structure and composition
of the tip apex on the contrast in scanning probe microscopy is a com-
monly known fact. Specifically in STM many different approaches have
been developed to modify, control and identify the tip apex. The tips are
often modified by applying voltage pulses, scanning at small tip–sample dis-
tances, or even crashing the tip deliberately into the sample. These prepa-
ration procedures are effective but the outcome is based on chance, often
not reproducible and the resulting atomic structure of the tip is usually not
known exactly. Since the demonstration of controlled vertical manipulation
by Eigler et al.6 it is possible to terminate the tip with individual atoms
or molecules picked up from the sample surface in a defined way, referred
to as tip functionalization. Early on it was noticed that picking up sin-
gle Xe atoms6,81,82 or CO molecules9,83 from a metal substrate enhance
the resolution in STM imaging of surfaces and adsorbates. More recently,
it was found that ultrahigh resolution of the geometrical structure of ad-
molecules can be achieved with STM by bringing molecular hydrogen into
the tunneling junction84, and the method was then also extended towards
other tip terminations85 (Xe, CO, and CH4). In AFM, the preparation and
characterization of the tip are even more difficult than in STM, and conse-
quently, the structure and chemical composition of the tip can often only
be inferred indirectly by comparison with density functional theory (DFT)
simulations36,86 or from symmetry arguments42,87. Low-temperature scan-
ning probe systems that offer the possibility of simultaneous STM and AFM
operation enable the use of the established STM tip preparation techniques
aMohn, F., Schuler, B., Gross, L. & Meyer, G. Different tips for high-resolution atomic
force microscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy of single molecules. Appl. Phys.
Lett. 102, 073109 (2013)
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Figure 6.1.: Tip functionalization with Xe or Br. a,b STM topographies (I =
2pA,V = 0.2V) of a small patch of NaCl(3ML)/Cu(111). Individual Xe atoms (indicated
by dashed circles) at the island edge can be picked up by approaching the tip by 3Å.
b After picking up a Xe atom (position of the red circle in a) the resolution is increased.
c,d STM topographies (I = 2 pA,V = 0.2V) of DBA on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) before
(c) and after (d) applying a voltage pulse of 1.65V at the position indicated by the red
circle. e,f STM topographies (I = 2 pA,V = 0.2V) before (e) and after (f) pick up of a
Br atom by approaching the tip by 4Å at the position indicated by the red circle. Scale
bars: 10Å.
in AFM experiments on conducting substrates. In the following it is de-
scribed how tips terminated with single Cl, Br, I, Xe or Kr atoms or with a
single CO or NO molecule can be created in experiments on thin insulating
films, and we explore the usefulness of these tips for STM and AFM imaging
of single molecules. In section 6.3, the AFM and KPFM contrast of a Cl
vacancy is examined by means of different tip terminations. Thereby, the
underlying contrast mechanisms of AFM and KPFM on ionic surfaces could
be resolved.
6.1. Tip functionalization by controlled vertical
manipulation
Adsorbate pick-up from the surface. To terminate the tip with Xe, Kr,
CO and NO, low coverages (≈ 0.01nm−2) of the compounds are deposited
on the surface at T ≈ 10K by admitting these gases into the UHV cham-
ber (p ≈ 5 × 10−8 mbar) and opening a shutter to the microscope stage
for a few seconds. Prior to the tip functionalization the tip is repeatedly
indented into the Cu substrate until a stable and sharp tip has formed as
described in section 5.1. Thereafter, the tip is positioned on an adatom or
admolecule on the NaCl(2ML) film and approached at about 10mV by a
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Figure 6.2.: Tip functionalization with I. a,b AFM maps of DINP before (a), and
after (b) dissociating the two iodine atoms by a voltage pulse of 1.7V imaged with a CO
tip. c,d STM image before (c) and after (d) picking up one I atom next to the aryne
molecule at the position of the red circle. At the upper right there is another aryne
molecule without I next to it. e AFM image with a CO tip after the I was picked up.
Scale bars: 5Å in a,b,e and 10Å in c,d.
few Ångströms from a STM set point of 2pA at 0.2V. The transfer of the
adsorbate to the tip is noticed by a sudden jump in the tunneling current
and frequency shift. The successful tip termination and quality of the tip
(like its spherical symmetry) can be verified by the characteristic contrast
change of different adsorbates in STM. This procedure is illustrated for Xe
in Fig. 6.1a,b. In Fig. 6.1a several protrusions at the edge of a 3ML NaCl
island can be distinguished (black dashed circles), which can be attributed
to single Xe atoms. After picking up one of them by approaching the tip by
3Å at the position indicated by the red circle, the STM imaging contrast
is significantly enhanced (Fig. 6.1b), similarly to when a Xe atom is picked
up from a Cu step edge6. It should be noted that between panels a and
b of Fig. 6.1, the tip height corresponding to the STM set point above the
substrate changed by about 1.3Å: That is, the tip appeared to be longer by
that length after pick up of the Xe atom, which is reflected in the different
topography scales of the two images.
Tip functionalization by means of vertical manipulation is very powerful
because the imaging capabilities on the atomic scale strongly depend on the
terminating atom and only to a minor extent on the uncontrollable metallic
tip apex behind the frontmost atom.
Molecule precursor dissociation and extraction from the crystalline
substrate. Functionalizing the tip by directly adsorbing the desired
termination on the surface and subsequent pick up is appealing by its
simplicity. Though, there might be circumstances where this procedure
is impractical; For example if the desired species is difficult to prepare
because it is hazardous or corrosive. This is for example the case for
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halogenides. In such cases, an alternative approach is desirable. One
alternative way is the extraction of atoms from a crystalline surface such
as Cl from a NaCl film38. This can be achieved by either bringing the tip
in controlled contact with the NaCl surface, thereby transferring a Cl atom
to the tip apex and generating a Cl vacancy (see also section 6.3). Or a
Cl tip can be produced by picking up a Au adatom with negative sample
voltage applied, which often results in a transfer of a Au-Cl complex to
the tip88. A more versatile method is the dissociation of the target tip
termination from a molecule precursor. In Fig. 6.1c-f, the creation of a
Br-terminated tip is shown. Because of its low sublimation temperature
and its highly corrosive properties, Br cannot be easily deposited onto the
sample surface. Therefore, we evaporated suitable brominated molecules
such as dibromoanthracene (DBA) onto the NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) surface.
By STM manipulation it was possible to dissociate single Br atoms from
these molecules, which could then be picked up with the tip to create
a Br-terminated tip. Fig. 6.1c shows two DBA molecules, from one of
which a Br atom has already been dissociated. The tip was positioned
above the intact molecule, and a sample bias voltage of 1.65V was applied.
This led to a dissociation of one of the Br atoms from the molecule: The
subsequent STM image (Fig. 6.1d) shows a small circularly shaped unit
at the former location of the intact DBA molecule. The remainder of
the molecule as well as the other nearby molecule both changed their
position during the dissociation, as indicated by the red dashed arrows.
High-resolution AFM imaging (e.g., with a CO-terminated tip) of disso-
ciated molecules confirmed that the small circular protrusion is a single
Br atom dissociated from the molecule (see section 9.1.2). The molecule
now shows a dark depression at the former position of the dissociated Br
atom. Also the second Br atom could be detached in a similar fashion.
The dissociated Br atom could easily be picked up from the surface by
approaching the tip by 4Å from the STM set point height, as shown in
Fig. 6.1e,f. As can be seen in Fig. 6.1f, the transfer of the Br atom to the
tip apex is immediately recognized by an enhancement of the STM contrast.
As bromine also iodine is in its elemental form toxic and corrosive and hence
one tries to circumvent its usage in UVH chambers if possible. Analogously
to a Br tip, an iodine terminated tip could be created by dissociating I
from diiodonaphtho-perylene (DINP), presented in Fig. 6.2. In Fig. 6.2a an
intact DINP precursor molecule is imaged with a CO tip. After applying a
voltage pulse of 1.7V both I atoms were dissociated from the molecule and
adsorbed in its direct vicinity as seen in Fig. 6.2b and c. The dissociation
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Figure 6.3.: STM performance. a-i STM topographies of the HOMO (a-f) and LUMO
(g-i) resonance of a pentacene molecule on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) recorded with a Cu tip
(a,d,g), CO tip (b,e,h) and Kr tip (c,f,i). Scale bars: 10Å.
product aryne will be discussed in detail in section 9.1.1. The I atoms could
be easily picked up to terminate the Cu tip. The I tip as well enhanced the
STM resolution greatly and appeared to elongate the tip by about 0.2−1Å.
The vertical manipulation of an I atom next to the molecule did not affect
the remainder molecule next to it as seen in Fig. 6.2e.
6.2. Performance of different tips for STM and AFM
In this section we assess the performance of Cl, Br, I, Xe, Kr, CO and NO
tips for high-resolution STM and AFM imaging of molecules. Generally,
Cl/Br/I or Xe/Kr tips have very similar imaging characteristics in both
STM and AFM. Though, Br and Xe tips turn out to be more stable
than their halogen and noble gas counterparts. Interestingly, the NO tip
behaves quite differently from the CO tip, confirming the influence of the
second-frontmost tip atom on the imaging contrast predicted by Guo et
al.89. The NO tip is usually less stable and atomic-resolution AFM images
of molecules appear less distorted than with a CO tip.
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In Fig. 6.3 the negative and positive ion resonance corresponding to the
frontier molecular orbitals of pentacene recorded with a Cu, CO and Kr
tip are depicted. In comparison to the metal tip (Fig. 6.3d), both CO
(Fig. 6.3e) and Kr tips (Fig. 6.3f) increase the spatial resolution. In
particular, the observed contrast differences between the tips and even for
the same tip depend on the applied bias. The CO tip has considerable
contribution from electrons tunneling through the 2pi∗ orbitals of the CO
tip molecule that have p-wave symmetry41. According to Chen’s derivative
rule90 such a p-wave tip in resonance with a sample molecule orbital
correspond to the modulus squared of the lateral gradient of that orbital.
The contribution of these p-wave electrons to the tunneling current is
bias dependent. At the onset of the sample molecular orbital, the orbital
image is dominated by these p-wave contributions due to the symmetry
dependence of vibration-assisted tunneling91. Consequently, at the onset of
the pentacene HOMO (Fig. 6.3b) the orbital image with a CO tip resemble
the lateral derivative of the HOMO with enhanced tunneling at HOMO
nodal planes. On the resonance maximum (Fig. 6.3e), however, s-wave
electrons contribute and the HOMO topography has mixed s- and p-wave
portions. Metal and noble gas tips are predominately s-wave tips, since
these states expand further into the vacuum61,62, hence these tips directly
reflect the real-space structure of the molecular orbital.
For AFM molecular structure imaging the CO tip excels with its high
lateral resolution mainly as a consequence of the sideways tilting of the
CO tip molecule that will be discussed in detail in sections 7.1 and 7.2.
Monoatomic tips such as Cl, Br or Xe yield a lower resolution, but the
images of polyaromatic hydrocarbons are less distorted compared to
images recorded with a CO tip38a. In Fig. 6.4 AFM images of DBA and
dibenzonaphthoperylene (DBNP)92 obtained with a Br, Cl, Xe or CO tip
are shown. The Cl and Br terminated tips yield an identical contrast on
the DBA molecule (Fig. 6.4a,b) despite the larger covalent radius of Br.
Irrespective of this similarity, the Br tip has the advantage that it is easier
to prepare, because the Br atom lying atop the NaCl surface does not need
to be extracted from the crystalline NaCl like the previously used Cl tip.
As an interesting side note, Br and I tips were also found to be well suited
for lateral manipulation of single molecules on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) in
the pulling mode, which is usually difficult to achieve on this substrate93.
aRecent results with Xe tips obtained in the group of Ingmar Swart, however, indicated
also strong distortions at close distance. Note that these measurements were taken on
a different substrate.
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Figure 6.4.: AFM performance. a,b AFM image of DBA on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111)
recorded with a Br tip (a) and Cl tip (b). c,d Molecule model of DBA (c) and DBNP
(d). e,f AFM image of DBNP on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) recorded with a Xe tip (e) and
CO tip (f). g,h Laplace and low-pass filtered versions of e and f with atomic positions
overlaid. Scale bars: 5Å.
The Xe tip used in Fig. 6.4e exhibits a faint atomic resolution, but the
chemical structure of the molecule is more obvious in the CO tip image
(Fig. 6.4f). On the other hand, the Xe tip image is much less distorted, as
can be seen in the Laplace and low-pass filtered images shown in Fig. 6.4g,h.
In conclusion, we have found that a number of different tip terminations
can be prepared by picking up single adsorbates from NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111),
which were either directly adsorbed, extracted from the substrate or disso-
ciated from a molecule precursor. The performance of these tips in STM
and AFM imaging of single molecules were assessed. We found the Br tip
to be particularly useful for undistorted AFM imaging of single molecules
and lateral manipulation (along with I), and the Xe tip for STM orbital
imaging. The combined information from images recorded with different
tips could in the future facilitate the extraction of information about the
chemical composition of the imaged molecules.
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6.3. AFM and KPFM contrast on ionic surfaces with
different tips
Most of the content presented in this section has been published in Physical
Review Ba 94. Text excerpts and figures are reproduced by permission of the
American Physical Society.
In the previous sections, empirical recipes for different tip functionalizations
were given and their performance for STM and AFM on molecules was
evaluated. Despite AFM and KPFM have evolved into important tools
for nanotechnology, their contrast mechanisms on the atomic scale are
not entirely understood. Next we try to understand the atomic contrast
on Cl vacancies in NaCl as a function of bias voltage, tip height, and tip
functionalization. It is demonstrated that the AFM contrast qualitatively
depends on both tip termination and sample voltage, and with the aid of
density functional theory we reveal the underlying contrast mechanisms.
LCPD maps acquired with KPFM showed the same qualitative contrast
for all tip terminations investigated, resembling the electrostatic field of
the sample.
With force–voltage spectroscopy, which represents a method of KPFM,
charge states of single atoms31, defects95, and molecules96 were deter-
mined, and the charge distribution in a molecule was imaged77. The
atomic contrast observed with KPFM87,97–100 triggered efforts to explain
the underlying contrast mechanism theoretically101,102. The most impor-
tant open questions are: What are the physical properties mapped by
AFM and KPFM on the atomic scale, and how can we take advantage of
this information?
The (100) surfaces of alkali halides are often used as model systems to
investigate atomic contrast on insulators by AFM103–107, and theory
predicted that the polarity of the tip apex determines whether the largest
attractive forces are measured above anions or cations108. Here we used Cl
vacancies in the top layer of a bilayer of NaCl(100) on Cu(111) as model
systems109 to study the atomic contrast of AFM and KPFM on ionic
systems employing five different tips terminated with individual Cu, Au,
aGross, L., Schuler B., Mohn, F., Moll, N., Pavliček, N., Steurer, W., Scivetti., I., Kotsis,
K., Persson, M. & Meyer, G. Investigating atomic contrast in atomic force microscopy
and Kelvin probe force microscopy on ionic systems using functionalized tips. Phys.
Rev. B 90, 155455 (2014).
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Figure 6.5.: AFM contrast inversion on NaCl with Au tips. a-c AFM images of
a Cl vacancy at different voltages V with a Au tip. d ∆f(V ) spectra at the locations
indicated by the circles in a-c measured with another Au tip. Red: Na site, Blue: Cl
site, Green: Vacancy site. For V > 400mV the ∆f contrast between Na and Cl sites is
inverted. The inset shows a close-up of the cross-over region. Scale bars: 5Å.
Cl, I and Xe atoms. We demonstrate true atomic resolution with AFM
and KPFM for all five tip functionalizations investigated. We found that
the AFM contrast does depend crucially on the sample bias and the tip
termination, whereas the LCPD does not. The AFM contrast arises mainly
from electrostatic interactions but it cannot always be explained by the tip
polarity alone.
The vacancies were created by bringing the Cu tip into controlled contact
with the NaCl surface. Thereby a Cl atom is transferred to the tip apex,
as evidenced by a characteristic contrast change in STM images (as the Cl
atom remains on the tip apex) and a remaining depression at the predefined
Cl site. Alternatively, Cl vacancies can be produced by field-emission from
the tip or picking-up a Au adatom with negative sample voltage applied,
which often leads to an individual Cl vacancy being created109.
AFM images with an Au-terminated tip (Au tip) at different sample
voltages V are shown in Fig. 6.5. Note that the Cl vacancy unambiguously
indicates the location of the Na and Cl sites. It can be observed that the
Cl sites exhibit a smaller (more negative) frequency shift ∆f than the Na
sites. This corresponds to a larger attraction above the Cl sites than above
the Na sites, in agreement with an investigation by Teobaldi et al. using
metal tips110. We observed that the atomic contrast crucially depended
on V : With increasing V , the contrast between Cl and Na sites decreased
and the vacancy site appeared darker (more attractive) than the Na and
Cl sites. At V = −400mV (Fig. 6.5a), the sites exhibiting the smallest ∆f
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Figure 6.6.: KPFM contrast of the Cl vacancy for different tips. a-e LCPD maps
of a Cl vacancy using different tips: Cu tip (a), Au tip (b), Cl tip (c), I tip (d) and Xe
tip (e). f-j Corresponding ∆f∗ maps. The white dashed lines indicate Cl rows. The
contrast change in f is probably caused by a slight rearrangement of the Cu tip atoms.
Note that this had little effect on the simultaneously measured V ∗ map (a). Scale bars:
5Å.
are the four neighboring Cl sites of the vacancy, whereas at V = +400mV
(Fig. 6.5c) the vacancy site itself and its four neighboring Na sites exhibit
the smallest ∆f . Using another Au tip we even observed a ∆f contrast
inversion between Na and Cl sites at around +400mV (see Fig. 6.5d). This
demonstrates the importance of taking into account the V -dependence, in
addition to the tip termination and the z-dependence in AFM images.
In the following we investigate the effect of different tip terminations on
the ∆f contrast at the LCPD compensated voltage V ∗, which minimizes
the electrostatic force contribution. To this end, we measured maps of V ∗
and ∆f∗ by acquiring ∆f(V ) spectra on a grid (as described in section
3.2), shown in Fig. 6.6. For all tips we obtained atomic resolution in both
the V ∗ and the ∆f∗ channel. The V ∗ maps of all tips (Fig. 6.6a-e) appear
very similar. Not only is the V ∗ contrast of the Na, Cl and vacancy (vac)
sites similar, but also the shift of V ∗ towards greater negative values above
the four neighboring Na sites of the vacancy is exhibited by all tips. As
a result the vacancy appears in the shape of a dark cross in all V ∗ maps.
The absolute V ∗ level is different in each image because of the influence
of the mesoscopic tip shape (cf. section 3.2). On the other hand, the ∆f∗
maps (Fig. 6.6f-j) show qualitatively different contrasts.
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All measured V ∗ maps are in qualitative agreement with the z-component
of the electrostatic field (Ez) above the sample (for further details see
Ref. 94). This relation can be understood as follows: To compensate for
the electrostatic field at the tip position, a matching external field with
opposing polarity has to be applied. However, also the mesoscopic parts
of tip and sample contribute to the electrostatic field and thus to V ∗.
Because of the aforementioned averaging effects (see section 3.2) we cannot
quantitatively recover the electrostatic field from V ∗.
The atomic tip termination obviously plays an important role for the
explanation of the ∆f∗ contrast. As Fig. 6.6 was obtained in the attractive
branch of ∆f and we also see no contrast inversions as a function of z,
we can rule out significant contributions of Pauli repulsive forces here.
Van der Waals forces will contribute, but cannot be responsible for the
tip-dependent contrast inversions we observed, in particular not for the
large attraction above the vacancy for the Au, Cl and I tip.
As detailed in Ref. 94, a thorough analysis of the ∆f(V ,x, y, z) data reveals
which electrostatic force contribution is responsible for the V ∗ and ∆f∗
contrast: The horizontal shift of the ∆f(V ) parabola, and hence the V ∗
contrast, is caused by the interaction between localized (V independent)
charges at the sample and the homogeneous charge distribution in the
tip in response to the applied bias and different work functions. This
interaction exhibits a linear V dependence. The ∆f∗ contrast on the other
hand results mainly from the interaction between the localized charges
of the tip and sample that are V independent. Localized charges of the
sample stem from the ions and the vacancy. The localized charges at the
tip, in particular, a tip dipole, arise from the tip shape because of the
Smoluchowski effect110,111 and, additionally, from the tip functionalization.
We modeled tips as Cu clusters with different atomic tip functionalizations
and obtained dipole moments of pCu ≈ +0.5D, pAu ≈ −1D, pCl ≈ −7D,
and pXe ≈ +3D, with positive p corresponding to a positive partial charge
at the tip apex. The I tip can be assumed to show the same sign for p
as the Cl tip. The measured ∆f∗ contrast of the Cu, Cl, I and Xe tips
can be understood from their respective dipole moments: The attraction
is increased above sample charges of opposite sign with respect to the tip
apex for these four tips.
The Au tip demonstrates that the ∆f∗ contrast in general cannot be
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explained by the dipole moment of the isolated tip. The Au tip exhibits
a larger attraction on both the Cl and the vacancy site than on the Na
site, although Cl is charged negatively and the vacancy is charged more
positively as compared to Na. Two effects could play a role here: First,
the uncompensated positive charge of the vacancy will induce a negative
image charge in the tip, thus changing the tip dipole with the tip position.
Second, the charge distributions of tip and sample are more complex than
the simple picture of point charges or dipoles. In particular, the lateral
charge distribution at the tip due to the tip functionalization and the
Smoluchowski effect should be taken into account.
Using tip functionalization by atomic manipulation we clarified the proper-
ties and the origin of AFM and KPFM contrast on the atomic scale: We
found almost no tip dependence of the relative contrast in the V ∗ (LCPD)
measured with KPFM, but a very pronounced tip- and voltage-dependence
for AFM. Remarkably, electrostatic forces are the main contributions in all
cases. The V ∗ channel reflects Ez above the sample. The AFM contrast
at compensated LCPD depends crucially on the tip because of the direct
electrostatic interaction of localized, voltage independent tip and sample
charges.
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Molecular properties measured by AFM
For any interpretation of AFM data, understanding of the contrast mech-
anism is crucial. At first glance, the atomically resolved AFM images as
the one shown in Fig. 6.4f being similar to the molecular structure, suggest
that the contrast simply reflects the geometry of the molecule. However,
the imaging mechanism is far from being simple. First, the AFM signal
is composed of several different types of interactions, such as electrostatic
forces, van der Waals attraction, chemical bond formation, and Pauli re-
pulsion. Additionally, as these forces act on very different length scales,
different parts of the tip and sample structure may contribute to the imag-
ing process. In this chapter we will discuss how the different aforementioned
contributions can be used to gain qualitative and quantitative information
about important molecular properties. In section 7.1, we investigate the
AFM contrast associated with Pauli repulsion that comprises information
about the bond order of single bonds. Then, image distortions stemming
from CO tip relaxations are analyzed in detail and its main source is un-
covered. In section 7.3, we present a method to quantify the adsorption
geometry of molecules. In the last section of this chapter, electrostatic force
contributions are extracted by KPFM to study the charge distribution of
molecules.
7.1. Bond-order discrimination
Most of the content presented in this section has been published in Sci-
encea 112. Text excerpts and figures are reproduced by permission of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Bond order is an important concept to predict geometry, stability,
aromaticity, reactivity, and electronic structure of covalently bonded
aGross, L., Mohn, F., Moll, N., Schuler, B., Criado, A., Guitián, E., Peña, D., Gourdon,
A. & Meyer, G. Bond-order discrimination by atomic force microscopy. Science 337,
1326-1329 (2012)
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molecules. The bond order is closely related to the bond length, which,
in general, decreases with increasing Pauling bond order113,114. If single
crystals are available, the bond length can be determined experimentally
with high accuracy using diffraction methods, which – for instance, in the
case of fullerenes (C60), as predicted by Clar’s sextet theory – showed two
kinds of bonds of different lengths115–118. In contrast to diffraction based
techniques, which yield values averaged over large ensembles of molecules,
scanning probe microscopy offers the possibility of studying single bonds
in individual molecules. For molecules, not only the chemical species
of their constituent atoms can differ, but also the coordination number
of atoms, the bond angles, bond order, and bond length. In polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), the differences in bond order and length
are subtle due to the delocalized pi-electrons that render the number of
electrons participating in a bond non-quantized. However, detecting these
small differences is useful for rationalizing aromaticity and reactivity of
such molecules119. AFM offers the possibility of studying systems in which
single crystals needed for diffraction methods cannot be grown. Moreover,
bond-order determination within individual molecules is desirable for
chemical structure determination39, the investigation of isomerization
reactions where bond order changes120,121, and the characterization of
structural relaxations around atomic defects in graphene122–124.
Here, an AFM method to differentiate bond orders and lengths of individual
bonds for C60 and large PAHs is demonstrated and C-C bonds parallel to
the sample surface are investigated. Hence, differences in contrast arising
from the chemical species of the atoms39,89, polarity of the bonds or vari-
ations of the tip–sample separation (nonplanar adsorption geometries, see
section 7.3)125,126 can be neglected. In a C60 molecule, the bonds fusing two
hexagons (h) are electron-rich compared with the bonds fusing a pentagon
and a hexagon (p) (Fig. 7.1e). The Pauling bond order Pb of a bond b in a
conjugated molecule is found by counting the number of Kekulé structures
(classical resonance formulas) that show b as a double bond divided by the
total number of different Kekulé structures of the molecule113,114. Thus, Pb
can take values between 0 (single bond) and 1 (double bond); in the case of
C60, the Pauling bond orders are Ph = 0.44 and Pp = 0.28, respectively127.
Correspondingly, theoretical128 and experimental investigations using neu-
tron diffraction115, electron diffraction116, and x-ray diffraction117,118 have
shown that the bond h is shorter than the bond p by ~5%. The measured
bond lengths are Lh = 1.38(2)Å and Lp = 1.454(12)Å, respectively. The
exact molecular adsorption orientation of C60 on Cu(111) was determined
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Figure 7.1.: Effects of bond order, C60. a-c. AFM maps of C60 on Cu(111) at
different heights z with a CO tip. d Laplace and low pass filtered image to measure the
apparent bond length L′. e Molecule model of C60 with the Pauling bond order of the
p and h bond indicated at the top most ring. f Line profiles ∆f(x) across a p and h
bond extracted from a 3D force map. The position of the line profiles is indicated in the
inset showing a map of ∆f at z = 3.6Å extracted from the same 3D force map. The
apparent positions of the p and h bond are indicated by the dotted lines. The x = 0
corresponds to the molecular center determined by the minimum in ∆f(x) at z = 4.8Å.
Note that p is located at a smaller absolute value of x than h and that ∆f(xp) is smaller
than ∆f(xh) for all plotted values of z. Scale bars: 5Å.
by STM129,130. The molecule shown in Fig. 7.1 exhibited a hexagonal
tile and is oriented as depicted in Fig. 7.1e. Using AFM, the frequency
shift ∆f at constant tip height za was recorded, as shown in Fig. 7.1a-c.
aIn the calculations, d denotes the distance between the O atom of the unrelaxed tip
and the plane of the imaged atoms. In experiment, the tip height was measured
with respect to the STM set point; therefore, there is an offset with respect to d.
Comparison with theory38,43 shows that the minimum of ∆f(d) above a carbon ring
is usually found at d = 3.9Å. By measuring the tip height that yielded the minimum
of ∆f(z) in the experiment and by setting this height to z = 3.9Å, we determined the
offset. Therefore, the experimental z values correspond to the theoretical d values and
approximately reflect the atomic tip–sample separation.
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To obtain atomic contrast, z had to be decreased, usually until ∆f(z)
reached its minimum above the molecule (in general, at z ≈ 3.9Å), and
the contrast increased as z was further decreased. The smallest tip height
where stable imaging conditions could still be maintained was z ≈ 3.3Å.
The origin of the atomic contrast is Pauli repulsion, which increases with
the local electron density, giving rise to the bright features corresponding
to the atomic structure of the imaged molecule. The dark halo surrounding
the molecules in the AFM images stems mainly from the attractive van
der Waals (vdW) force, which shows no corrugation on the atomic scale38,43.
Two important observations can be made from the AFM images in Fig. 7.1.
On one hand, ∆f is increased above the h bonds with respect to the p
bonds. This effect was best observed for moderate tip heights (Fig. 7.1a).
As can be read off in Fig. 7.1f by comparing the two local maxima of
a line profile ∆f(x) across both bonds. The largest ∆f difference of
~0.4Hz was observed for z = 3.7Å. Moreover, in images with atomic
resolution, the h bonds appear shorter compared with the p bonds; this
was best observed for the smallest accessible tip heights (Fig. 7.1c).
Fig. 7.1d shows a Laplace filtered image that was used to determine the
apparent position of the bonds and measure the apparent bond length,
L′h = 2.0(2)Å and L′p = 2.7(2)Å, respectively. Notably, the apparent
bond lengths L′ measured by AFM qualitatively correctly reflect that the
h bond is shorter than the p bond. However, both bonds appear to be
substantially longer than they really are, and the difference in the ap-
parent bond lengths of ~30% is much greater than the real difference of ~5%.
To understand the contrast mechanisms, DFT calculations were performed
by Nikolaj Moll. Fig. 7.2c shows an image of the calculated interaction
energy for a CO tip at a tip height of d = 2.9Å, which can be qualitatively
compared to the ∆f image at z = 3.8Å (Fig. 7.2e)40. The brighter
appearance of the h bonds with respect to the p bonds is well reproduced.
The contrast is related to the electron density (shown in Fig. 7.2e), which
increases with bond order. The higher electron density leads to stronger
Pauli repulsion; consequently, ∆f is increased above bonds with greater
bond order. To account for tip relaxations, especially tilting of the CO
molecule at the tip apex42,131,132, the tip was modeled as a Cu2 cluster with
a CO molecule attached, as shown schematically in Fig. 7.2a. Calculated
∆f(x) line profiles (Fig. 7.2d) without relaxations of the tip structure
(dashed lines) show the ∆f(x) maxima above the bond positions (vertical
gray lines), reflecting the corrugation of the C60 electron density. Calcula-
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Figure 7.2.: DFT calculations, C60. a Tip model of a CO tip on a Cu2 cluster. b
CO tip relaxation when the tip is scanned over the p and h bond (same x scale as in
d,f), irrespective of the scan direction. c,e Calculated interaction energy (c) and electron
density (e) at d = 2.9Å above the molecule (image size: 4 × 4Å). d,f Line profiles of
∆f (d) and tip displacement ∆x(x) (f) calculated with a static tip (dashed lines) and
relaxed tip (solid lines). The vertical gray lines in d and f indicate the positions of the p
and h bonds as expected from the atomic model. The horizontal black arrows mark the
shift of the bond positions in response to the tip relaxation (vertical arrows in f). This
shift is bigger for the h bond.
tions including tip relaxations (solid lines) show a lateral shift of the ∆f(x)
maxima positions (arrows in Fig. 7.2d) toward greater absolute values of x,
leading to an expansion of the molecule in the image. Moreover, this lateral
shift is greater above the h bond compared with the p bond, in agreement
with the experiment. The important tip relaxation for the imaging process
is the lateral displacement ∆x(x) of the oxygen atom at the tip apex
(Fig. 7.2f) caused by tilting of the CO toward the molecular center because
of lateral forces. As this oxygen atom defines the position of our probe,
a falling slope of ∆x(x) results in an expansion, whereas a rising slope
of ∆x(x) results in a compression along the x direction in the particular
region of the image. The absolute value of ∆x is greater above the h bond
compared with the p bond (arrows in Fig. 7.2f). Hence, the h bond appears
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to be shifted further away from the molecular center than the p bond, re-
sulting in a decrease of L′h with respect to L′p as observed in the experiment.
Thus, tilting of the CO is responsible for the amplification of the differences
in apparent bond length with respect to the real differences in bond length.
Note that, only because of this amplification, differences in apparent bond
length can be measured within the accuracy of the AFM instrument.
Furthermore, right above the apparent positions of the bonds (that is,
when the regions of maximal electron density are probed), ∆x(x) takes a
rising slope, leading to a local lateral compression that gives rise to the
very sharp appearance of the bonds at small tip heights. Notably, the
calculations with a relaxed CO tip for d = 3.4Å also reflect several other
details of the experiment, such as the appearance of a local maximum in
the molecular center and the vanishing ∆f contrast between p and h bonds
observed for very small tip heights due to the tip relaxations.
Next, the PAHs hexabenzocoronene (HBC) on Cu(111) and dibenzonaph-
thoperylene (DBNP)92 (see structure models in Fig. 7.3a) on bilayer NaCl
on Cu(111)a were investigated. In general, the bonds at the periphery of
a planar molecule show an increased frequency shift ∆f corresponding to
greater repulsive forces compared with bonds in the central region43. In
part, this effect is related to the delocalization of electrons in a pi-conjugated
system leading to increased electron density at the boundary. In addition,
the smaller attractive vdW background at the periphery of the molecule
leads to an increased ∆f compared with the central molecular region.
Because these effects are not easily deconvolved from contrast related to
bond order differences, we focused on bonds in the central region of the
molecules (see colored bonds in Fig. 7.3a). Note that bond order differences
are obscured by the vdW background in the case of pentacene38,43, where
all bonds are near the periphery of the molecule. For HBC, the bonds
i and j are not connected to the periphery, and the bonds within the
central ring i are of greater bond order than the bonds j connecting the
central ring to the outside rings133. The qualitative contrast related to
the bond order that was described above for C60 is corroborated for HBC.
In particular, it is observed that bonds with increased bond order appear
brighter for moderate tip heights, and the differences in bond length were
aC60 and HBC could not be stably imaged by AFM on NaCl films with atomic resolution
because they were laterally manipulated when using small tip heights. In contrast,
DBNP could be imaged on bilayer NaCl on Cu(111) and was investigated on this surface
to demonstrate that bond order discrimination is possible on different substrates.
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Figure 7.3.: Effects of bond order, HBC and DBNP. a. Molecule model of HBC
and DBNP with the Pauling bond order of their inner bonds indicated. b,c Pseudo 3D
image of an AFM map of HBC (b) on Cu(111) and DBNP (c) on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111).
d,e Measured ∆f values (d) and the apparent bond length L′ (e) for indicated bonds,
including HBC in e, are plotted as a function of the Pauling bond order. f Apparent
bond length as a function of the realistic bond length obtained by DFT calculations (for
DBNP) and from diffraction data (for HBC) . Linear regressions are drawn as a guide
to the eye. Scale bars: 5Å.
qualitatively reflected and amplified in the regime of minimal tip heights
(Fig. 7.3b). The two different bonds i (Pi = 0.4, Li = 1.417(2)Å) and j
(Pj = 0.2, Lj = 1.447(2)Å)133 were differentiated in the ∆f contrast at
constant height, measured as ∆fi = −5.34(4)Hz, and ∆fj = −5.46(6)Hz,
respectively. The differences in apparent length could be observed in
Fig. 7.3b and were measured as L′i = 1.48(4)Å and L′j = 1.68(7)Å, with
the errors corresponding to the standard deviation measured for all six
equivalent bonds. As described above, the contrast can be related to the
different electron densities of the bonds, which qualitatively reproduces
the measured differences in ∆f . Notably, individual i and j bonds can be
distinguished, although they differ only by 0.03Å in length.
Finally, DBNP, a PAH that contains bonds of several different bond orders
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was investigated. The five bonds in the central molecular region (labeled
q, r, s, t, and u in Fig. 7.3a) have Pauling bond orders ranging from
Pt = 0.163 to Pr = 0.49 . Using both contrast mechanisms described above,
r could be assigned as the bond of comparably highest bond order. Out
of these five bonds, it showed the largest ∆f signal (Fig. 7.3d) and the
smallest apparent length (Fig. 7.3c,e,f). For the remaining four bonds, the
differentiation was less clear, as can be seen in the graphs in Fig. 7.3d and
e. Note that for DBNP, the bond order assignment was more challenging
because of its low symmetry.
From our measurements on all three investigated molecular species, one can
conclude that Pauling bond order differences (down to about 0.2) between
individual bonds can be distinguished using AFM by both described con-
trast mechanisms. The frequency shift measured in different experimental
runs cannot be compared quantitatively because of different background
contributions of different tips. However, the measured apparent length
showed no tip dependence within the experimental errors, as long as a stable
CO-functionalized tip was used. Thus, the apparent lengths measured with
different tips and on different planar moleculesa can be compared, as shown
for HBC and DBNP in Fig. 7.3e. In Fig. 7.3f, the apparent length is plotted
as a function of the realistic bond length extracted from DFT calculations
(for DBNP) and x-ray diffraction measurements (for HBC)133. The slope
of the linear regression is 11; that is, the differences of the apparent bond
length are about one order of magnitude greater than the differences in real
bond length, as a result of the CO tilting at the tip apex. The two contrast
mechanisms – one based on the frequency shift and the other based on the
apparent length measured by AFM – are both corroborated by DFT cal-
culations, and both can be used to differentiate bond orders in individual
molecules. Notably, tilting of the CO at the tip apex amplifies the appar-
ent length differences and renders it possible to detect length differences
between individual bonds down to 0.03Å.
aAs vdW background forces also induce substantial tilting of the CO tip, the apparent
bond length can only be compared if the vdW background is constant, which is given
in the central part of planar molecules. The bond length measured for C60 cannot
be compared with the bond length measured for planar molecules, because the vdW
background is not constant in the region around the p and h bonds due to the spherical
shape of C60, resulting in additional lateral distortions. However, the p and h bonds
can be compared with each other because of their similar vdW background.
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7.2. Tilting of the CO tip molecule and effect of
fluorination
Most of the content presented in this section has been published in Nano
Lettersa 134. Text excerpts and figures are reproduced by permission of the
American Chemical Society.
In the previous sections we have seen that atomic resolution of molecules
can be achieved with AFM using CO-terminated tips38,43,112,125,126,135–139.
Such images appear distorted38, which can be exploited to distinguish the
bond order of individual carbon–carbon bonds in polycyclic aromatic hy-
drocarbons and fullerenes112 (see section 7.1). The origin of this distortion
was recently also highly debated among experimentalists112,132,135,136 and
theorists43,140,141. Here, we study this distortion resulting in an enlarged
and sharpened appearance of the imaged molecules in more detail and
identify the underlying mechanisms.
To this end, we imaged 4-(4-(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorophenylethynyl)-2,3,5,6--
tetrafluorophenylethynyl) phenylethynylbenzene142,143 (FFPB) (see
Fig. 7.4a) atomically resolved with AFM as shown in Fig. 7.4b,c. In
FFPB, four carbon rings are connected by ethynylene units with triple
bonds with two rings being H-terminated and two rings F-terminated. In
the following, the rings are denoted as H-rings and F-rings, respectively.
The FFPB molecules were studied on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111).
From previous measurements on fluorinated and non-fluorinated PAH
molecules we assign the orientation of the molecule in Fig. 7.4b,c as
displayed in the model (Fig. 7.4a). That is, H-rings (left) and F-rings
(right), which is confirmed by the STM orbital image (Fig. 7.5h) and
KPFM measurement (Fig. 7.5f). Several observations are made: The
H-rings appear with a substantially larger diameter than the F-rings of
the FFPB molecule. The halo, that is, the region of minimal frequency
shift surrounding the molecule, is less pronounced around the H-rings than
around the F-rings (see Fig. 7.4c,d,f).
We also determined the adsorption height and geometry of the FFPB
aMoll, N., Schuler, B., Kawai, S., Xu, F., Peng, L., Orita, A., Otera, J., Curioni, A.,
Neu, M., Repp, J., Meyer, G. & Gross, L. Image distortions of a partially fluorinated
hydrocarbon molecule in atomic force microscopy with carbon monoxide terminated
tips. Nano Lett. 14, 6127-6131 (2014).
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molecule on the substrate with AFM using the procedure detailed in
section 7.3. We used z∗, that is, the tip height at minimal frequency, as
a measure for the adsorption height (see Fig. 7.4e). The FFPB molecule
adsorbs along a row of Na surface atoms, which is in agreement with
the calculations. The absolute experimental tip height was calibrated by
setting z∗ at the center of the outer H-ring to the corresponding value of
a calculated ∆f(z) spectrum (z∗ = 3.93Å). For the center of the outer
F-ring, we measured z∗ = 4.03Å. In conclusion, the AFM measurements
yield that the outer F-ring relaxes outward by 0.1Å compared to the outer
H-ring, which matches the calculated height difference of 0.09Å very well.
These results indicate that the adsorption geometry of the FFPB molecule
on the substrate is very well described by the calculations with respect to
the experiment. Differences in the adsorption height can lead to different
apparent bond length and thus different apparent ring sizes as reported
recently136. The similar adsorption heights of the different rings, which we
found by experiment and theory, indicate that for the FFPB molecule this
effect will be small and other reasons must be responsible for the smaller
appearance of F-rings compared to H-rings.
Next, we computationally investigated the mechanisms for the distortion of
the AFM images obtained with CO-functionalized tips (for details see Ref.
134). The calculations were performed by Nikolaj Moll. First, to quantify
the larger appearance of the rings in the AFM images, we looked at the lat-
eral position ybond of the molecular bond indicated by the green crosses in
Fig. 7.4a with respect to the long molecular axis, which defines y = 0. Using
the atomic positions of the calculated geometry of the FFPB molecule, we
find that the outer H-ring and the outer F-ring have almost identical sizes
in the y-direction as seen in Tab. 7.1. The difference in size is less than 0.4%.
Because the atomic contrast is a consequence of Pauli repulsion43, which
is related to the charge density144, we examined the charge density of the
FFPB molecule. Again we removed the substrate and kept the position of
the molecule fixed. The charge density at constant height z = 3.61 Å is
shown in Fig. 7.5a.
The charge density above the H-rings is approximately a factor of two
larger than that above the F-rings. The different saturations of the rings
with either H or F atoms also lead to drastic differences in the apparent
sizes of the rings in the charge density. This can be attributed to the larger
electronegativity of the F atoms, which seems to influence the pi-electrons
of the FFPB molecule143. The lateral position ybond is given in Tab. 7.1
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Table 7.1.: The lateral position of the molecular bond ybond between the two outer
C atoms of the H- and F-ring indicated by the green crosses in Fig. 7.4a: From the
geometry, from the electron density, from the computed ∆f image with a fixed CO at
the tip, from the computed ∆f image with a relaxed CO at the tip and from ∆f image
from experiment, respectively. For comparison the relative difference with respect to the
value from the geometry is given in %.
H-ring F-ring
ybond (Å) % ybond (Å) %
geometry 1.21 1.21
density 1.45 20 1.05 -13
fixed 1.37 13 1.13 -6
relaxed 1.58 30 1.40 16
experiment 1.84 52 1.11 -8
when taking the maximum of the charge density as a measure for the bond
location. ybond for the H-ring is significantly larger and for the F-ring is
significantly smaller with respect to the positions determined from the
geometry.
AFM images are calculated using a Cu-dimer tip functionalized with a
CO. First we considered a fixed CO at the tip. All four tip atoms are
confined along a line perpendicular to the sample surface. The distances
of the atoms were relaxed for the isolated tip. The frequency shift image
is shown in Fig. 7.5b. As in the experiment the halo around the F-rings is
larger and more pronounced compared to the H-rings. The image resembles
the charge density very closely, except for the fact that the outer H- and
F-rings exhibit a larger positive frequency shift than the two inner rings.
In Tab. 7.1 the lateral position ybond is given when taking the maximum of
the frequency shift with this fixed tip as a measure. This value is relatively
close to the corresponding value from the charge density for both the
H-ring and the F-ring.
Next, the influence of the relaxation of the CO is examined. We calculated
the frequency shift keeping the Cu-dimer tip fixed while relaxing the CO
until the forces were smaller than 0.8 pN. The frequency shift image in
Fig. 7.5c including relaxations of the CO shows some distinct differences
to the image in Fig. 7.5b using a fixed CO. The halo around the F-rings is
even more pronounced compared to that around the H-rings. Furthermore,
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all rings appear larger (Tab. 7.1). Tilting of the CO enlarges the apparent
sizes of the H- and F-rings when comparing with the results with a fixed tip.
To understand the origin of the differences between experiment and
computations, we determined the lateral forces experimentally and compu-
tationally. Experimentally, the lateral forces were obtained by integrating
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the frequency shift twice over the vertical distance and taking the lateral
derivative in x- and y-directions34. However, as the tilt of the CO depends
on the tip height, the lateral position of the probing O atom changes
with the tip height. This will lead to an error in the integration135.
The experimental lateral forces are shown in Fig. 7.4h,i. The largest
lateral forces arise above and in the vicinity (about 2Å) of the molecule,
corresponding to the extent of the halo around the molecule. The forces
always point towards the center of the nearest ring. The computed lateral
forces (Fig. 7.5d,e) are qualitatively very similar to the experimental ones.
In the experiment, the lateral force Fy is similar in size above both types of
rings, whereas in the computations it is larger above the F-rings than above
the H-rings. The reason for the larger lateral force above the F-rings is not
clear. The screening of the substrate which is neglected in our calculations
might reduce the van der Waals contributions. Finally, electrostatic
interactions might be another source of the remaining discrepancy between
experiment and theory. Electrostatic interactions and their effect on the
tilting are included in our theory, however, with some errors. The dipole
moment of CO tips is not completely accurate in DFT and under debate
experimentally145,146. Moreover, also higher order electrostatic multipole
moments of the tip have to be taken into account94,147.
The electrostatics can be probed experimentally employing KPFM. We
recorded an LCPD map of the FFPB molecule40, shown in Fig. 7.5f.
The LCPD contrast can be qualitatively compared to the z component of
the electrostatic field Ez 40,94,147, which we calculated for the free FFPB
molecule, shown in Fig. 7.5g. The qualitatively different contrast obtained
on the H- and F- terminated rings and the good qualitative agreement with
the calculations verifies also the molecular orientation as claimed above.
Both experiment and theory indicate an essentially inverted electrostatic
field for H- with respect to F-rings. The findings suggest that the H-rings
are partially negatively charged in the center and positively in the ring
periphery143. The opposite is true for the F-rings, where the F atoms
attract electrons to the periphery. Therefore, electrostatic forces will act
differently on H- and F-rings and could lead to different image distortions
for both type of rings.
In the computations, we can examine the origin of the lateral forces in more
detail. From the lateral displacement ∆y of the O atom of the CO and
the lateral force Fy, we can calculate an effective spring constant. This
is 30 to 60% larger than the inherent spring constant of 0.49N/m for the
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tip calculated without a sample molecule112. Especially the vertical force
from the sample molecule acting on the CO leads to an additional restoring
force. If we take a maximal vertical force of 80pN and a lever arm of
3.02Å132, this vertical force alone results in an increase of the lateral spring
constant of the CO molecule of 0.26N/m135. Therefore, this additional
stiffness to the inherent, position-independent stiffness of the CO cannot
be neglected. Furthermore, a different substrate material can change the
vertical van der Waals forces or a bias between tip and sample can lead
to additional electrostatic vertical forces and therefore to a change of the
stiffness of the CO tip and of the image distortions.
For large tip heights (z > 4Å) the lateral forces show almost no atomic
contrast and no contribution of the Pauli repulsion. For all lateral
positions, the lateral forces tilt the CO towards the center of the near-
est ring in the FFPB molecule. The tilt leads in general to a larger
appearance of molecules and rings and at smaller tip heights also to a
sharper appearance of the bonds. This lateral sharpening of the bonds
is commonly observed in AFM measurements with CO terminated tips
on molecules38,43,112,125,126,135–139. At small tip heights, approximately
when the maximal short range force is reached, the intramolecular bonds
appear as sharp lines with a full width of half maximum (FWHM) much
smaller than the charge density112,140. This apparent sharpening of bonds
is a result of the Pauli repulsion in interplay with the van der Waals
interaction. Also the elongated shape of the triple bonds in ethynylene
units perpendicular to the direction of the bond in AFM images (Fig. 7.5c)
is a result of this intricate interplay. This characteristic distortion of
triple bonds has also been experimentally observed in a recent study
using CO-terminated tips138 and is also apparent in the case of FFPB
(Fig. 7.4b,c). It is important to note that the sharpening is not a dynamic
effect and does not originate from the oscillating or scanning motion of the
tip. The sharpening can be fully reproduced by the static calculations and
is a result of the different tilt angles of the CO molecule at the different
lateral tip positions.
The image distortions of a FFPB molecule in AFM with a CO-terminated
tip were studied in detail. We observed experimentally that the fluorinated
rings appear with smaller diameter than the hydrogenated rings. The dis-
tortions with respect to the atomic positions of the atoms have two origins:
The charge density and the tilt of the CO at the tip. Already in the charge
density in a plane above the FFPB molecule the rings exhibit different sizes.
In addition the molecules appear distorted because of the tilt of the CO due
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to attractive van der Waals and electrostatic forces. For small tip heights,
the Pauli repulsion and the van der Waals interactions together tilt the CO
in such a way that the bonds appear sharpened.
7.3. Adsorption geometry determination
Most of the content presented in this section has been published in Physical
Review Lettersa 126 and in Chemistry: a European Journalb 148. Text
excerpts and figures are reproduced by permission of the American Physical
Society and Wiley-VCH publishing.
As became apparent in the previous sections, the crucial factors affecting
the AFM image contrast are the chemical interaction between probe and
sample36, the tip termination38,43,80, and the adsorbate geometry125. For
organic molecules on metal substrates, the adsorption geometry (adsorption
site, height, tilt) is intimately linked to the electronic properties of the
adsorbate and the interaction between adsorbate and substrate149. In
other words, the adsorption geometry is a direct indicator of the adsorbate
substrate interaction. The adsorption height of molecules above the
substrate is traditionally measured using the x-ray standing wave method
(XSW)150,151. While XSW allows us to determine the adsorption height
with high precision and chemical sensitivity, it does not (yet) provide
information about the lateral adsorption position or tilt angle. Because
XSW values are averaged over large ensembles, individual molecules are not
distinguished. In contrast, using scanning probe microscopy, molecules are
treated individually, and therefore the molecular adsorption geometry can
be measured as a function of molecular conformation125 or the adsorption
site152. The adsorption site of single adsorbates can be determined by STM
using marker atoms153,154 or inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy155 or
by directly resolving substrate and adsorbate by AFM39,110,125. However,
to date, adsorption heights could not be quantified by scanning probe
microscopy.
In the following a novel experimental approach to extract the molecular
aSchuler, B., Liu, W., Tkatchenko, A., Moll, N., Meyer, G., Mistry, A., Fox, D. & Gross,
L. Adsorption geometry determination of single molecules by atomic force microscopy.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 106103 (2013).
bMistry, A., Moreton, B., Schuler, B., Mohn, F., Meyer, G., Gross, L., Williams,
A., Scott, P., Costantini,G., & Fox, D. The Synthesis and STM/AFM Imaging of
‘Olympicene’ benzo[cd]pyrenes. Chem. Eur. J. 21, 2011–2018 (2013)
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Figure 7.6.: Olympicene dehydrogenation. a STM topographies of olympicene, rad-
ical and ketone on Cu(111) (I = 2 pA,V = 0.2V). Same topography scale applies also
to (b-d). b Two olympicene molecules (bright) and two CO molecules (black). The area
within the dashed box is shown in c and d. c,d Olympicene molecule before (c) and after
(d) applying a voltage pulse of 1.6V at the position indicated by the red circle. After
the pulse the olympicene is dehydrogenated to the radical. Scale bars: 20Å.
adsorption geometry in full detail by AFM is presented and the results
compared to state-of-the-art DFT calculations. First, the method of
determining heights is exemplified for pentacene and diindenoperylene
(DIP) and the role of our tip termination, CO and Xe, is discussed. There-
after, the method is applied to three molecules of the olympicene family,
6H-benzopyrene (olympicene), benzopyrene (radical), 6H-benzopyren-6-one
(ketone), which differ in their chemical structure only by one atom.
Finally, adsorption sites of all aforementioned molecules are determined by
atomically resolving the substrate and the adsorbed molecule in one image.
The molecules are investigated on Cu(111).
Before we turn our discussion to the adsorption height, the preparation of
the olympicene molecules is briefly explained. Olympicene and ketone are
prepared simultaneously by flash heating (as described in section 5.1) as in
the olympicene sample many ketone molecules were present as a precursor
from the olympicene synthesis. Radical is generated on the surface by re-
moving one hydrogen atom from olympicene by a voltage pulse of 1.6V at
10pA (see Fig. 7.6)156.
Adsorption height. In Fig. 7.7 typical AFM measurements with a CO
tip are presented of radical and olympicene (Fig. 7.7a), pentacene and
DIP (Fig. 7.7b) as well as two pentacenes (Fig. 7.7c). Qualitatively, the
difference in adsorption height between and within a molecule becomes
already apparent by the different ∆f contrast. That is, increased repulsive
forces in constant height mode indicate increased adsorption heights125.
This simplified picture is of course only valid, if the molecules being probed
are chemically equivalent for the tip. In the case of olympicene and radical
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Figure 7.7.: Constant height AFM. a-c AFM images with a CO functionalized tips of
radical and olympicene (a), pentacene and DIP (b) and two pentacenes (c) on Cu(111).
Height offsets (STM conductance set points in brackets): −1.2Å (G = 57 pS) in a, −1.2Å
(G = 10pS) in b and −2.2Å (G = 10pS) in c. The arrows in c mark the pentacene site
that is slightly up tilted. Scale bars: 5Å.
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Figure 7.8.: Adsorption height determination. a Schematic of the adsorption height
determination. b Pentacene structure model. c DIP structure model.
(Fig. 7.7a) it can be readily concluded from the constant height image
that radical is closer adsorbed. The effective height difference, however,
is difficult to quantify from the bare ∆f information at constant height.
The strong dependence of the ∆f contrast on the molecule–tip separation
even render possible to detect the slight tilting of pentacene along its short
axis, see Fig. 7.7c. Note that the greater ∆f value was always observed
on the same molecule site with respect to the substrate, irrespective of the
tip. That is, the two-fold symmetry along the molecules long axis is broken
upon adsorption.
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Figure 7.9.:Adsorption height pentacene and DIP. a-d The tip height z∗ at minimal
∆f on pentacene (a,c) and DIP (b,d) on Cu(111) with CO (a,b) and Xe (c,d) terminated
tip. z∗(x, y) is extracted from a 3D ∆f map and given with respect to the z∗ value on
Cu(111) with the respective tip. White points mark spectra where the ∆f minimum
was not reached during data acquisition. e Line profiles of the fitted parabolic trough
for pentacene (solid lines) and plane for DIP (dashed lines) for the measurements in a-d
and calculated geometries using DFT+vdWsurf along the molecules’ long axis (see lines
in a-d). The black lines mark the experimental XSW values (no lateral information).
Note that there is a tip dependent offset z∗off,CO, z
∗
off,Xe between the calculated and AFM
measured values. Scale bars: 5Å.
To quantitatively determine the position dependent adsorption height a
methodology is developed based on force–distance spectroscopy. In Fig. 7.8
the scheme of our method for measuring adsorption heights is illustrated.
To access the molecular adsorption height and tilt we determine for dif-
ferent lateral positions (x, y) the height z∗(x, y) where the frequency shift
∆f(x, y, z)a is minimal:
z∗(x, y) = argmin
z
{∆f(x, y, z)} (7.1)
with respect to the correspondent substrate value. To obtain a z∗ map,
individual ∆f(z) spectra were recorded with variable tip approach on a 2D
grid above the molecule77. To compare the molecular adsorption height, tilt
and bending between experiment and theory a geometry model is fitted and
the adsorption height at a certain reference point, tilt angle and bending
from this fitted model is extracted. In general, the z∗(x, y) values will differ
from real adsorption heights zad(x, y) (see Fig. 7.9e). The observed offset,
z∗off = zad(x, y)− z∗(x, y), which depends on the tip termination, originates
from the chemically inequivalent species being probed for the calibration:
a The Cu background spectrum has been subtracted from all ∆f(z) curves.
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Cu on the substrate and C on the molecule. Moreover, this offset is sensitive
to the sample bias and macroscopic tip shape. Therefore, only adsorption
height differences can be determined even if the tip does not change during
the measurement. However, to facilitate an absolute adsorption height
determination the offset can be gauged by z∗ measurements on a molecule
with known adsorption height (done here) or by calculating z∗ on the
substrate or molecule with an appropriate tip model. Furthermore, the bias
dependence of z∗off could be reduced by measurements at compensated bias
(local contact potential difference, LCPD). However, the LCPD depends on
the lateral and vertical tip position40, which makes it difficult to account for.
Here, z∗(x, y) maps were recorded on similar molecules (in extent and
composition) with CO or Xe tips at zero bias. First, pentacene and DIP
shown in Fig. 7.8b,c are investigated. For both molecules identical CO
and Xe tips were used, respectively. The fact that absolute adsorption
height values are known for pentacene and DIP from XSW measurements
and theory allows us to link the measured z∗ values to absolute height
values. Maps of z∗ with CO tips (Fig. 7.9a,b) are atomically corrugated,
whereas Xe tips (Fig. 7.9c,d) give a smoother contrast being predominantly
susceptible to the collective molecular geometry. With both tips, increased
z∗ values above the ends of pentacene with respect to its molecular center
are observed.
Since XSW measurements can only provide averaged values for adsorption
heights of a certain atom species, DFT calculations were performed to
gain site-specific adsorption height information. These calculations are
challenging due to the interplay of Pauli repulsion, covalent interactions,
electron transfer processes and van der Waals (vdW) interactions157.
The DFT+vdWsurf method158, which is a synergetic combination of the
DFT+vdW method159 for inter-molecular interactions with the Lifshitz-
Zaremba-Kohn theory for the non-local Coulomb screening within the bulk,
predicts adsorption heights of organic molecules on coinage surfaces with
an accuracy of 0.1Å160,161. In the following the DFT+vdWsurf method
is applied to our measured systems by using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof162
for the exchange-correlation functional. The calculations were done by Wei
Liu in the group of Matthias Scheﬄer at the Fritz Haber Institute.
Pentacene has a parabolic shape along its long symmetry axis, DIP is
mainly flat. Therefore a parabolic trough for pentacene and plane for
DIP is fitted to the relaxed molecule structures and the experimental
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Figure 7.10.: Olympicenes theory. a-c Molecule model of olympicene, ketone and
radical, respectively. d-f Calculated adsorption geometry of olympicene, ketone and
radical, respectively using PBE+vdWsurf DFT functionals.
z∗ surface, which is presented in Fig. 7.9e. For pentacene and DIP the
adsorption height difference between both molecules and the curvature of
pentacene are in good agreement with the calculated adsorption geometry
(see Tab. 7.2) and XSW measurements160,163. By comparison to the DFT
data it is found that z∗off in the AFM measurements was ≈ 0.8Å for the
CO and ≈ 0.4Å for the Xe tip shown in Fig. 7.9. Although the results
obtained with CO and Xe tips match the calculations comparably well, we
will focus in the following on measurements of z∗ with Xe tips to avoid
possible influence from CO bending, which has been reported to affect the
∆f contrast42,112. Moreover, the smooth z∗ contrast of the Xe tip makes
z∗off independent of the specific molecule site that is probed.
Now we will apply the method introduced above to the olympicenes.
The olympicenes are three molecules formed of five carbon rings. They
differentiate from each other by the atom(s) bound to the carbon at the
edge of the central carbon ring. In the case of olympicene (Fig. 7.10a)
there is a sp3 hybridized carbon atom forming a C-H2 (methanediyl)
moiety. For the radical the carbon atom is sp2 hybridized having a single
hydrogen bound to the carbon (C-H). The ketone has a carbonyl group
(C=O) at that position. Despite their close structural similarities the
olympicenes have very distinct adsorption characteristics on Cu(111)
predicted by theory164. The DFT+vdWsurf calculations show very distinct
adsorption height differences between the olympicenes (see Fig. 7.10d-f).
Olympicene is physisorbed (greatest adsorption height), ketone is in an
intermediate regime between physi- and chemisorption, whereas radical is
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Figure 7.11.: Adsorption height olympicenes. a Probability distribution of z∗
recorded with a Xe tip around the least-squares fitted plane with tilt angle θ and height
z∗c for the olympicenes. The black curves correspond to fitted Gaussian line shapes. The
insets illustrate the molecule structures of the olympicenes, where the positions of other
hydrogens have been omitted for clarity. b Contour plot of the root-mean-squares error
Q between z∗ and a plane with z∗c and θ as free parameters. The contours are shown for
multiples of the standard deviation of the least squares fitted plane σ. The blue error
bars mark the standard error of the parameters.
chemisorbed165 (smallest adsorption height). The olympicenes adsorb in
a planar but tilted geometry. To compare the adsorption heights of this
tilted geometry, the central carbon atom serves as reference point. The z∗
and zad value (of the fitted model) at this reference point are denoted as z∗c
and zad,c, respectively. Like in the case of DIP it is assumed from the cal-
culation that the structure lies in a plane described by z∗i = f(xi, yi; z∗c , θ),
where the z∗ value of the spectrum i at the position (xi,yi) is given by
z∗c and θ describing the height offset and tilt angle, respectively. The
plane is fitted by the least mean squares error method to those spectra of
the 3D ∆f map that are lying within the circumference of the calculated
structure model. From the fitted plane, the tilt angle θ and z∗c are extracted.
In Fig. 7.11 the different olympicenes are compared. In Fig. 7.11a a
histogram of the residuals of z∗ with respect to the least-squares fit-
ted plane plus the corresponding z∗c value are plotted. At the central
carbon atom the adsorption height differences of the olympicenes can
be identified. The normally distributed residuals of ketone and radical
imply the appropriate choice of our geometry model (plane). In contrast,
the residuals of olympicene are less well described by the Gaussian
because a small bending of the molecule perpendicular to its symmetry
axis is observed. This small bending, which is also observed in the calcu-
lations, makes the structure not perfectly described by our geometry model.
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Table 7.2.: Comparison of adsorption heights from z∗, DFT+vdWsurf and XSW160,163
(if available).
AFM DFT XSW
CO tip Xe tip
z∗c θ z∗c θ z θ z
pentacene 1.51Å - 1.97Å - 2.32Å - 2.34Å
DIP 1.76Å 0.2◦ 2.14Å 0.2◦ 2.61Å 0.3◦ 2.51Å
olympicene 2.38Å −2.6◦ 2.58± 0.03Å −1.1± 0.2◦ 2.85Å −0.4◦ -
ketone 2.08Å 5.4◦ 2.21± 0.01Å 4.9± 0.1◦ 2.66Å 5.9◦ -
radical 2.06Å 2.5◦ 2.08± 0.03Å 3.3± 0.1◦ 2.62Å 3.4◦ -
To estimate the error of the fitting parameters z∗c and θ, the root-mean-
square errors Q are plotted in Fig. 7.11b as a function of both fitting pa-
rameters with isolines at multiples of the standard deviation σ of the least
squares fit. Q is given by
Q =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(z∗i − f(xi, yi; z∗c , θ))2 (7.2)
where N is the number of considered spectra. The error bars indicating the
standard error of the parameters are defined by the contour line with the
value Q = σ
√
1 + 1/N . The relative adsorption height difference and tilt
angle between the olympicenes can clearly be distinguished. The measured
tilt angles for olympicene, radical and ketone compare very well with the
calculated tilt angles (see Tab. 7.2). By comparing z∗ to the DFT calcula-
tions of the olympicenes one finds for Xe tips that z∗off = (0.4± 0.2)Å, i.e.,
similar values as for pentacene and DIP. Note that the high accuracy of z∗c
and θ is a consequence of the exponentially decaying Pauli repulsion43,144
and the reproducibility of z∗ from the different ∆f -distance spectra during
one measurement.
In Fig. 7.12 a 3D plot of the z∗ surface of the olympicenes recorded with a
CO tip are shown with the least-squares fitted plane overlaid. Please note
that the error estimation procedure as described above was only done for the
Xe tip. The respective errors of θ and z∗c for the CO tip are about 5 times
greater because of the atomic corrugation in z∗, which is not considered in
the simple plane model. Consequently, the residuals of z∗ with respect to
this plane are not normally distributed.
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Figure 7.12.: Olympicenes z∗ surfaces. a-c 3D representation of z∗ maps of
olympicene (a), radical (b) and ketone (c). Least squares fitted planes are superim-
posed in blue.
Adsorption site. The adsorption sites were determined by a method we
name adjusted constant height AFM. To atomically resolve substrate and
molecule, a CO terminated tip is scanned in constant height mode at a
smaller height distant from the molecule and at a greater height above the
molecule. By extracting the stacking sequence at a step edge, hcp and fcc
hollow sites can be differentiated globally for the single crystal. Accordingly,
the surface atoms of two subsequent terraces were atomically resolved in a
single image (see Fig. 7.13a). The extrapolation of the grid of the upper
terrace on the lower terrace identifies hcp sites as hollow sites where atoms of
the lower terrace are found. Note that for the (111) face, the atom positions
can be identified due to symmetry reasons. With the CO tip the Cu atom
sites are more attractive (darker) than the atomic interspace in the operated
distance regime.
Pentacene was found to adsorb either on bridge30◦ (Fig. 7.13b) or hcp30◦
site with respect to its carbon ring centers. The 30◦ describes the azimuthal
angle between the close-packed directions of the (111) face to the direction
connecting two opposing atoms in the carbon rings of the molecule.
DIP adsorbes in a low symmetry direction of Cu(111) on bridge10◦ site
(Fig. 7.13c). Olympicene and ketone were found to adsorb either on
hcp30◦ or fcc30◦ sites (Fig. 7.13d,f). The radical on the other hand was
observed exclusively on fcc30◦ sites. This could be explained by the larger
substrate coupling observed by the smaller adsorption height. For each
molecular species about ten adsorption site measurements were performed.
Of course other possible adsorption sites, though unlikely, cannot be com-
pletely excluded. The simplicity, rapidity and accuracy of the introduced
method without requiring marker atoms is very beneficial. Note that the
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Figure 7.13.: Adsorption site. Adjusted constant height AFM images with CO func-
tionalized tips (tip height z changes are marked by red lines). Tip heights are given with
respect to a STM set point of (I = 2pA, V = 0.2V). The ∆f -scale is optimized in each
image part (brighter means a less negative ∆f value). Crossings of black continuous lines
mark Cu atom positions. a The atom positions of both Cu layers at a step edge (grid
of upper Cu layer is continued as dashed grid on lower layer) determine the hcp sites
(triangles pointing up, marked blue) and fcc sites (triangles pointing down, marked red).
The adsorption sites are given with respect to the centers of the C6-rings. b Pentacene
on bridge30◦ site (also hcp30◦ observed). c DIP on bridge10◦ site. d Olympicene on
hcp30◦ site (also fcc30◦ observed). e Radical on fcc30◦ site (exclusive adsorption site).
f Ketone on fcc30◦ (also hcp30◦ observed). Scale bars: 5Å.
adsorption geometry of the molecule can be correlated to its adsorption
site. For the shown molecules, however, no influence of the adsorption site
on the adsorption height or tilt was observed within our measurement error.
In summary, the adsorption site, height and tilt of single molecules were
measured by AFM using CO and Xe functionalized tips. The adsorption
height is the sum of a tip dependent offset z∗off and z∗ that reflects the
molecular adsorption geometry. The demonstrated small statistical error of
3 pm (!) for z∗ facilitates a high sensitivity to inter- and intra-molecular
differences in adsorption heights. Therefore differences in adsorption height
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and tilt for the olympicenes could be determined. Furthermore, very small
deviations from a planar adsorption geometry, like the bending and tilting of
pentacene on Cu(111) were detected with a resolution of 0.2◦(!). The offset
that depends on the tip termination, the macroscopic tip shape, substrate
material and applied bias has a larger systematical error. By comparison
with DFT and XSW data it was found for our Xe terminated tips that this
offset is approximately 0.4Å with an error of 0.2Å. Including this tip de-
pendent offset facilitates the determination of absolute adsorption heights
of individual molecules by AFM. This detection of the molecular adsorp-
tion geometry in combination with the knowledge about the adsorption site
provides a detailed picture of the molecular adsorption characteristics. The
presented method is also a first step to extract quantitative information by
AFM.
7.4. Contrast formation in KPFM on molecules
Most of the content presented in this section has been published in Nano
Lettersa 147. Text excerpts and figures are reproduced by permission of the
American Chemical Society.
Measuring the detailed charge distribution in individual charge-transfer
complexes (CTCs) is of particular interest because of their application in
molecular electronics166–169, organic photovoltaics170 and organic light
emitting diodes (OLEDs). Resolving their charge distribution on the atomic
scale is a long-standing goal and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) is
the designated technique to achieve this goal. By KPFM51, one measures
the local contact potential difference (LCPD), which yields information
about the distribution of charges (see section 3.2). With KPFM, charge
sensitivity has been demonstrated on single atoms31, defects94,95,171,172,
surfaces87,94,97–99, and also on molecules40,96,143. However, the underlying
contrast mechanism of KPFM at the atomic scale and the interpretation of
atomically resolved LCPD maps are still under debate and are also tackled
by recent theoretical studies101,102.
Charge-transfer complexes. A CTC or electron donor–acceptor complex
is in our context a single molecule (but in general can also refer to an
aSchuler, B., Liu, S., Geng, Y., Decurtins, S., Meyer, G. & Gross, L. Contrast formation
in Kelvin probe force microscopy of single pi-conjugated molecules Nano Lett. 14, 3342-
3346 (2014)
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Figure 7.14.: Charge–transfer complexes (CTCs) a Structure model of the polar
TTF-TDZ molecule. b,c Structure model of the bipolar TTF-TDZ2 and TTF-PYZ2
molecule, respectively.
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Figure 7.15.: TTF-TDZ2 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). a,b STM topographies (I =
2pA, V = 0.2V) of TTF-TDZ2 in the ’down’ (a) and ’up’ (b) conformations recorded
with a Cu tip. A voltage pulse of 0.8V (at the position indicated by the black circle) was
applied to switch between the conformations. A change in conformation is accompanied
by a change in adsorption site from the TTF double bond on Cl top (’down’) to a Cl
bridge site (’up’). c,d AFM images of TTF-TDZ2 in the ’down’ (c) and the ’up’ (d)
conformation, obtained with a CO tip. e,f LCPD (V ∗) map of TTF-TDZ2 in the ’down’
(e) and the ’up’ (f) conformation using a Cu tip. Scale bars: 10Å.
assembly of molecules) in which electronic charge (or fractions thereof)
is transferred between different parts of the molecule upon excitation.
The electron donating part is called donor, the electron accepting entity
acceptor. The electron transfer is initiated by an electronic transition from
the HOMO, localized on the donor, into the LUMO orbital, localized on
the acceptor. This excitation is called intra-molecular charge-transfer tran-
sition and responsible for intense absorption bands in the electro-magnetic
spectrum. The spatial separation of the HOMO and LUMO observed by
STM has been previously reported173.
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Here we investigate the intra-molecular charge distribution of individual
covalently linked donor–acceptor (polar) and acceptor–donor–acceptor
(bipolar) CTCs174,175. Thereby, the molecules under investigation were
designed specifically as compactly fused donor–acceptor and donor–
acceptor–donor entities (without large spacer groups). We make use
of STM and AFM to determine and switch the molecular adsorption
geometry and investigate its effect on the LCPD. Furthermore, we compare
our measurements with calculations of the electrostatic field above the
molecule. As a function of tip height, we find different molecular properties
that are mapped by KPFM. Our results demonstrate that the information
obtained by KPFM goes even beyond the determination of partial charges
within the molecule.
We studied different CTCs with varying types [pyrazine (PYZ) or thia-
diazole (TDZ)] and numbers (one or two) of acceptor components and a
common tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) donor (see Fig. 7.14). As substrate,
NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) is used to decouple the molecules from metal states.
In Fig. 7.15 STM, AFM and KPFM measurements of the bipolar CTC
TTF-TDZ2 are shown. TTF-TDZ2 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) has two differ-
ent conformational states (isomers) called ’up’ and ’down’ with different
adsorption sites (see Fig. 7.16b,c). The chemical structure of the two
states can be identified by AFM imaging of the molecule with a CO tip (see
Fig. 7.15c,d)38,80. In the ’down’ state, the TTF part in the center is closer
to the substrate than the molecule’s ends, which therefore appear more
pronounced and brighter than the central part in Fig. 7.15c. In contrast,
for the ’up’ state (Fig. 7.15d), the TTF part with its clearly visible four S
atoms is sticking out. The ∆f contrast difference between the outer and
the center part is a consequence of the non-planar adsorption geometry and
the high sensitivity of the short-range repulsive forces (Pauli repulsion) to
changes of the tip–molecule distance125,126. By applying voltage pulses of
> 0.8V or <−2.1V, the molecule could be switched between the two states.
Because the ’up’ and ’down’ conformations have different adsorption sites,
each switching is accompanied by a lateral displacement of the molecule.
The STM-induced conformation change and lateral manipulation are effects
of inelastic tunneling electrons that can excite molecular vibrations93.
Analogously to TTF-TDZ2, also TTF-PYZ2 has two different conforma-
tional states, ’up’ and ’down’, with different adsorption sites as shown in
the adjusted constant height AFM images with a CO tip in Fig. 7.16f,g.
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Figure 7.16.: Adsorption geometry. a Calculated energy profile for the dihedral
bending at the four sulfur atoms of TTF-PYZ2. The ground-state energy of the molecule
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Interestingly, both molecules in the ’down’ conformation are adsorbed with
their sulfur atoms of TTF on top of Na sites. This can be explained by
the attractive interaction between the Na+ ions and the lone pair of the
sulfur atoms125. Note that for TTF-PYZ2 the molecule conformations
could not be switched because they are restricted to different substrate
directions. However, the molecules could be manipulated laterally with
similar voltage pulses as TTF-TDZ2 but without changing the adsorption
site or the conformation. This is indicative of the common TTF part being
decisive for the molecule hopping on NaCl, probably through excitation of
the TTF flapping mode by inelastic tunneling electrons.
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To corroborate our interpretation of the molecular geometry, we performed
DFT calculations of the free TTF-PYZ2 molecule with the highly optimized
plane–wave code CPMD (see Appendix A for details). In the optimized
geometry, we find indeed a boat-type geometry with a dihedral angle of
θ = 12◦ (see Fig. 7.16a). This is very close to θ = 13.5◦ for bare TTF
measured by gas electron diffraction176. The calculated energy profile for
the bending into a planar geometry is very shallow (∆E ≈ 4mV). This
high flexibility177 allows an easy transition between the ’up’ and the ’down’
boat state.
To gain insights into the charge state and charge distribution of the CTC
and the effect of conformation on the aforementioned, we acquired maps
of the LCPD above the molecules implemented by force–bias spectroscopy
∆f(V )31,40,98,178. From the individual parabolic ∆f(V ) spectra, the peak
voltage and the peak frequency shift (V ∗,∆f∗) are extracted. This voltage
V ∗ corresponds to the LCPD divided by the elementary charge. Maps of
V ∗, called LCPD maps in the following, are obtained by recording ∆f(V )
spectra point by point in constant height mode on a lateral grid with a
typical acquisition time of 15h.
In Fig. 7.17e-h, LCPD maps of TTF-PYZ2 and the corresponding maps of
the LCPD-compensated frequency shift ∆f∗ are depicted. A CO tip has
been used to explore also the small-distance regime. At moderate distance,
the LCPD images recorded with a CO tip (Fig. 7.17e,g) resemble those
obtained with a Cu tip (see Fig. 7.18a). In this regime we observe for both
conformations (’up’ and ’down’) a similar LCPD contrast. Interestingly,
the LCPD is increased at the positively charged donor as well as at the
negatively charged acceptor sites as compared to the bare substrate.
To the left and right of the molecule, the LCPD is decreased. This
contrast contradicts the simple interpretation of LCPD maps (neglecting
higher-order multipoles) of a positive/negative charge giving rise to a
decreased/increased local work function and thus a decreased/increased
LCPD. These findings are not specific to this particular molecule, but are
also observed for TTF-TDZ2 (see Fig. 7.15e,f).
With the CO tip, we can access the small-distance regime where Pauli
repulsion sets in, and here the LCPD changes abruptly and significantly
(Fig. 7.17f,h). At positions of repulsive interaction, the LCPD is decreased
by several 100mV. This LCPD decrease has the same high spatial
localization as the repulsive ∆f∗ signal and sets in at the same imaging
height, suggesting a correlation between ∆f∗ and the LCPD channel.
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Figure 7.19.: Individual ∆f(V ) and I(V ) spectra. a-c Individual ∆f(V ) spectra
at different heights z = 1.1 − 2.5Å extracted from the KPFM measurements and the
positions (i)− (iii) indicated in Fig. 7.18b-f. For all measurement heights and positions
there were no significant deviation from the parabolic ∆f(V ) dependence observed. d-f
Tunneling current recorded simultaneously with the ∆f signal shown in a-c, respectively.
This can be clearly seen by comparing ∆f∗ and LCPD contrast for both
conformations, for example, considering the four bright ∆f∗ spots and
the four dark LCPD spots in Fig. 7.17h. The LCPD decrease at small
distances could be explained by a local penetration of the tip in areas of
significant electron density, which leaves the molecule’s atomic cores par-
tially unshielded. Consistently, the immersion of the tip into the extended
pi-orbitals leads to the repulsive Pauli interaction. Hence, the LCPD
drops in region where the electron density is largest, i.e., in the small-
distance regime the LCPD signal is dominated by the total electron density.
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In Fig. 7.19a-c individual ∆f(V ) spectra, extracted from the measurements
depicted in Fig. 7.18b-f, are shown. The position (i) corresponds to the
left C-C bond, position (ii) is above the center of the left TTF ring and the
position (iii) at the bare NaCl substrate. Note that for all measurement
heights and positions we did neither observe significant deviations from
the parabolic ∆f(V ) dependence nor correlations to the tunneling current
(shown in Fig. 7.19d-f).
Interestingly, all ∆f(V ) parabolas at a certain height have roughly the same
curvature. Subtracting the parabola on the substrate [position (iii)] from
the parabolas recorded at (i) and (ii) results in straight lines (Fig. 7.20a,b).
In general, one can consider a parabola of the form:
fi(V ) = −ai(V − V ∗i )2 + ∆f∗i (7.3)
where the index i refers to a specific position (xi, yi). By taking the differ-
ence of two parabolas that are required to have the same curvature a, one
obtains
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f2(V )− f1(V ) a1
!=a2=a= 2a(V ∗2 − V ∗1 )
slope m
V −a(V ∗22 − V ∗21 ) + (∆f∗2 −∆f∗1 )
y-intercept b
(7.4)
where m is the slope and b the y-intercept of the resulting straight line. By
considering now a set of curves f2(V ) = f(V ,x, y) that are subtracted by a
reference parabola f1(V ) = fref(V ) we obtain (provided all curvatures are
equal) that the differences in their vertex points V ∗(x, y) are proportional
to the slopes of their differences:
a(x, y) exp= a (7.5a)
⇒ V ∗(x, y) ∝ m(x, y) (7.5b)
This relation becomes apparent by comparing Fig. 7.20c and d, where
V ∗(x, y) (Fig. 7.20c) and the slope from subtracting every ∆f(V ) spectra
by the reference spectra at point (iii) (Fig. 7.20d) exhibit the same contrast.
We can also compare the y-intercepts b(x, y) of these difference spectra with
∆f∗(x, y), which is shown in Fig. 7.20f and e, respectively. By looking at
the ∆f scale we can conclude that b(x, y) essentially reflects the ∆f∗(x, y)
map with subtracted background. By combining this experimental finding
with eq. (7.4) it follows that
b(x, y) exp= (∆f∗(x, y)−∆f∗ref) (7.6a)
⇒ (∆f∗(x, y)−∆f∗ref) a(V ∗(x, y)2 − V ∗2ref ). (7.6b)
The right-hand side of this equation corresponds to the ∆f difference
between two sites at zero bias resulting from their different LCPD. This
term is typically much smaller than the difference in ∆f∗ [left-hand side
of eq. (7.6b)]. As a consequence, AFM images at zero bias usually closely
resemble the ∆f∗ images, as discussed in section 6.3. Note that this is an
empirical finding for this measurement and cannot be generalized.
Now we come back on the LCPD contrast on both bipolar CTCs. As dis-
cussed above, the LCPD contrast at moderate distance clearly contradicts
the simple picture that it directly reflects the local charge in the molecule.
Note that the LCPD contrast depicted in Fig. 7.17e and g is reminiscent
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of two opposing dipoles in the order (+ −) and (− +). But in this CTC
molecule, the sequence is exactly opposite: acceptor (−) to the left, donor
(++) in the center and acceptor (−) to the right.
Interpretation of the KPFM contrast. To understand the apparently
conflicting contrast of the measured and expected LCPD, we calculated the
electrostatic field and partial atomic charges of the free, planar TTF-PYZ2
molecule. The use of the planar instead of the boat geometry for these
calculations is justified at larger distances because of the small differences
of the LCPD and the ∆f∗ channel for both conformations at moderate
height. The insulating NaCl layer provides an electronic decoupling and
prevents hybridization and partial charge transfer with metal states. Since
the molecule is neutral, we do not expect strong modifications of the
surface dipoles as on metals. This allows us to compare the measurements
on NaCl with calculations of the free molecule. It is an observation that
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the measured V ∗ contrast at the atomic scale qualitatively reflects the
z-component of the electrostatic field (Ez) created by the sample40,94. A
quantitative comparison is challenging due to the different work functions
of the mesoscopic tip and sample surfaces and the resulting averaging
effects31. Fig. 7.21b shows Ez in the x-y plane 8.6Å above the moleculea.
In comparison with Fig. 7.17e,g, the measured LCPD contrast is well
reproduced by Ez showing only slight deviations that can be attributed to
the nonplanar geometry.
In the following, we will describe which aspect of the molecular charge
distribution will contribute in which way to the molecular E-field. In first
order, the charge distribution of the molecule can be described by a set
of single non-interacting neutral atoms with spherical symmetric charge
distributions. The Ez-field from this charge distribution is displayed in
Fig. 7.21d,e. We observe a short-ranged field that points away from the
molecule in regions of significant electron density and is zero in the far
field. For small distances this effect is predominant and resembles the total
electron density that is also probed by the ∆f∗ signal. However, it cannot
be decisive for medium and larger distances. A second major component
is the E-field produced by the partial atomic charges resulting from
polarization of bonds. This field has considerable multipole moments and
can have large contributions in the medium- and large-distance regimes. In
Fig. 7.21a, the partial atomic charges of the bipolar TTF-PYZ2 molecule
are illustrated obtained by a Bader charge analysis179. As expected, the N
heteroatoms of PYZ act as electron acceptors with a net electron excess of
0.07 e, whereas electrons are depleted at the TTF donor. The corresponding
E-field generated by these point charges is shown in Fig. 7.21f,g. Note
that Ez beyond the small-distance regime (Fig. 7.21f) resembles a field
of two opposing dipoles (− + +−), the expected behavior of the bipolar
molecule in the point-charge notion. Apparently, the sum of the fields
generated by the spherical symmetric electron distribution and partial
atomic charges does not result in the calculated (and measured) molecular
E-field. The missing crucial factor, not considered so far, is the complex
three-dimensional distribution of the electron density.
In the case of the bipolar TTF-PYZ2 molecule, this effect even leads
to an inversion of the Ez contrast above donor and acceptor positions
aThe height was adjusted to reproduce the measured LCPD contrast in Fig. 7.17e,g.
But as seen in Fig. A.1 in the appendix, the contrast of Ez beyond z ≈ 5Å qualitatively
no longer changes significantly.
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(compare Fig. 7.21b with Fig. 7.21f). The resulting E-field, which is in
agreement with the experiment, is reminiscent of two opposing dipoles in
the orientation (+−−+) although the dipoles in the molecule are oriented
(− + +−). This finding demonstrates that the LCPD image of a molecule
cannot be broken down into an assembly of partial point charges located at
the atom positions, but that the complex electron distribution in space has
to be considered. Note that this effect of the electron distribution can be
elegantly accounted for when measuring the charge transfer. However, this
is possible only for stable molecular conformations with different charge
distributions by looking at the difference of their LCPD maps40.
To investigate the far-distance regime, we also examined the polar
TTF-TDZ molecule, which has a nonvanishing lateral dipole moment
(p = 4.2D). For TTF-TDZ, the measured LCPD shown in Fig. 7.22c
is also in very good qualitative agreement with Ez (c.f. Fig. 7.22d).
Although the E-field at medium distance is again more complex than its
lowest-order multipole moment, it contains large contributions from the
molecular dipole. In the far field, the calculated E-field converges to a
simple dipole field (see Fig. 7.22e) in agreement with the expected behav-
ior of a donor-acceptor molecule. Note that at these large distances the
LCPD signal from the molecule is below our experimental limit of detection.
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In summary, we investigated the bipolar CTCs TTF-PYZ2 and TTF-TDZ2
and the polar CTC TTF-TDZ on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) using STM, AFM
and KPFM. Both bipolar molecules show two conformational states ’up’
and ’down’, that were identified by AFM with CO-functionalized tips and
corroborated by DFT. In KPFM, three main distance regimes were identi-
fied that exhibit quantitatively different contrast and are related to different
aspects of the charge distribution within the molecule: At distances much
larger than the molecule dimensions, the LCPD contrast resembles the elec-
trostatic far-field with predominant contributions of the molecular electric
monopole (net charge) and dipole. At distances similar to the molecule
dimensions, the LCPD contrast corresponds to the electrostatic field with
predominant contributions from higher-order multipoles caused by partial
atomic charges and the complex three-dimensional electron distribution.
At very small distances, which can be explored with a CO-terminated tip,
the tip penetrates the electron density of the moleculea. As a result, the
molecule’s nuclei are left partially unshielded, and the LCPD shows a strong
decrease of several 100mV at positions of high total electron density, in
agreement with the occurrence of repulsive Pauli interaction. Only in this
small distance regime do the tip and the adsorption geometry of the molecule
play an important role for the LCPD measured.
aAnother interpretation by Christian Lotze et al.180 assumes the effect might be caused
by polarizing the sample molecule with the tip.
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CHAPTER 8
Chemical structure identification
If you have a strange substance and you want to know what it is, you go
through a long and complicated process of chemical analysis. [...] It would
be very easy to make an analysis of any complicated chemical substance; all
one would have to do would be to look at it and see where the atoms are.
“There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom”
Richard P. Feynman
The identification of molecular structures is an important emerging appli-
cation of high-resolution molecular imaging by AFM with functionalized
tips (typically CO tips). Recently, AFM was used in combination with
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) for the structure elucidation of a
natural product39. Moreover, AFM was employed to identify reaction
products formed by atomic manipulation27 and by on-surface chemistry138.
In this chapter we will first discuss the structure verification of a synthe-
sized large polyaromatic hydrocarbon. Then, the structure elucidation of a
newly discovered natural product is demonstrated where AFM assisted in
its identification. In section 8.3 we then applied this technique to analyze
one of the most complex natural mixtures existing. Gaining deep insights
into the structural diversity of this material, a task that was impossible
before. Thereafter, general conclusions are drawn in which cases AFM is
beneficial for structure identification of molecules, based on the previously
discussed examples.
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8.1. Trinaphthaloperylene (TNP): Giant nanographene
Most of the content presented in this section has been published in Ange-
wandte Chemie International Editiona 181. Text excerpts and figures are
reproduced by permission of Wiley-VCH publishing.
One of the biggest challenges that needs to be addressed in graphene
science is the development of efficient methodologies for the preparation of
this material with defined size, shape and quality182. This is particularly
important for device fabrication, since it is extremely difficult to create
homogeneous nanosized graphenes with well-defined edges – a crucial
issue for controlling and tuning the properties of this material183,184.
In this respect, the chemistry-driven bottom-up approaches to graphene
materials have emerged as privileged methods to access nanostructures
such as graphene nanoribbons or graphene quantum dots185. In particular,
organic chemistry methodologies in solution have been used during the last
century to obtain polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and, given the
structural similarities between graphene and PAHs, this approach can be
especially useful to obtain large graphene molecules186. However, a number
of drawbacks associated with the use of these bottom-up approaches
to nanographenes by solution chemistry have been identified, and these
include: (i) The extremely low solubility of planar aromatic molecules,
due to efficient intermolecular pi-stacking, makes it difficult to characterize
and manipulate these materials. (ii) The lack of volatility due to the large
size hampers the integration of molecules into devices. (iii) The number
of reactions that are suitable to obtain graphene molecules is very small
and this limits the edges and shapes that can be achieved. In this section
we discuss a contribution that attempts to overcome these drawbacks by
introducing the nanographene trinaphthoperylene (TNP) (see Fig. 8.1a),
a large PAH with 22 fused benzene rings, which was prepared in solution,
isolated, sublimated and characterized on a surface.
This unsubstituted graphene molecule was synthesized by means of two se-
quential aryne cycloaddition reactions starting from perylene (1), a readily
available PAH with five fused benzene rings. The synthesis procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 8.1a. It is notable that this molecule can be obtained in
a straightforward manner from both commercially available perylene (1)
aSchuler, B., Collazos, S., Gross, L., Meyer, G., Pérez, D., Guitián, E. & Peña, D. From
perylene to a 22-ring aromatic hydrocarbon in one-pot. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 53,
9004-9006 (2014).
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(THF). b AFM image of TNP on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) with a CO tip. c Laplace filtered
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and bisbenzyne precursor 3 in one pot without the need to isolate aryne
precursor 5. For further details on the synthesis, please see Ref. 181. Note
that we could also generate and analyze the reactive intermediate aryne 2
by STM and AFM, which is discussed in section 9.1.1.
The extreme insolubility of this solid precluded characterization by con-
ventional methods such as NMR spectroscopy. Therefore we attempted
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the confirmation of the molecular structure of TNP by AFM. The TNP
sample was flashed by direct-current heating directly from a Si wafer, onto
NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) at T = 10 K. Most adsorbents we assigned to frag-
ments of TNP, which one would expect to decompose when heated to its
sublimation temperature due to its large size. However, evidence for some
cloverleaf shaped molecules was found and detailed inspection by AFM with
a CO-functionalized tip confirmed the presence of the nanographene TNP
(Fig. 8.1b,c). STM (Fig. 8.2a,b) was also carried out in order to obtain
molecular orbital images26 and CO tips were again employed to increase
resolution41. The measured image of the negative ion resonance (Fig. 8.2b)
corresponds to the LUMO of TNP as seen by comparison with the calcula-
tion of its orbital density squared (Fig. 8.2c), thus confirming the presence
of the intact TNP molecule.
Surprisingly, the AFM experiments revealed the presence of tetranaph-
thoheptacene 6 (Fig. 8.1d,e), a 15-ring PAH which is not a fragment of
TNP. It is plausible that this compound was obtained by a sequence of
reactions initiated with the [4+2] cycloadddition of aryne 2 with a bay
region of triflate 5. The isolation of this face-to-edge dimer of aryne 2 is
particularly interesting, since the iterative version of this transformation
could provide a new bottom-up approach to graphene nanoribbons, which
regularly combine zig-zag and armchair edges.
In conclusion, large PAHs can be obtained from perylene by following
an extremely simple procedure. This example demonstrates the potential
and simplicity of aryne chemistry in solution to build nanographenes by
a bottom-up approach, in which the formal triple bond of the aryne acts
as a molecular glue to paste aromatic fragments together. Importantly,
the work described here shows how atomic-resolution scanning probe mi-
croscopy techniques can provide synthetic chemists with unique tools for
the identification of insoluble graphene molecules.
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8.2. Breitfussin A: Single molecule case study
Most of the content presented in this section has been published in Ange-
wandte Chemie International Editiona 187 Text excerpts and figures are
reproduced by permission of Wiley-VCH publishing.
Nature offers an inexhaustible and only partially explored source for
small (biologically active) molecules, often with potential pharmaceutical
applications. Especially the marine environment offers very diverse and
unique habitats for organisms providing a large range of novel chemical
structures. For structure identification of such natural products a bunch of
well-established characterization methods exist, particularly, x-ray crystal-
lography and spectroscopic techniques such as mass spectrometry (MS) and
NMR. However, for certain classes of molecules ab initio structure analysis
can be very challenging particularly for samples that hardly crystallize,
that are sparely hydrogenated or are available in insufficient quantities.
In these cases, the conventional techniques may not succeed in the unam-
biguous determination of the chemical structure of the unknown compound.
Using high-resolution AFM as a complementary and direct tool for
structure recognition is very appealing. Specifically, there is great potential
for the structural characterization of planar, proton-poor compounds, as
these compounds are prone to structural corrections39,188,189. The first
molecule determined using AFM was Cephalandole A39, a molecule that
was previously found in a Taiwanese orchid. Here we used AFM to assist in
the structure elucidation of the formerly unknown molecule Breitfussin A.
AFM was used in combination with spectroscopic methods, computer-aided
structure elucidation (CASE)190, and DFT to solve the structure, which
could not be solved using either method alone.
The subject of this study was the arctic hydrozoan thuiaria breitfussi
(family sertulariidae) (see Fig. 8.3a). Arctic marine environments support
highly diverse and dense populations of marine invertebrates191. The
sample of thuiaria breitfussi was collected from a sediment near Bjørnøya
(bear island) in 2007, extracted with MeOH/CH2Cl2 and purified by the
aHanssen, K. Ø., Schuler, B., Williams, A. J., Demissie, T. B., Hansen, E., Andersen,
J. H., Svenson, J., Blinov, K., Repisky, M., Mohn, F., Meyer, G., Svendsen, J. S., Ruud,
K., Elyashberg, M., Gross, L., Jaspars, M. & Isaksson, J. A combined atomic force
microscopy and computational approach for the structural elucidation of Breitfussin A
and B: Highly modified halogenated dipeptide from thuiaria breitfussi. Angew. Chem.
Int. Ed. 124, 12404-12407 (2012).
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Figure 8.3.: Breitfussin A. a Thuiaria breitfussi photograph by Robert Johansen
©Marbank. b Substructures of Breitfussin A initially derived by mass spectrometry,
1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy. The substructures can be assembled in more than 1000
different ways. c Laplace-filtered AFM image of Breitfussin A imaged with a CO tip.
d The four remaining constitutional isomers after AFM inspection. e Final structure of
breitfussin A. f Image c with a structure model of Breitfussin A overlaid. Scale bars:
5Å.
group of Johan Isoksson yielding 6.2mg of Breitfussin A. High-resolution
mass spectrometry (MS) yielded the molecular formula C16H11N3O2BrI.
The small amount available and limited purity of the sample prevented
the analysis by diffraction methods. The fragmentation analysis by MS
revealed fragments corresponding to the loss of I, CH3O, Br and CH3.
The ratio of heavy atoms to protons (ca. 2:1) indicated that structure
determination by spectroscopic methods would be challenging. In Fig. 8.3b
the derived substructures by MS, 1H and 13C NMR are shown (performed
by the group of Marcel Jaspars), consisting of indole, pyrrole, a methoxy
group, Br, I and a C3NO fragment (for details see Ref. 187). Eventually,
the small H abundance and large number (> 1000) of grouping possibilities
of the identified substructures prevented the unambiguous assignment by
spectroscopic methods alone.
Atomically resolved AFM measurements (see Fig. 8.3c) revealed a bicyclic
system that includes a 5-membered ring and two additional connected rings
where the symmetry could not be resolved unambiguously owing to the
heteroatoms. Thus, the indole fragment could be readily confirmed. Fur-
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thermore, the connection points of the rings at 3,5’ and 2’,2” could be de-
termined. Br and I are imaged as elongated single spots, which could be the
result of their anisotropic electron distribution. The halogens are connected
at 6 and 4’ or vice versa to the ring system. Furthermore, we could allocate
the major spot in the upper part of Fig. 8.3c,d as the bulky MeO moiety.
Consequently, the four structures illustrated in Fig. 8.3d (remaining the am-
biguity between the positions of Br, I and N, O, respectively) are consistent
with the MS, NMR, and AFM experimental data.
The largely reduced amount of possible working structures from more than
thousand to only four by AFM enabled the inspection of the experimental
NMR data by CASE, performed by Kirill Blinov. The resulting structure
with the best agreement between the measured chemical shifts and chemical
shifts calculated from database entries of the possible substructures is
shown in Fig. 8.3e (for details see Ref. 187).
The only remaining possible ambiguity is the practically unlikely but
theoretically possible switch of the oxazole nitrogen and oxygen positions,
which cannot be directly assessed by any of the above methods. Although
the CASE analysis ranks the final suggested structure (Fig. 8.3e) higher
than any other possible configurations of this ring, there is an intrinsic
risk of bias towards known structures owing to database coverage. To rule
this out, DFT chemical shift calculations192,193 were performed on the
two reshuﬄed configurations of the oxazole ring. The calculated chemical
shifts all show the least average error for the proposed structures compared
to any other configuration for both 13C and 1H shifts. Thus, both DFT
calculations and the database approach are in agreement with respect to
the silent atoms in the oxazole.
In Fig. 8.3f the final structure of Breitfussin A is overlaid on the AFM
map. Note that I is imaged with increased contrast compared to Br, which
can be explained by the additional filled shell and the corresponding larger
atomic radius of I compared to Br. Structurally, Breitfussin A defines
a novel class of highly modified halogenated dipeptide comprising a rare
molecular framework, with the combination of an indole, oxazole, and a
pyrrole. Very recently, the total synthesis of Breitfussin A was reported194,
which verified the structure assignment described above.
The presented approach for structure elucidation by AFM, pioneered by
Gross et al.39, highlighted its general strengths and limitations and let us
foresee possible impacts of AFM on molecular structure elucidation that
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we will briefly discuss next.
The obtained results for Breitfussin A emphasizes the strength of AFM
to identify the carbon network and bond positions connected to it. It
also manifests the problems of NMR concerning assignment of carbon
rings interrupted by heteroatoms and the determination of bond positions.
Major limitations of the AFM method arise from the fact that molecules
are usually not planar, and even small deviations from a planar geometry
complicate both measurement and analysis (cf. section 7.3). Partly, the
geometry problem can be accounted for by the 3D force mapping technique
with variable tip approach77 where the closest tip approach is adapted
to the molecular geometry. However, keeping in mind that about 30%
of misassigned natural molecules of marine origin between 1975–2009 are
planar or have planar moieties39, a large number of molecules become
suited for the AFM approach. Another major issue is the limited chemical
sensitivity. The chemical sensitivity may be increased by using different
tip functionalizations (see chapter 6): In case there is a lack of resolution
in certain molecule parts, as a consequence of smaller chemical interaction,
another tip functionalization can be tested that has higher or different
chemical sensitivity. A missing systematical interpretation scheme or
database for high-resolution AFM imaging is in this respect a clear
handicap. Inspired from studies by Sugimoto et al.36, it is expected that
chemical sensitivity within molecules is also achieved by atomic force
spectroscopy superseding different tip terminations. A big advantage
of the introduced method above is the tiny amount of material that is
necessary for the AFM inspection. It can be estimated that about 10pmol,
i.e. roughly 5 ng of material is required, which is about four orders of
magnitude smaller than in NMR. Hence, structure identification employing
high-resolution AFM is especially suited for rare, proton-poor compounds
where crystallization is impractical or impossible, which often applies for
natural products.
In general, the suggested modus operandi for structure identification of pu-
rified natural products by AFM would be that MS and NMR provide ini-
tially the molecular mass formula and possible molecule moieties. Then
AFM yields the relative positions of these moieties and heteroatoms in the
molecule structure and adds, confirms or eliminates possible molecule moi-
eties, which also reduces the NMR inherent operator bias. From these con-
siderations one or several working structures are worked out, each of which
must be tested against, and be consistent with, the spectroscopic and AFM
data. If necessary, the NMR spectra or AFM contrast from these work-
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ing structures are finally calculated and compared with the measurements,
yielding hopefully an unambiguous structure assignment. Consequently,
this procedure allows saving computation time (by decimating the number
of working structures), avoiding possible misassignments and corroborates
the structural assignment.
8.3. Asphaltenes: Unraveling the chemical structure of a
complex mixture
In nature, molecules generally exist in mixtures. Petroleum is probably the
most prominent of such mixtures and one of the most complex materials en-
countered with possibly over 100,000 distinct chemical constituents195,196.
The primary unresolved component of crude oil is its solid component,
the asphaltenes196–198. Understanding the structure of asphaltenes is of
immense economic importance196,198–202, and a prerequisite to establishing
the structure–function relationship in petroleomics196, but their molec-
ular architecture has been subject to a long-standing debate197,203–207.
Asphaltenes are linked to many key economic issues in the petroleum
industry today. Unwanted asphaltene phase transitions hinder petroleum
production, transportation and refining196,198. Asphaltene interfacial
activity with rock affects wettability, offering a focal point for enhanced
oil recovery202. In addition, understanding chemical processes that occur
in oil reservoirs200,201 is improved by accurate structural characterization.
The capability to address all these concerns is founded on an accurate
representation of asphaltene molecules. However, the structure analysis of
asphaltenes has posed an exceptional challenge because of their chemical
complexity that is only now being resolved208.
In the following, we present atomic-resolution AFM data of individual
molecules of asphaltene, one of the most complex and intriguing nat-
ural mixtures existing. Additionally, orbital imaging with the STM is
used to access the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) moieties of
asphaltene, their primary site of inter-molecular interaction. We compare
asphaltenes from different sources: (i) Coal-derived asphaltenes (CAs) and
(ii) petroleum asphaltenes (PAs). A STM overview image of the CA sample
preparation is shown in Fig. 8.4a. All STM and AFM measurements
shown in this section were recorded with a CO tip either on Cu(111) or
NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111).
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Figure 8.4.: Coal-derived asphaltene sample preparation and CA1. a STM
overview image (I = 1pA, V = 0.5V) of the CA sample on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). b-d
AFM images of CA1 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) at different set-points z from (I = 1.4 pA,
V = 0.2V). e STM image of CA1 (I = 10pA, V = 0.2V). f STM image at the NIR
(I = 1.4 pA, V = 1.95V). g LUMO orbital of CA1 with the molecular structure overlaid
as a guide to the eye.
The combined use of AFM and STM for structure identification is demon-
strated in Fig. 8.4b-f. AFM is used to propose a hypothesis of the molecular
structure, including some side-groups. If molecular orbitals are accessible
by STM, they can corroborate or refute the hypothesis. In Fig. 8.4b-d,
AFM measurements of the CA molecule CA1 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111)
are shown. This specific specimen has eight fused benzene rings with a
small side-group attached at the topmost ring that we identified as CH3
(see Supplementary Information of Ref. 209 for comparison with a control
compound). The good agreement between the measured LUMO resonance
(Fig. 8.4f) and calculated LUMO (Fig. 8.4g), using the structure hypothesis
from AFM, supports this structural assignment.
The molecule CA2 (Fig. 8.5a-d) consists of eight fused benzene rings,
subdivided into two aromatic parts: A pyrene and a methyl-substituted
benzo[c]phenantrene moiety connected by a central five-membered ring.
For this molecule, LUMO (Fig. 8.5c) and HOMO (Fig. 8.5d) were ac-
cessible. They are in reasonable agreement with the calculated orbitals
(see Fig. A.3), which are again based on our structure hypothesis from
AFM. In Fig. 8.5e, an AFM image of CA3 is shown. In regions where
the contrast is weak, a Laplace-filtered image (Fig. 8.5f) reveals addi-
tional details. In addition, the orbital images of the LUMO and HOMO
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Figure 8.5.: Coal-derived asphaltenes CA2-CA4. a,b AFM image of CA2 on
NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) (a) and the Laplace-filtered image (b). c,d STM orbital images
(I = 1.4pA) of CA2 corresponding to the LUMO and HOMO resonance, respectively.
e,f AFM image of CA3 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) (e) and the Laplace-filtered image (f).
g,h STM orbital images (I = 1.4 pA) of CA3 corresponding to the LUMO and HOMO
resonance, respectively. i,j AFM image of CA4 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) (i) and the
Laplace-filtered image (j). k STM orbital image of CA4 corresponding to the LUMO
resonance.
(Fig. 8.5g,h) were used to further elucidate the molecular structure (see
discussion in appendix A.2). Importantly, structural information mediated
by orbital imaging is accessible in many cases where AFM cannot resolve
the structure directly. CA3 comprises other structural motifs, such as
a fluorene moiety featuring a methylene bridge, and a seven-membered ring.
In some cases (although in minor quantities), we also find CAs that have
several (up to four) PAH islands connected by single covalent bonds. CA4,
presented in Fig. 8.5i-k, comprising two non-resonant PAHs, is such an
example. Consequently, the LUMO (Fig. 8.5k) is delocalized only over
one side of the molecule. Another clear example of a molecule featuring
two PAHs connected by a single bond is CA16 in Fig. 8.6l. This is a
direct detection of the ‘archipelago’-type architecture reported in other
publications207. However, in contrast to previous suggestions, we never
observed PAHs that were connected by chains longer than a single bond.
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Orbital imaging is in general an expedient complement to the atomic-
resolution AFM images. It provides information about the delocalization of
electrons in the frontier molecular orbitals, hence the degree of conjugation
of the PAH core, and an independent cross-check for testing a structure
hypothesis from AFM. The HOMO–LUMO gap, which is closely related to
the difference between the NIR and the positive ion resonance (PIR)a that
we can measure here, is also an indicator for the stability of the molecule210.
This stability is expected to be exceptionally high for asphaltenes inferred
from their long lifetimes on the order of geologic timescales211.
In Fig. 8.6 other atomic-resolution images of CAs are shown. The huge
diversity of the different structures observed is formidable. In all of the
about 100 atomic-resolution AFM measurements of CAs taken, we never
aNIR/PIR are related to the electron affinity and ionization energy of the molecule,
respectively, by considering the polarizability of the substrate26.
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observed two identical specimens. Typically, CAs have a single central
PAH core containing about 4-20 rings, which are predominantly fused
in a peri-condensed manner (e.g., Fig. 8.6a), but also cata-condensed
fragments can be observed (e.g., Fig. 8.6g). The molecules tend to be
slightly bigger than expected by considering mass limits and presuming
one PAH per molecule197. Nevertheless, in most mass spectrometry (MS)
studies of asphaltenes, an unidentified high-mass tail has been reported212.
According to our measurements, we believe that these heavier molecules
share the same molecular architectures as their lighter counterparts.
By analyzing each image in detail, one can identify additional interesting
structural patterns. For example a 9-membered macrocycle in Fig. 8.6v,
a molecule with four PAH islands in Fig. 8.6t, and a molecule with
exceptionally large side-groups in Fig. 8.6d, indicating incomplete cracking.
Another remarkable specimen that was unambiguously identified is CA6
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(Fig. 8.6b), a 18-ring nanographene. This suggests the exciting possibility
of using asphaltenes to explore nanographenes with novel geometries213. In
Fig. 8.7 we present the proposed chemical structures for certain molecules
that could be fully or partially identified.
CA molecules can be used to study PAHs of asphaltenes in general and are
well suited for constant-height AFM imaging, because they are typically
planar and have only few side-chains. However, PAs are much more
important from an economic standpoint and are known to have more
and longer side-chains attached to the PAH core, which complicates both
measurement and analysis. The PA investigated here is from virgin crude
oil (which typically stems from aquatic organisms) and did not undergo
additional physico-chemical treatment (such as hydrogenation and cracking
as CA). In Fig. 8.8a,b AFM images of PA1 are shown. This molecule
has a large PAH core with two side-chains attached. We observe repulsive
contrast on the side-chains already at a tip height that is 2Å larger than
the tip height needed to atomically resolve the PAH. This is indicative of
the side-chains being less closely adsorbed on the surface compared to the
PAH126. The side-chains sometimes also undergo structural changes when
being scanned in STM or AFM mode. As shown in Fig. 8.8a, they often
appear as zigzag-like patterns, associated with alkanes. In STM orbital
images, these side-chains do not contribute (see Fig. 8.8e,f). A similar
example is PA2 (Fig. 8.8g-i), which has a side-chain of about 20Å in
length. Also here, the PAH core alone composes the orbital, which allow
conclusions on its structure. Imaging orbitals is particularly important for
PA as the peripheral alkanes can make interpretation of AFM images of PA
difficult. Typically, PAs also exhibit more substituents and five-membered
rings than CAs do. Exemplary, PA3 shown in Fig. 8.8j-l, features three
such pentagonal rings.
In summary, we find that asphaltene molecules consist of a central aromatic
core with peripheral alkane chains. In some cases, this central core is
divided into several distinct PAHs connected by a single bond, which
proves the presence of ‘archipelago’-type molecules. Nevertheless, a single
aromatic core with peripheral alkanes is the dominant asphaltene molec-
ular architecture, proving the main aspects proposed by the Yen–Mullins
model205. The diverse PAH architecture (number and type of rings and
overall shape) of CAs and PAs is similar, despite significant differences in
their formation and post-processing. The main difference is the presence
of longer side-groups in PA. Additionally, PA contain more substituted
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Figure 8.8.: Petroleum asphaltenes PA1-PA3. a,b AFM images of PA1 on
NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) at different set-points z from (I = 1pA, V = 0.2V). c Laplace-
filtered image of b. d-f STM images (I = 1pA) of PA1 recorded at 0.2V, 1.95V
and −2.4V, respectively. g,h AFM image of PA2 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) (g) and its
Laplace-filtered version (h). i STM orbital image (I = 0.6pA) of PA2 corresponding
to the LUMO resonance. On the left side of g-i there is a small patch of third-layer
NaCl. j,k AFM images of PA3 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) at different set-points z from
(I = 1.8 pA, V = 0.2V). l Laplace-filtered image of k.
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rings. Both, CA and PA molecules are larger than expected from previous
studies197,206,212. This study shows that complex, polydisperse molecule
mixtures can be analyzed by AFM and STM on a single-molecule basis
with atomic-resolution. We could resolve uncertainties about the mean
molecular structures and also provide the first direct measurement of the
tremendous range of molecular structures in asphaltenes.
More generally, this technique might be useful to study the traceability
of a sample, that is to characterize and identify the origin of the raw
material and chemical/physical processes involved in the formation of
the compounds. Obviously, there is also a huge potential to analyze
related carbon-based aromatic mixtures, such as vacuum residues, heavy
fractions, tar, pitch, bitumen etc. The demonstrated structure elucidation
of mixtures by scanning probe microscopy constitutes a paradigm shift
for the development of new molecules: Many different molecules in a
mixture can be screened by high-resolution scanning probe microscopy in
a single preparation without going through a lengthy chemical synthe-
sis, purification and characterization for each one of them beforehand.
Important properties of individual molecules, i.e., electron affinity level,
ionization potential, shape and extent of the molecular frontier orbitals are
investigated by STM for hundreds of different molecules found in a mixture
and their molecular structures are assigned in situ by AFM.
Conclusion structure identification by AFM. In this chapter we demon-
strated AFM-based structure identification of molecules from a chemical re-
action, a purified natural substance and a highly complex natural mixture.
A strength of AFM is that single molecules can be addressed. This ren-
ders possible to investigate also samples that are mixtures of molecules and
to identify their structures individually. Therefore in reactions that yield
several products, these can be studied one-by-one and even very rare side
products of chemical synthesis that cannot be assigned in the NMR spectra
can be detected by AFM148. Therefore, this technique does also not demand
the same stringent purity requirements as spectroscopic or diffraction based
methods. Moreover, as we will see in section 9.1, AFM has been used to
identify reaction products and reactive intermediates formed by atomic ma-
nipulation. Importantly, STM orbital imaging and KPFM measurements
naturally complement the structural information obtained by AFM. This
complementary information might be used to verify or amend structure
proposals from AFM.
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Atomic manipulation on insulators
The progress in manipulation techniques has not only extended the
application of SPM but also opened-up the possibility to directly engineer
matter at the atomic scale. For example the construction of many different
artificial nanostructures5,7,214 has been demonstrated that allows the
study of quantum phenomena locally. Inducing chemical reactions on the
single molecule level10,12,156 is another fascinating application of atomic
manipulation.
In the previous chapters vertical atomic manipulation has been used to
pick-up atoms or molecules for tip functionalization. It turned out that the
NaCl layer simplifies the pick-up of adsorbates due to their lower binding
energy as compared to adsorption on metals. However, especially lateral
manipulation is in general more difficult on insulators than on metals or
semiconductors because of the unfavorable ratio between diffusion barrier
and desorption energy93.
In the following atomic manipulation is used to trigger chemical reactions
of single molecules, to create defect structures, to manipulate the charge
state of adatoms, to mechanically actuate an atomic switch and to implant
individual metal atoms in an insulator. All of these manipulations where
performed on an insulating film.
9.1. Single-molecule chemistry
In this section we take advantage of the possibility to study reactive in-
termediates using AFM at low temperatures and on thin insulating films.
As will be shown, reactive intermediates can be created using atomic
manipulation and can be stably imaged and studied under these condi-
tions.
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9.1.1. Aryne: Catching the elusive intermediate
The capability to image and manipulate molecules on the atomic scale
makes STM a well-suited tool to study on-surface chemistry on the
molecular scale10,12,156. Naturally, the ability of AFM to resolve chemical
structures using functionalized tips38 was an additional boost in this
direction27,138,139,215.
Reactive intermediates are involved in most chemical transformations.
However, their characterization is a great challenge because of their short
lifetime and high reactivity. Arynes are prominent reactive intermediates,
formally derived from arenes by removal of two hydrogen atoms from
adjacent carbon atoms. Their rich chemistry enables widespread use
in synthetic chemistry, as they are privileged building blocks for the
construction of polycyclic compounds containing aromatic rings. Here, we
demonstrate generation and characterization of individual polycyclic aryne
molecules on an ultra-thin insulating film by means of low-temperature
STM and AFM. In addition, our results provide important insights into
the chemistry of these elusive intermediates and its potential application in
the field of on-surface synthesis.
The history of the short-lived aryne species dates back to 1902216,217,
although conclusive experimental evidence of the intermediacy of benzyne
– C6H4, the parent member of the aryne family – in a chemical transfor-
mation was reported only in the 50’s by Roberts218. Arynes soon proved
to be useful synthetic tools as suitable methods for their generation in
diverse reaction environments became available219. Despite this broad
range of practical applications, their structural characterization has been
the subject of debate and remains a challenge. Microwave220 and IR221
spectroscopic studies on benzyne – and several substituted and annulated
derivatives – either in the gas phase or isolated in cryogenic matrices,
support an electronic structure best described by a resonant form with a
triple bond between two adjacent carbon atoms. However, the solution
1H and 13C NMR spectra of benzyne, generated inside a hemicarcerand
molecular container, are in agreement with a cumulene structure222,
whereas theoretical calculations suggest a structure of more acetylenic than
cumulenic character223.
In section 6.1 we have already discussed how individual aryne molecules
can be generated by a dissociation process from a precursor molecule
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Figure 9.1.: Molecular structures. a Starting from DINP (1), iodine dissociation
generates aryne 3. Dehalogenation may either occur directly from 1 to 3 or sequentially
via intermediate 2. 3a-c are the three possible resonance structures of this aryne. NP
(4) is the hydrogenated analogue of aryne 3 and investigated for comparison. b Direct
comparison of a DINP (1) and an aryne molecule (3) in a single scan. Scan area in-
between the molecules is omitted. The fast scan direction is indicated by the white
arrow. Scale bar: 10Å.
on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). From our experiments we see that dehalo-
genation occurs for voltages V & 1.6V. This threshold corresponds to
resonant tunneling, suggesting that energy from vibronic excitations17
is dissipated to cleave the C–I bonds. Fig. 9.1a presents the molecular
structures involved in the generation process. The starting material is
10,11-diiodonaphtho[1,2,3,4-ghi]perylene (DINP, 1), a molecule with two
iodine atoms at the outer benzene ring. Tip-induced iodine dissociation
may occur either in a two-step process via radical 2 or directly. The final
product after dehalogenation, 10,11-didehydronaphtho[1,2,3,4-ghi]perylene
(or naphthoperylyne, and simply denoted as aryne below), can be depicted
using three resonance structures (3a-c). We have deliberately chosen large
polycyclic DINP molecules to render bond-order analysis possible112. In
addition, structure 4 depicts naphtho[1,2,3,4-ghi]perylene (NP), which is
the pure aromatic hydrocarbon.
The chemical structure of the compounds involved in the on-surface
generation were investigated by means of CO-tip AFM imaging. In AFM
images of DINP molecules (see Fig. 6.2a and Fig. 9.1b), the bonded I atoms
show up as bright, elongated features corresponding to strong repulsive
force contributions. After dissociation, these iodine atoms are typically
found next to the molecule (see Fig. 6.2b,c), but not covalently bonded
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Figure 9.2.: Structure and bond-length evaluation of aryne and NP molecules.
a,b AFM imaging of individual aryne (3, z = −1.1Å) and NP molecules (4, z = −0.8Å),
respectively. c AFM image of an aryne (3) and an NP molecule (4) close to each other
(z = −1Å). d,e Laplace-filtered images of a,b. Solid and dashed lines are drawn to
highlight differences in the apparent bond lengths. f Bisected image showing d (3) in
the upper half and e (4) in the lower half to emphasize the differences. g-i Color-coded
Pauling bond orders for Kekulé depictions 3a, 3b or 3c, respectively. Note that i is also
valid for NP molecules (4). z offsets are given with respect to (I = 2 pA, V = 0.2V).
Scale bars: 5Å.
anymore.
Fig. 9.1b shows an AFM image of DINP and aryne in vicinity of each
other. It is not surprising that these molecules appear quite differently
in AFM images. For example, the differences in brightness of the two
molecules in Fig. 9.1b result from a different adsorption height126, which
was about 0.2Å smaller for aryne than for DINP. However, the question
arises whether the final product corresponds to aryne. To this end, we also
performed AFM imaging of closely related NP molecules (4) for comparison
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with an aryne. AFM images of individual aryne and NP molecules are
presented in Fig. 9.2a,b, respectively. The most striking differences arise
for the on-axis rings at the aryne-related end and the adjacent ring. The
end is characteristically curved for arynes, whereas for NP sharp kinks at
the apparent carbon positions are visible. Moreover, additional features
are resolved at the positions of C-H bonds and can best be seen in the
Laplace-filtered images (Fig. 9.2d,e). The adjacent ring appears larger for
NP than for aryne.
Beyond that, a closer look reveals more subtle differences referring to
the different Kekulé depictions of arynes. The relative contributions
of the resonance structures of arynes are unclear, ever since their first
demonstration224. We thoroughly investigated the data in Fig. 9.2a-f in
terms of differences in bond orders112 using the empirical scheme proposed
by Pauling113 as a qualitative and easy-to-obtain quantity114. The Pauling
bond orders for structures 3a-c and 4 are depicted in Fig. 9.2g-i (greater
bond orders correspond to shorter bonds). Note that the Pauling bond
orders of NP (4) are identical to the biradical representation (3c, Fig. 9.2i)
of aryne. In our analysis, we will discuss in particular the bonds highlighted
in Fig. 9.2d,e. The bonds in the central part of the molecule, highlighted
in orange, are ideally suited for a bond-order analysis112. In the case
of NP, the Pauling bond orders are 0.17 for the bond perpendicular to
the symmetry axis, and 0.3 for the two adjacent ones. In agreement
with that, the former bond is measured clearly longer than the latter
ones in our data for NP (Fig. 9.2e). It is expected that alkyne (3b)
contributions should lead to even more pronounced differences. On the
contrary, the relative difference is much less pronounced in the case of
aryne (Fig. 9.2d), indicating strong contributions from the cumulene
resonance structure (3a). This observation is also in good agreement
with the appearance of the three outermost bonds highlighted in green.
In aryne these bonds appear very similar as expected for the cumulene
(3a) representation, which shows identical bond orders for these three
bonds. The biradical (3c) would be expected to show a clearly longer
outermost C-C bond, as observed for NP. Finally, the triple bond of the
alkyne (3b) would be expected to appear brighter than all other bonds
in the molecule and elongated perpendicular to the bond direction134,138,215.
Additionally, complimentary DFT calculations were performed by Nikolaj
Moll (see Supplementary Information in Ref. 225) of free aryne and NP
molecules. The resolution of the simulated AFM images based on the
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calculated molecules is too low (due to the high computational cost of the
calculations) to resolve the subtle differences in the inner part observed
in the experiment. However, the outer parts, for which the distortions
are highest, are reproduced very well by the simulated AFM images and
the theory reveals how the apparent atom positions are related to the real
positions of the atoms. Due to the tilting of the CO tip112,125,134,140,226
all the atoms and bonds at the periphery of the molecule appear displaced
towards the outside of the molecule. The displacement of the outermost
bond on the symmetry axis is more pronounced for the aryne than for the
NP molecule (Fig. 9.2a-f) resulting in an enlargement of the outer ring
of aryne in agreement with the experiment. The length of the outermost
carbon-carbon bond is calculated to be 1.26Å for aryne. This is between
a double bond and a triple bond, which have been calculated to be
1.33Å and 1.21Å for ethylene (ethene) and acetylene (ethyne) molecules,
respectively. We conclude from our AFM data that the cumulene (3a)
resonance structure plays the dominant role for this aryne. The remaining
contributions are rather from the alkyne (3b) than from the biradical (3c)
representation, as suggested by DFT calculations.
The stability observed for aryne molecules during imaging with different
tip terminations (Cu, CO, and I) may raise doubts regarding their chemical
reactivity, and thus, their arynic nature. To this end, we have investigated
two possible on-surface reaction schemes. First, we discuss the situation
depicted in Fig. 9.3a, in which the I atoms are lying close to the aryne
molecule. After a manipulation event changing the adsorption position of
one of the I atoms, both I are close to those of bonded atoms of DINP
(Fig. 9.3b). Finally, Fig. 9.3c shows that a subsequent manipulation
event has initiated bond formation and thereby regenerated DINP. Orbital
imaging performed before and after the dissociation-and-healing process
unambiguously proves that the molecule is indeed an intact DINP. This
data provides a strong evidence that the activity of aryne is preserved on
the surface.
In a different experiment, we performed dehalogenation of DINP molecules
adsorbed on the bare Cu(111) surface (see Fig. 9.3d). The result of a
voltage pulse of V ≈ 2V is shown in Fig. 9.3e. On the bare Cu surface,
the dissociated I atoms result in a much weaker AFM contrast than on
NaCl; but more importantly, the resulting molecular structure is very
different compared to the adsorption on the NaCl surface, namely, only
two out of three on-axis aromatic rings can readily be resolved on Cu(111).
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Figure 9.3.: On-surface chemistry of an aryne. a-c Sequence of STM images
(I = 2 pA, V = 0.2V) on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) proves reversibility of dehalogenation. A
voltage pulse after scan b results in an intact DINP molecule. d,e, AFM images before
(z = 1.3Å) and after (z = 1.2Å) dehalogenation of DINP on Cu(111), respectively.
f Adjusted constant-height AFM image of the same molecule with z = 2.7Å in the
highlighted region and z = 1.3Å elsewhere. An adjusted gray scale is used for this
region, as indicated. The fast scan direction is indicated by the white arrow (otherwise
it is horizontal). z offsets are given with respect to (I = 2pA, V = 0.2V). Scale bars:
10Å in a-c and 5Å in d-f.
However, adjusted constant-height AFM images126, presented in Fig. 9.3f,
reveal that the outermost ring is in fact present, but bent towards the
surface, that is, the aryne immediately forms strong covalent bonds to
the Cu surface, in agreement with previous studies on dehydrogenated
phthalocyanine molecules156 and benzyne adsorbed on Ir(100)227.
In summary, we have presented direct imaging of the chemical structure of
individual arynes for the first time. Our experiments provide insight into a
class of transient species that, in general, remain obscured because of their
short lifetimes. The fact that the arynes’ chemical reactivity is preserved
even at cryogenic temperatures is promising for novel on-surface reaction
schemes, for example, for the preparation of graphene-based materials. In
general, the approach presented here might also be applicable for other
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Figure 9.4.: Starting material, reaction intermediates and products. a-d Chem-
ical structures of the reaction products formed by successive STM-induced debromina-
tion of 9,10-dibromoanthracene (DBA) and subsequent retro-Bergman cyclization: DBA,
9-dehydro-10-bromoanthracene (radical), 9,10-didehydroanthracene (diradical) and 3,4-
benzocyclodeca-3,7,9-triene-1,5-diyne (diyne). e-h AFM images of the molecules a-d,
respectively, on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) using a CO tip.
short-lived reaction intermediates. Furthermore, we have shown that even
extremely small changes, like two missing hydrogen atoms in the chemical
structure, can be resolved with AFM imaging. Analysis of bond-order-
related contrast showed significant differences for the molecules investigated
and indicated the dominant contribution of the cumulene representation for
the aryne generated under these conditions.
9.1.2. Dibromoanthracene (DBA): Retro-Bergman cyclization
In the previous section we discussed a single-molecule reaction based on
dehalogenating DINP. We could verify the creation of the highly reactive
aryne molecule and prove its persistent reactivity also at low temperatures.
In this section, we follow a similar approach: We dissociate both Br
atoms from a dibromoanthracene (DBA) molecule (cf. sections 6.1 and
6.2) to form a diradical. Subsequently a ring-opening retro-Bergman
cyclization could be initiated, all by means of atomic manipulation. The
conversion between diradical and diyne is reversible, realizing a tri-state
single molecular switch based on forward and backward Bergman reaction,
i.e., the creation and cleavage of covalent carbon–carbon bonds within a
molecule, triggered by atomic manipulation.
In recent years, on-surface synthesis has attracted an enormous interest
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to prepare diverse nanostructures following bottom-up approaches228–230.
Among the reactions employed for this purpose, the Ullmann coupling
of halogenated aromatic compounds has emerged as the most successful
on-surface chemical transformation10,15,213,231. In most cases, this reaction
is thought to proceed via dehalogenation of aryl halides followed by C-C
coupling of the resulting aryl radicals. It should also be mentioned that
thermal-induced Bergman cyclization of enediynes, followed by radical
polymerization, has been recently proposed to explain the synthesis of
polyphenylene chains on Cu(110)232. Moreover, a Bergman reaction has
been also proposed to initiate the cyclization of oligo-(phenylene-1,2-
ethynylenes) on Ag(100)138. In this context, while studying the on-surface
behaviour of 9,10-didehydroanthracene (diradical; 3), generated from
DBA (1), we observed the formation of cyclic diyne 4 by means of a
retro-Bergman cyclization reaction233.
To confirm the structure of the precursor (Fig. 9.4a), and identify inter-
mediates (Fig. 9.4b,c) and the reaction product (Fig. 9.4d) we employed
AFM imaging with CO-functionalized tips. As visible in Fig. 9.4e the Br
atoms of DBA appear as bright lobes of increased frequency shift. The
C–Br bonds could be dissociated on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) by placing the
tip above the molecule and applying a voltage pulse. The voltage threshold
to dissociate the first Br atom, which forms 9-dehydro-10-bromoanthracene
(radical 2) is about 1.6V and often the dissociation is accompanied by a
lateral displacement of the Br atom and the molecule (cf. Fig. 6.1c,d).
In the AFM image of the bromoanthryl radical, shown in Fig. 9.4f, the
bright feature corresponding to the Br atom can only be seen on one side
of the molecule. The contrast of the molecule indicates that its adsorption
is non-planar125,126. The gradual brightness increase in ∆f from the
debrominated side towards the brominated one is indicative of a smaller
adsorption height at the side of the dangling bond. Frequently, the radical
was found in another, more planar geometry, with a distinctively different
contrast in STM and AFM (see Fig. 9.5c,f). The planar and non-planar
adsorption geometry could also be inter-converted. However, the planar
geometry was less stable to image.
The second C–Br bond is dissociated to form the diradical 3 by applying
a voltage pulse of about 3.3V, thereby the tip was retracted by several
Ångströms to limit the current to tens of picoamperes. Again, the
debromination process was often accompanied by a displacement of the
organic fragment and the Br atom. The AFM image of the diradical is
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Figure 9.5.: Radical conformations on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) and debromination
on Cu(111). a STM image of two DBA molecules and a (planar) radical with a close-by
Br (bottom right). b After a voltage pulse of 1.6V, a DBA was dissociated to a radical
and a Br atom. In this case, the radical appears with a black depression where the Br
is missing (non-planar adsorption). c The conformation of the radical can be switched
from non-planar to planar, by a voltage pulse of 0.6V. d AFM image of the radical on
Cu(111). e/f CO tip AFM image of radical in the non-planar/planar conformation. g
AFM image of the diradical on Cu(111). Scale bars: 20Å in a-c, 5Å in d-g.
shown in Fig. 9.4g. As demonstrated for arynes, the NaCl film facilitates
the stabilization of reactive intermediates, radicals and diradicals225.
While the consecutive debromination of DBA on Cu(111) was possible as
well, the debrominated sites strongly bind to the substrate in this case
(see Fig. 9.5d,g). From the image of the diradical alone this molecule
could easily be mistaken for the anticipated image of anthracene (compare
the positions of H and dangling bonds in Fig. 9.4g and see also images of
pentacene for comparison38). However, the generation of diyne from the
molecule shown in Fig. 9.4g (as described below) proves that the latter
was actually the diradical. A voltage pulse of 1.7V was applied with the
tip above the molecule shown in Fig. 9.4g. AFM imaging of the resulting
product, shown in Fig. 9.4h, revealed a molecule apparently consisting of a
fused 6- and a 10-membered ring, suggesting the formation of diyne 4. Note
that diyne was often created directly from the radical without observing
diradical 3 in the first place.
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Figure 9.6.: Diyne identification. a STM topography (I = 2 pA, V = 1.65V) of diyne.
b-d AFM images of diyne on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) at different heights z. e Calculated
LUMO orbital isosurface at ± 10−4 e of diyne with the molecular structure overlaid as
a guide to the eye. f-h Calculated ∆f maps of diyne at different tip–molecule distances
using a relaxed CO tip.
To prove that we indeed created the cyclic diyne, we employed a combi-
nation of STM for orbital imaging26 (Fig. 9.6a), CO tip AFM images at
different tip heights (Fig. 9.6b-d) and compared the experiments with DFT
calculations (Fig. 9.6e-h). Like in section 7.1, the tip–molecule distance is
estimated by setting the height of the ∆f minimum at the center of the
outer carbon ring to z = 3.9Å. With orbital imaging, only the LUMO
resonance was in the experimentally accessible voltage range without
switching or displacing the molecule. Though, switching and associated
displacements observed at elevated voltages (> 1.65V) restricted us to the
measurement of the LUMO resonance onset, corresponding to a higher
electron density isosurface. The relative orbital intensities and the location
of the nodal planes are in good agreement with the calculated LUMO of
diyne (Fig. 9.6e), corroborating our assignment.
Moreover, the experimental and calculated AFM images are in good
agreement. Particularly, the 10-membered carbon ring of the diyne
exhibits features that relate to different bond orders112 and that lead to
a characteristic fingerprint of this moiety. For example the triple bonds
appear with a distinctive elongation perpendicular to the bond direction as
previously found for alkynes imaged by CO tips134,138.
On the metal, no diyne creation was observed, emphasizing the importance
of the insulating layer to facilitate the reaction. The direct visualization of
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Figure 9.7.: Reversible Bergman cyclization. a-c Laplace-filtered AFM images of
diyne, R (a), diradical (b) and diyne, L (c) on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). d Current trace
during a voltage pulse of V = 1.64V at the position indicated by the white circle in b. The
different current levels correspond to the molecular structures of the same color shown
in the inset. e Calculated energy of the Bergman cyclization, using the carbon–carbon
distance dC-C of the carbons indicated by the red circles as a reaction coordinate.
the molecular structures by AFM and the good agreement of theoretical
calculations with AFM and STM images proves the creation of diyne and
thus the successful execution of a retro-Bergman cyclization using atomic
manipulation.
Next, we study the Bergman cyclization reaction in more detail and prove
its reversibility and the inter-conversion between the two possible diyne
topomers. Which topomer is created depends on which of the two C–C
bonds that are shared by fused benzene rings is cleaved. Problematically,
manipulation events are usually associated with the displacement of the
molecule, which hampers the exclusion of possible rotations. To avoid such
displacements, we stabilized the diradical at a step edge of a third-layer
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NaCl island. To this end, we first manipulated the molecule by inelastic
excitation93 (involving several conversions between diradical and diyne)
to bring the molecule to a NaCl step edge shown in Fig. 9.7. With the
molecule anchored at the third-layer step, the voltage for the Bergman
cyclization could be applied without lateral displacement of the molecule.
In the current trace recorded during such switching at 1.64V (Fig. 9.7d)
we observe switching between three different current states. By reducing
the voltage after switching of the molecule and taking an AFM image,
we can relate the three different current plateaus in Fig. 9.7d to the
three different molecular structures shown in Fig. 9.7a-c. Fig. 9.7a shows
diyne, with the 10-membered ring on the right hand side (diyne, 4R) and
corresponds to the low-current state in Fig. 9.7d. Fig. 9.7b shows the
diradical corresponding to the medium-current state and Fig. 9.7c shows
diyne, 4L, which corresponds to the high-current state in Fig. 9.7d. Note
that the lateral position where we apply the voltage and measure the
current determines the value of the current plateaus measured above the
different isomers. As indicated by the white circle in Fig. 9.7b we chose an
off-centered position in order to distinguish the diyne topomers, 4L from
diyne, 4R.
First of all, these observations demonstrate that the Bergman reaction
can be performed reversibly in this system, that is the two C–C bonds
shared by two fused benzene rings within the molecule can be created and
cleaved again. Note that we cannot direct in which state the molecule
will switch, but we can stop the switching at any of the three molecular
states at will. When reducing the voltage below the reaction thresh-
old all three molecular structures remain stable and no switching was
observed enabling the recording of AFM images at low voltage. Note
that the switching yield per electron depends not only on the molecu-
lar electronic structure, but also on the environment, in particular on
the adsorption at the step edge, which breaks the symmetry of the molecule.
We calculated the potential energy surface of the Bergman cyclization of
the free molecule and the molecule adsorbed on NaCl/Cu(111) by DFT
using the carbon–carbon distance of the bond that is formed during the
Bergman reaction as the reaction coordinate (see Fig. 9.7e). For both,
the free molecule and the molecule adsorbed on the surface, the diradical
and the diyne form two (meta)stable conformations. In vacuum, diyne
has a lower absolute energy compared to the diradical by 0.52 eV, with a
barrier of 0.67 eV (according to our calculations and in good agreement
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with theory234). Our calculations show that upon adsorption, the diradical
energy is significantly lowered but the diyne structure is still favored by
about 0.12 eV. This is consistent with the observations made by AFM and
STM: Both, the diradical and diyne are observed but the latter prevailed
after random switching. During AFM measurements at close distance we
also observed spontaneous switching from the diradical to diyne but never
the opposite.
We could demonstrate the sequential derivation of diyne by three single-
molecule reactions starting from DBA by means of atomic manipula-
tion. The reaction intermediates and product could be identified and
characterized by atomic resolution AFM measurements and STM or-
bital imaging that are compared with DFT calculations. The last reac-
tion represents a retro-Bergman cyclization that could be triggered re-
versibly, and involves two diyne topomers, constituting a tri-state molecular
switch.
9.2. Cl vacancy chains: Effect of electron–phonon
interaction on the formation of one-dimensional
electronic states
One-dimensional nanostructures assembled from single metal atoms and
molecules on surfaces are of great fundamental and technological interest
as their electronic states exhibit a wealth of new quantum phenom-
ena that might be exploited in future molecular electronics devices235.
Some examples of such phenomena identified by STM and STS include
metal-atom chains exhibiting ’particle-in-box’ states236, bistable anti-
ferromagnetism25, Tomonaga–Luttinger liquid behavior237, and signs of
Majorana spinors238. The formation of extended or band-like electronic
states in metal-atom and molecular chains on surfaces has been widely stud-
ied experimentally215,239–242, but potentially interesting effects of strong
electron–phonon coupling on these states, such as, for instance, polaronic
effects, have attracted much less attention. A notable exception is the
observation of coherent electron–phonon states and the breakdown of the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation in oligothiophene molecular chains243.
In the electronically adiabatic regime, where the Franck–Condon principle
is applicable, the electron–phonon coupling results in vibronic satellite
structures. How these vibronic effects influence the delocalization of an
injected electron in a one-dimensional nanostructure is an open question,
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in particular when the electron–phonon coupling is so strong that these
effects dominate.
Here we address this question by studying coupled electronic states localized
at intentionally created Cl divacancies and vacancy chains in a NaCl bilayer
on Cu(111). The Cl vacancies provide a quantum-well structure that could
be created with atomic precision using the STM tip244,245. The energies of
the electronic states formed in these structures by injection of an electron
from the tip of a STM and their spatial behavior on the atomic scale
were resolved by STS. Our findings have ramifications for the formation of
extended states from coupled adsorbate or confined defect states (such as
in dopants246 or dangling bonds247) in semiconductors and ionic crystals.
Hence, it could improve the understanding of polaronic effects in coupled
quantum systems, such as quantum dots248–253, charge-based qubits254,255
and quantum cellular automata256.
Coupled, individual Cl vacancies in a NaCl bilayer on a Cu(111) surface
are ideal model systems to study the delocalization of electronic states
in the presence of strong electron–phonon coupling. First, Cl monova-
cancies are atomically well-defined and highly symmetric defects. They
feature two distinct electronic states: An unoccupied vacancy state (VS)
that is strongly coupled to optical phonons in the film and a localized
interface-state (LIS) with a negligible electron–phonon coupling26,257. The
electronic coupling between VSs or LISs of different vacancies can be tuned
in a controlled way by the lateral spacing between vacancies with atomic
precision258. Finally, Cl vacancies feature a much higher stability against
inelastic excitations than adsorbates259. Cl vacancies could even be filled
with other atoms (see section 9.3.3). Hence, they allow us to explore
artificial coupled quantum systems with great control.
In the spectroscopic measurements, the tunneling conductance dI/dV was
recorded with conventional lock-in techniques with an ac bias amplitude
of 25mV at a frequency of 294Hz. In the double-barrier tunneling
junction geometry, the voltage drop across the insulating film will cause
a voltage-dependent shift of the electronic levels. This tip-induced Stark
shift is a few percent of the applied bias but depends only weakly on the
tip distance. Therefore it is not considered here109. As described in the
previous section, the vacancies were created by controlled contact of the tip
with the NaCl surface. AFM images with a CO tip38,80 were recorded to
identify the vacancy location and exclude the generation of other close-by
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defects. In addition, the local contact potential difference on the polar
film was measured with Kelvin probe force microscopy to ensure that the
defects are indeed Cl vacancies94.
In a previous study, single Cl vacancies in a NaCl bilayer on copper
surfaces were characterized in detail (see Ref. 109). A Cl vacancy in
the outermost layer of this supported NaCl bilayer is analogous to the
widely studied and well-known color centers in bulk NaCl260 with one
key difference: The localized VS is unoccupied because the electron can
tunnel into unoccupied metal states. The unoccupied VS then gives rise
to a positively charged vacancy and an attractive potential that is able
to split off a LIS from the free-electron-like interface-state band of the
NaCl/Cu(111)261. This LIS was observed as a narrow resonance just below
the bottom of the interface-state band in the dI/dV spectra, whereas the
VS showed up as a broad negative ion resonance at a sample voltage of
about 2.8V in dI/dV . The negative ion resonance was found to have
a large Gaussian broadening (full-width half maximum of σ = 0.27V)
because of the strong electron–phonon coupling of the electron in the VS
to optical phonons in the NaCl bilayer. Despite this strong coupling, the
associated relaxation energy of the electron in the VS is not large enough to
prohibit tunneling into unoccupied metal states and to allow the formation
of a stable occupied VS corresponding to a localized polaron. In contrast
to the VS, the LIS was found to be dominated by lifetime broadening
with a negligible phonon broadening in the dI/dV spectra, owing to the
efficient screening of the electron–phonon interaction by the metal electrons.
First, vacancy pairs are created with different separations. Divacancies in
the ninth-nearest-neighbor (9NN), 6NN, 5NN, 4NN, 3NN and 2NNa con-
figurations (see schematic in Fig. 9.8a) were created from two Cl vacancies
close to each other but not in the vicinity of any other vacancies or defects.
AFM images of the 5NN to 2NN divacancies and of a single vacancy are
shown in Fig. 9.8b-f. With a CO tip, the vacancies can be recognized as
a bright cross-like feature in AFM maps. The electronic structure of the
divacancies were characterized by single dI/dV spectra or constant-height
dI/dV (x,V ) maps along the line connecting the two vacancies. The VS
resonances are shown in Fig. 9.8g-l and the LIS resonances in Fig. 9.8m-r,
respectively. Note that all dI/dV data shown here are recorded using
Cu-terminated tips. For divacancies with a separation larger than 10Å
a The 2NN divacancy was less stable than the divacancies with larger separations.
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Figure 9.8.: Vacancy states (VSs) and localized interface-states (LISs) of Cl
divacancies. a NaCl bilayer model with a Cl vacancy (dashed circle) and its nearest Cl
neighbors indicated. b-f CO tip AFM images of a single Cl vacancy (b) and divacancies
in the 5NN (c), 4NN (d), 3NN (e) and 2NN (f) configurations. g,l dI/dV spectrum of
the monovacancy and 2NN divacancy VS peaks with a Gaussian fit in red, recorded at
the red circles in b,f. h-k dI/dV (x,V ) maps along the red lines in b-e (same V scale as
in g). Peaks in dI/dV are displayed as bright, whereas the darkest areas mark regions of
negative differential conductance. The dashed line indicates the monovacancy VS peak
position. m,r dI/dV spectrum of the LIS of a monovacancy and a 2NN divacancy with a
Lorentzian fit in red, recorded at the red circles in b,f. n-q dI/dV (x,V ) maps along the
red lines indicated in b-e, respectively (same V scale as in m). The dashed line indicates
the monovacancy LIS peak position and the solid line the interface-state band onset.
White crosses indicate the vacancy positions. White arrows mark the peak positions
of the observed dI/dV resonances. Black arrows in n-q mark the peak positions of the
calculated LDOS using the σ-wave multiple scattering model. Scale bars: 10Å.
(i.e. larger than a 4NN divacancy), we observe a single VS resonance
localized at each vacancy site separately with an energy similar to the
one of the monovacancy. For smaller separations (4NN–2NN divacancies),
however, two peaks with Gaussian line shapes appear around 2.8V. The
dI/dV (x,V ) maps show that the state at lower energy is localized between
the vacancies (symmetric), whereas the state at higher energy has a nodal
plane between them (antisymmetric), in analogy with the bonding and
antibonding orbitals of the hydrogen molecule.
Similarly, the divacancy LISs were also observed to split into a symmetric
and an antisymmetric state. However, for small vacancy separations,
the latter state lies above the NaCl/Cu(111) interface band onset at
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εB = −230mV and overlaps with the band continuum. Hence, only
the symmetric state is observed as a well-defined peak in dI/dV . The
splitting of both the VSs and LISs was found to increase with decreasing
inter-vacancy distance. The VSs do not split symmetrically about the
monovacancy energy but their mean value is shifted towards lower energies.
In addition, the VSs show a tendency to have a smaller level broadening
with decreasing separation. Interestingly, a theoretical model derived in
Ref. 262 reveals that the observed VS level separation is significantly
enlarged by level repulsion compared to the pure electronic splitting,
resulting from the strong electron–phonon coupling. Particularly, the
enhanced splitting can be attributed to an avoided crossing between the
potential energy surfaces of the symmetric and antisymmetric VS along the
anti-correlated portion of the (uncorrelated) zero-point phonon motion.
To study the delocalization of VSs and LISs further, short 1D arrays of
N vacancies, referred to in the following as vacancy chains, were created
in the 5NN (apolar [001] NaCl direction) and the 3NN (polar [011] NaCl
direction) configuration. They were also characterized by CO tip AFM
images (Fig. 9.9a,c). For the 5NN chains, the LISs form 1D quantum-well
states, observed as distinct resonances in dI/dV , with an increasing integer
number of nodal planes with voltage (see Fig. 9.9b). Remarkably, also
broader resonances are observed up to 200 − 300mV above the interface-
state band onset. These quasi-bound LISs have a lower height in dI/dV ,
owing to the increased lifetime broadening compared to the bound LISs.
This originates from the additional decay channel into the interface-state
band. Furthermore, the energy position of the ground-state LIS does not
change significantly from the N = 4 to the N = 6 chain and seems to
converge to about −0.33V. The VS of the 5NN chains only show a single
resonance peak at about 2.7V, localized at each vacancy site because of
the weak electronic coupling.
In contrast, the 3NN chains displayed in Fig. 9.9c are subject to significant
interaction between the VSs and exhibit several resonances, as shown in
Fig. 9.9d. The increasing number of nodal planes with voltage shows
that the VSs are delocalized over the entire chains despite the strong
electron–phonon coupling. Notably, the level broadening decreases for
longer chains as displayed in Fig. 9.10a. This effect is a direct evidence of
the dependence between the electron–phonon coupling and the enhanced
delocalization for longer chains. It can be rationalized by the larger spatial
extent of the eigenstates, which decreases their relaxation energy and
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Figure 9.9.: Vacancy states and localized interface-states of Cl vacancy chains.
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of the 3NN chain length. b Tight-binding (TB) model for a N = 3 chain. c TB model
including the electrostatic on-site energy shift between nearest neighbors. d Experimental
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accordingly the effective electron–phonon coupling.
In the following, the VS energies of the 3NN chains are compared with
the results from a simple tight-binding (TB) model. First, we assume that
each vacancy in the chain has an on-site energy ε0 and is coupled to its
next neighbor(s) with a hopping term −t, as sketched in Fig. 9.10b. By
adjusting the free fitting parameters ε0 and t to the experimental mono-
and divacancy VS energies, one can calculate the energy levels for different
chain lengths as shown in Fig. 9.10e. In comparison with the experimental
energy spectrum, depicted in Fig. 9.10d, the level spacings for each chain
could be roughly reproduced, but the TB model does not capture the shift
of the band center towards lower energies with increasing chain length
(as already described for the divacancies). This shift can be explained
by the electrostatic interaction between adjacent vacancies that deepens
the potential at each vacancy and therefore lowers the on-site energy.
To account for the energy shift we introduce the parameter δ, which is
the on-site energy shift due to a neighboring vacancy (see Fig. 9.10c).
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The resulting energy levels of this extended TB model are shown in
Fig. 9.10f. The calculated energy spectrum now agrees very well with the
experimentally observed VS levels of the chains.
The coupling between the LISs of Cl divacancies and chains were studied
in a simple, multiple σ-wave (zero angular momentum in 2D) scattering
model of the interface-state scattering from the positively charged vacan-
cies, detailed in Ref. 262. The results from this model, as indicated in
Fig. 9.8o-q, are able to fully capture the observed behavior of the coupled
LISs. Furthermore, the obtained energies for the LISs of the vacancy chains
are in excellent agreement with the experiments, as indicated in Fig. 9.9b.
In summary, from an AFM and STS study we find that the localized VSs and
LISs at intentionally created Cl divacancies in a NaCl bilayer on Cu(111)
form symmetric and antisymmetric states, in analogy to the bonding and
antibonding orbitals of a hydrogen molecule. As expected, the energy split-
ting between these states increases with decreasing intervacancy distance.
Furthermore, VSs and LISs of vacancy chains form 1D quantum-well states.
The VS levels of the chains could be well described by a simple tight-binding
model that takes the electrostatic interaction between neighboring vacan-
cies into account. The decreased level broadening observed for longer chains
and the enlargement of the level splitting predicted by theory are clear sig-
natures of the effect of electron–phonon interaction on the delocalization of
electronic states. The results shown here prove that coupled defect states
represent a possible option for the construction of conducting wires on in-
sulating surfaces.
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9.3. Au atoms on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111)
9.3.1. Au−, Au0 & Au+: Charge state tristability
Stabilizing and controlling the charge state of atoms and molecules is
of great interest regarding molecular scale memories and gates in the
framework of molecular electronics. The charge state also governs many
physical and chemical processes. Moreover, the study of these charging
phenomena on an atomic level has ramifications for our understanding
of local polaron formation, electron transfer, and electron solvation263
in a condensed environment, as well as for catalysis on supported metal
atom clusters264. Along with the charge state control of the Au adatom
that we study here comes the control of its magnetic moment. The
neutral adatom (Au0) exhibits a partially occupied 6s state resulting in a
net (spin) magnetic moment, therefore being paramagnetic. For the Au
anion (Au−) this state is fully occupied and hence renders Au− diamagnetic.
Especially KPFM has proven the feasibility to probe directly single-electron
charges with atomic resolution31. Key to the multistability of charged
atoms on NaCl are large ionic relaxations (polarizability) of the film in
response to the additional charge30. Charge-state manipulation has been
shown for single atoms30,265–267, defects268 and molecules96 on bi- and
multi-layer NaCl films. In particular charge-state tristability of Au adatoms
(Au0, Au− and Au+) on multilayer NaCl has been reported recently267.
Here, we briefly review the manipulation protocols, appearance of the
different Au charge states in STM and measurement characteristics through
which they can be identified.
After evaporation the Au atoms are found as Au0. One electron can be
added by an electron attachment process by ramping the sample voltage
to V & 0.8V. Due to the electronic decoupling, most electrons that tunnel
resonantly into the empty Au 6s state are sufficiently long-lived that the
NaCl film has time to relax lowering the energy of the Au anion below the
Fermi energy, such that the tunneling electron is captured30. The lattice
relaxations also introduce an energy barrier that prevents the decay into
the favored Au0 state. This process is highly efficient with a switching
probability per tunneling electron on the order of unity. Similarly, an
electron detachment from Au0 can be triggered by a voltage ramp to
V . −2V. Both, electron attachment and detachment are reversible.
It should be noted, however, that the neutralization of the Au+ state
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Figure 9.11.: Au−, Au0, Au+ charge state tristability. a STM image of CO, Au+,
Au− and Au0 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) measured with a CO tip. Crossings of the dashed
grid mark Cl positions of the NaCl substrate. b ∆f(V ) spectra recorded at the same
height [z = −2Å from I = 1.5pA, V = 0.3V above the bare NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111)]
at the positions indicated in a. According to their relative shifts of the LCPD, the
different Au states can be identified as Au+ (V ∗ = −96mV), Au0 (V ∗ = 11mV) and
Au− (V ∗ = 68mV). Scale bar: 10Å.
sometimes resulted in a segregation into the NaCl film often with the
creation of surface defects. For this reason and due to its small corrugation,
Au+ was overlooked in previous studies. The stability of the charged states
mainly depends on the work function of the sample and electron affin-
ity and ionization energy of the adatom, as well as the relaxation energy265.
In Fig. 9.11a a STM image of Au0, Au− and Au+ is presented. With a
CO tip (as well as with a metallic tip), Au0 appears as a single protrusion
and Au− has a sombrero-like shape. The Au+ corrugation is comparably
much smaller (apparent height ≈ 0.2 Å at I = 2 pA, V = 0.2V) and has
a peanut-like shape with a CO tip, similar to Ag+ 88,265. With a metallic
tip, Au+ appears as protrusion with a neighbouring depression. In section
9.3.2 Au+ is characterized in detail. Au0 adsorbs on-top Cl and Au+ in
a slightly off-centered bridge position. Interestingly, Au− was observed
on both on-top Cl (smaller protrusion in STM topography) and bridge
site (bigger protrusion) as seen in Fig. 9.12a. The stabilization of Au− on
two different sites was assigned to the locally varying strain field entailed
by the Moiré pattern of the incommensurate growth of NaCl(2ML) on
Cu(111)269.
Here, we investigate the charged adsorbates in two ways: Indirectly exploit-
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ing the NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) interface state (IS), and directly employing
KPFM. Owing to the long-range electrostatic interaction, charged adatoms
interact strongly with the IS electrons confined a few Ångströms under-
neath. Localized charges on top of the NaCl layer strongly scatter these
IS electrons and lead to a circular standing-wave pattern around the ad-
sorbate30. But only positive charge forms an attractive potential giving
rise to a bound localized interface-state, analogously to the Cl vacancy (cf.
section 9.2)109. This state can be detected below the IS band onset in tun-
neling spectroscopy (see Fig. 9.12k). Alternatively, the charge of adatoms
can also be identified directly, by the LCPD shift. Regarding investigations
on thicker insulating films the latter method is highly desirable, because
it does not require a conductive tunneling junction. In Fig. 9.11b ∆f(V )
parabolas recorded on Au0, Au− and Au+ are shown. In agreement with
the proposed charge states, the LCPD shifts towards lower voltages from
Au− to Au0 and from Au0 to Au+. It should be noted that the compli-
cated adsorption structure of Au+ generates an electrostatic field that is
reminiscent of a dipole field (see section 9.3.2 for details). Note that the
absolute charge state of the atoms cannot be directly deduced from the
LCPD values. Only the differences of the charge states are revealed by the
relative differences of the LCPD measured above the atoms. It should also
be noted that we compare here KPFM spectra at different lateral positions
on a certain height (disregarding the different tip distances to the adsor-
bate). In more complicated systems, e.g. like a molecule, single spectra
often fall short on revealing all aspects of the charge distribution and a full
three-dimensional data set of ∆f(V ) parabolas should be considered (see
section 7.4).
9.3.2. Au+: Toggling the local electric field with an embedded adatom
switch
The concept of using single atoms and molecules as functional elements in
electronic devices was established several decades ago166. Special interest
in atomic-scale memory elements and switches arise especially for the study
of single electron transport in molecular networks. Many atomic-scale
switches have been identified and investigated by STM6,19,25,28,96,120,270–275
and AFM27,34,35,276,277. Naturally, SPM techniques prevail the quest
of finding suitable molecular switches due to their capability to image
and manipulate adsorbates at the atomic scale. Conceptually, molecular
switches can be classified by their actuation (e.g. by light, short-range
forces, electric currents, electric fields, or other external stimuli) and
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switching mechanism (e.g. change in adsorption geometry, charge state,
magnetization, molecular conformation, or chemical composition and
combinations thereof). In this section we study a geometrical switch
formed by two adsorption states of Au+ on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111)a,
which could be controlled by the force exerted by the microscope tip.
It is demonstrated that the switching changes the electric field in its vicinity.
As discussed in the previous section, Au cations could be formed from
neutral Au adatoms by detaching an electron via a positively biased tip267.
The consecutive creation of Au+ ions is shown in Fig. 9.12a-d. The
STM images of the formed Au cations have an asymmetric appearance
consisting of a protruding feature (bright contrast) next to a depression
(dark contrast). As we will see later, the two topmost Au cations adopt
equivalent adsorption sites bridging two Cl sites that are rotated by 90◦
with respect to each other. In the following we will use a Xe tip to
increase the resolution in the STM topography. After image acquisition of
Fig. 9.12e, the tip was moved to the lateral position indicated by the white
circle and the tip–sample distance was decreased until a sudden jump in
the ∆f channel was observed. During the approach no sample bias was
applied. The subsequently recorded image Fig. 9.12f, showed that the STM
topography of Au+ was mirror-reflected about a switching axis (indicated
by the dashed line in the close-up inset). In Fig. 9.12f-h the three Au+
have been sequentially and deliberately switched into the mirror reflected
conformation.
The observation of a strong directional dependence of spontaneous switch-
ing events during AFM imaging in the constant-height mode sheds more
light on the mechanism behind the Au cation switch, as shown in Fig. 9.13.
The Au cation appeared as an oval depression surrounded by an off-centered
protrusion in the ∆f channel imaged with a Xe tip. Atomic resolution was
obtained on the NaCl lattice with bright and dark contrast on the Na and
Cl sites, respectively94. From this we can assign the adsorption site of Au+
to be on a near bridge site along the Cl rows. When the fast scan direction
was oriented perpendicular to the switching axis (Fig. 9.13a), repeated
bidirectional switching between the Left (’L’) and Right (’R’) states was
observed for the Au cation. In contrast, only a single switching event was
observed when the fast scan axis was aligned parallel to the switching axis
aNote that the switch could also be realized on thicker NaCl films grown on different
Cu facets. The adsorption properties of Au+, as well as the switching mechanism do
not depend on the film thickness and the orientation of the Cu substrate.
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Figure 9.12.: Au+ creation and switch. a-d STM images of Au− (on Cl top and
bridge sites) and CO (on Na sites) on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). Au− on bridge sites appear
brighter than on Cl top sites. By applying voltage pulses of −1.7V on Au− (red circles),
Au− is switched to Au+. e-h STM images of Au+ and CO recorded with a Xe tip.
Au cations are sequentially switched between the two equivalent off-centered adsorption
positions (tip position indicated by white circles). Insets show a close-up (white dashed
rectangle) and indicate switching axis (white dashed line). i STM image recorded with
a CO tip also reveals the asymmetric Au+ state. j STM image with a Xe tip. The
bright features centered at the Cl vacancy and the dark side of Au+ belong to localized
interface-states (LISs). STM images in a-i were acquired using (I = 2pA,V = 0.2V)
and j using (I = 2 pA,V = −1V). k Bias spectrum on Au+. Scale bars: 20Å.
(Fig. 9.13b).
In ∆f line scans displayed in Fig. 9.13c the influence of the tip–sample
distance on the switching was analyzed. The locations of the line scans are
indicated by red and blue arrows in Fig. 9.13a. Only a selection of the
data is shown for the sake of clarity. The Au cation was initially in the ’L’
state. The top three curves, which were recorded at the largest tip–sample
distances, show a featureless depression at a lateral distance of -3Å. At
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Figure 9.13.: Au+ lateral manipulation. a,b AFM maps of Au+ on
NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) with a Xe tip recorded in different scan directions (fast scan di-
rection: long arrows, slow scan direction: short arrows). When the tip is scanned parallel
to the switching direction (a), the Au+ geometry is switched in every scan line in the
central part of the image. When the tip is scanned perpendicular to the switching direc-
tion (b), only one switching event occurs during one image. ’L’ and ’R’ denote the two
geometry states where the bright ∆f spot (which we identified as protruding Cl−) is left
or right. The white dashed line indicates the switching axis. This axis is aligned with
the bridge site (white cross). c AFM line scans at the position indicated by the colored
arrows in a. z heights are given with respect to the STM set-point (I = 2 pA,V = 0.2V).
From a certain height on, the bright ∆f spot seems to be pulled towards the tip. Scale
bars: 10Å.
a height set point comparable to the one in Fig. 9.13a,b, z = 2.1Å, a
hillock appears in the center of the depression. Furthermore, reversible
switching between ’L’ and ’R’ states was observed in the forward and
backward traces. Note that the switching from ’L’ to ’R’ states occurred
almost precisely where the protrusion of the ’R’ state was located, and
vice versa. The same lateral switching positions were observed for all
tip–sample distances between z = 1.6Å and 2.1Å but are not shown here.
The Sader–Jarvis formalism67, was used to extract the attractive vertical
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Figure 9.14.: Au+ KPFM. a LCPD map (z = 0 Å, image size: 15×15 Å2). The + and
− signs indicate the anticipated local sample charges. b,c LCPD and corresponding ∆f ∗
line scans at different heights. d Calculated electric field at a distance of 5 Å from the top
NaCl layer by DFT. The switching axis is indicated by a dash-dotted line. The position
of the Au atom is indicated by the dot. In a-d Au+ is in the ’R’ state. e,f LCPD and
∆f ∗ line scans at different heights, with Au+ in the ’L’ state. The measurements were
recorded with a Xe tip. Tip heights are given with respect to a tunneling set point of
(I = 2 pA, V = 0.2 V) above NaCl.
force, Fz = −200 ± 40pN, from the ∆f -line scans that was required to
actuate the Au cation switch34. Please note that force magnitude and
direction (‘pulling’ vs ‘pushing’) of the actuation might depend on the tip
termination.
In a LCPD map of the ’R’ state (see Fig. 9.14a), one can recognize an
LCPD decrease on the left (blueish contrast) and an LCPD increase on
the right (reddish contrast), indicative of a positive and negative local
charge, respectively. Line scans of LCPD and ∆f∗ across the Au cation
switching axis at different heights are plotted in Fig. 9.14b,c, respectively.
Clearly, the LCPD is increased to the right, where ∆f∗ is most attractive.
This attractive electrostatic force arises from the interaction between the
negative local charge mentioned before and the positively charged Xe
tip94. After switching from the ’R’- to ’L’-state (Fig. 9.14e,f), the LCPD
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Figure 9.15.: Calculated Au+ geometry. DFT calculated adsorption geometries of
Au+ on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). a,b Side-view and top-view of the symmetric Au+ ad-
sorption geometry on the bridge site. c,d Side-view and top-view of the asymmetric
Au+ adsorption geometry on the near bridge site. The (AuCl2)− cluster is here in the
’L’ configuration i.e. the Au adsorption site is shifted to the left with respect to the
centered bridge position and the Cl− to the left of the Au+ is protruding more outwards.
contrast is essentially reversed and the attractive part is now to the left.
Furthermore, the features with more positive LCPD in Fig. 9.14 emerge
at the position of the bright protrusion of the respective state shown in
Fig. 9.13. It should also be noted that the LCPD contrast above the
positive charge decays faster than the one above the negative charge with
increasing tip height, which we ascribe to a topographic effect as discussed
below.
From DFT calculations based on a perfect conductor model278,279, per-
formed by Ivan Scivetti and Mats Persson, one meta-stable centered bridge
configuration (Fig. 9.15a,b) and two equivalent off-centered configurations
(Fig. 9.15c,d) for the Au+ were identified. The latter configurations were
found to be slightly more stable than the former configuration by 40meV.
As shown in Fig. 9.15c,d, the Au cation forms essentially a tilted linear
complex, (AuCl2)−, with two Cl anions. The Au+ complex resembles the
Ag+ complex on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111)265 but in the latter case the complex
is bent and only a centered configuration was identified. The formation of
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the tilted (AuCl2)− complex gives rise to large charge rearrangements as
illustrated by the associated large electric field in a plane 5 Å from the top
NaCl layer, shown in Fig. 9.14d.
Based on our experimental results and DFT calculations, we relate the
protruding features of the Au cation complex in the STM images shown in
Fig. 9.12 and the corresponding protrusions in the AFM images in Fig. 9.13
to the strongly lifted Cl anions of the off-centered and tilted complex. The
negative local charge at the position of the bright protrusions in Fig. 9.13,
as revealed by the LCPD and ∆f∗ measurements in Fig. 9.14, supports
this assignment. The presence of negative charge on this protruding Cl
anion is demonstrated by the negative electric field in this region shown in
Fig. 9.14d. Furthermore, the distance of ∼ 6Å between the protrusions
of the ’L’ and the ’R’ states in Fig. 9.13a,b is in agreement with the
corresponding calculated distance of 5.8Å between the protruding Cl ions.
Finally, note that the two orthogonal orientations of the Au cation switch,
(see Fig. 9.12), are imposed by the bridge adsorption site and the four-fold
axial symmetry of the NaCl film.
The atomistic insight into the nature of the Au cation complex gained from
our experiments and DFT calculations suggests a force-actuated switching
mechanism. According to Fig. 9.13, the switching occurred always at the
position of the lower-lying Cl anion in the tilted, linear (AuCl2)− complex.
Apparently, the attractive force exerted by the tip ’pulled’ this Cl anion
atom upwards and forced the other Cl atom to move down, in analogy
to a rocker switch. As a consequence, two bright protrusions shown in
Fig. 9.13a,b, which are mirrored about the switching axis, correspond
to the lifted Cl atoms in both conformations of the switch. A tunneling
electron mechanism can be excluded since the switching occurred at zero
voltage applied and the same switching behavior was observed also on
thicker insulating NaCl films. The Au cation switch is thus an example of
a purely force-actuated atom switch.
Actuation of the Au cation switch causes the LCPD to change locally by ap-
proximately 40 meVa according to Fig. 9.14a. Recent work has shown that
properties of single molecules and molecular ensembles can be influenced by
changing their local chemical environment29,275,280,281. For example, the or-
bital sequence of single Cu-phthalocyanine molecules could be controlled by
aNote that the magnitude of this change is tip and height dependent.
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Figure 9.16.: Au incorporation in NaCl. a-d Series of STM images that shows the Au
incorporation in NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) (I = 2 pA,V = 0.2V). After creating a Cl vacancy
(c) the Au atom is laterally manipulated by voltage pulses of −1.4V at about 20pA.
Thereby, the charge state of Au can be changed between neutral (Au0) and negatively
charged (Au−) until Au replaces the missing Cl atom (NaCl:Au). Thereafter the Au
atom can neither be moved nor its charge state changed. e STM image of three Au−
impurities in NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) (I = 20 pA,V = 0.2V). f/g AFM map of the same
NaCl:Au chain with a CO/Au tip. Scale bars: 5Å.
changing the distance between Au and Ag atoms placed in the proximity of
the molecule275. In a similar fashion, the intramolecular hydrogen-transfer
reactions in single porphycene molecules on a Cu(110) surface could be con-
trolled by placing a Cu atom nearby29. These examples indicate that the
Au cation switch could be used to control the properties of single molecules
through its electrostatic field. Importantly, the (AuCl2)− complex that is
formed is embedded in the NaCl film, which makes this switch especially
robust against external perturbations.
9.3.3. Au incorporation in NaCl with atomic precision
Material doping by introducing foreign atoms into a host crystal is an
incredibly successful concept to tune material properties and is widely
applied for semiconductors. On semiconductor surfaces, efforts have been
made to measure and control the doping even on the atomic-scale246
including precise dopant placement by atom manipulation276,277 or hydro-
gen lithography282. Also for insulators, such doping is known to affect
catalytic, optical, magnetic and transport properties283. However, atom
manipulation on insulators is particularly challenging owing to the lower
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binding energy of adsorbates and the restriction to AFM. Nonetheless, it
has been reported recently that Br atoms can be vertically manipulated
and implanted into NaCl by a statistical exchange mechanism with an
AFM tip284. Though, replacing Br by Cl will not significantly change the
material properties, as both belong the same chemical group. Lately, Li
et al. have shown that (magnetic) Co atoms are directly incorporated in
NaCl upon adsorption at low temperatures, by substituting either Na or
Cl atoms285. In contrast, we have seen in the previous sections that Au
adsorption on NaCl/Cu is noninvasive, leaving the insulating film undam-
aged. However, in sections 6.3 and 9.2 it was demonstrated that defects
can also be introduced artificially by atomic manipulation using the tip.
In the following we will see how a combination of manipulation techniques
can be used to incorporate Au atoms in the NaCl film with atomic precision.
The Au implantation into the NaCl film is possible by ’pushing’ the Au
adatom into a Cl vacancy. A series of manipulation events to incorporate a
Au atom at a former Cl site is presented in Fig. 9.16a-d. First, a vacancy is
created as described in section 6.3. Thereafter, the Au adatom is laterally
manipulated by negatively charging and discharging the Au adatom. Since
Au0 and Au− can have different adsorption sites, a charging/discharging
event is often accompanied by a lateral displacement of the atom, predomi-
nantly in the direction of the tip. The last displacement after which the Au
atom is found at the former vacancy position is typically larger, revealing
the affinity of Au to move to the vacancy site. In STM, the implanted Au
atom (NaCl:Au) has a sombrero-like appearance similar to Au−, but with a
significantly smaller protrusion in the center (see Fig. 9.16b). In Fig. 9.16f
a CO tip AFM image of three NaCl:Au atoms aligned in a chain are shown.
Clearly, the incorporated Au atoms are built into the lattice at Cl sites.
The IS scattering, present for the Cl vacancy, is strongly suppressed when
it is filled by the Au atom. Accordingly, NaCl:Au is likely singly negatively
charged and compensates for the missing Cl− ion. With a Au tip, the
NaCl:Au sites appear more attractive than the NaCl lattice (Fig. 9.16g).
From the atomic resolution images no apparent distortions of the lattice
are observed (unlike for the Cl vacancy).
Evidence for the negative charge of NaCl:Au is also provided by the KPFM
measurement shown in Fig. 9.17. Here, the same NaCl:Au chain as in
Fig. 9.16e-g is investigated. At positions of the Au impurities, the LCPD
is shifted towards larger values, indicative of excessive negative charge.
Apparently, the LCPD (and ∆f∗) contrast is more pronounced compared
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Figure 9.17.: NaCl:Au chain KPFM. a LCPD map of the NaCl:Au chain shown in
Fig. 9.16 recorded with a Au tip. b Corresponding ∆f∗ map. Scale bars: 5Å.
to Cl− sites. This might be related to the outwards protrusion of the Au
atom as argued in the following.
In Fig. 9.18 the results of a 3D forcemap recorded with CO tip on the same
NaCl:Au chain as discussed before are presented. Different constant-height
slabs of this measurements are illustrated in Fig. 9.18a-c and single ∆f(z)
spectra at the NaCl:Au, Cl, Na and Na next to NaCl:Au sites are compared
in Fig. 9.18d. Qualitatively, the curve form of NaCl:Au (Fig. 9.18d blue)
resembles the one on the Cl site (Fig. 9.18d cyan). Both start a repulsive
branch around z = 1.5Å, become attractive again before finally repulsion
sets in at very close distance. It can be assumed that these spectra are
dominated by the CO tilting (discussed in sections 7.1 and 7.2): First,
the CO ’sees’ the bigger anion (Au− or Cl−) leading to the first repulsive
branch but is deflected towards the Na site at close distance. The NaCl:Au
curve is, however, shifted towards larger distances compared to the Cl
curve, indicating that the Au impurity is protruding outwards (assuming
the ionic radii of Cl and Au to be similar). Due to this z shift, NaCl:Au
and Cl undergo several contrast inversions in ∆f . Striking differences
can also be recognized between Na (Fig. 9.18d red) and the Na next to
the Au impurity (Fig. 9.18d brown). At farther distances (Fig. 9.16f or
Fig. 9.18a) Na next to NaCl:Au are more attractive than other Na sites,
leading to a dark contrast surrounding the Au impurity. At close distance
(Fig. 9.18c) the ∆f contrast is reversed, the Na next to NaCl:Au appears
more repulsive than other Na sites. These differences might arise from
polarization effects in the vicinity of the impurity.
The results provided here demonstrate the creation of a Au atom inlay276.
That is, the artificial creation of an atomic pattern formed from a few em-
bedded atoms in the plane of a surface templated by Cl vacancies. Further
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Figure 9.18.:NaCl:Au chain 3D forcemap. 3D forcemap on the NaCl:Au chain shown
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investigations might be performed to analyze the stability of such atomic
structures. It might also be interesting to study the capturing process of
diffusing Au atoms in the presence of (diffusing) Cl vacancies (created for
example by field emission) at elevated temperatures or potential pinning of
metalated molecules (e.g. metal-phthalocyanines) to vacancy sites. In addi-
tion, incorporation of foreign atoms by deliberately filling manually created
vacancies may be applicable to a broad range of atoms. In particular, this
system might be suited to study magnetic interactions between magnetic
impurities embedded in an insulating matrix.
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CHAPTER 10
Conclusions
In this thesis we have discovered that a tremendous richness of detail and
deep level of understanding of atomic-scale objects can be revealed by com-
bining STM, AFM and KPFM, exploiting the contrast enhancements with
functionalized tips. All three techniques yield complimentary information
about the system under investigation, which was applied to learn about
the atomic and electronic structure of single molecules, defects and atoms
on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111).
In chapter 6, methods were described how tips can be terminated by
individual Cl, Br, I, Xe and Kr atoms and CO and NO molecules and we
assessed their performance for STM and AFM operation on molecules. We
found that CO tips excelled for AFM imaging due to the high resolution
and stability, with the drawback of inducing strong image distortions
from the tilting of the CO tip. Br tips are suited for undistorted AFM
imaging and lateral manipulation (along with I), whereas Xe tips are highly
stable, making them attractive for STM orbital imaging and KPFM. In
section 6.3, single Cl vacancies were created to ascertain the underlying
contrast mechanism of AFM on ionic surfaces by means of different tip
functionalizations. It was found that atomic-resolution AFM images on
ionic surfaces show a strong voltage- and tip-dependence, identifying
electrostatic forces as the main contribution to the contrast. On the
contrary, almost no tip dependence was observed in KPFM maps, except
for a constant offset.
In chapter 7 we investigated how different molecular properties influence
the measured AFM and KPFM signals and exploited this to extract
qualitative and quantitative information about molecular model systems.
High-resolution AFM imaging turned out be a unique analytic chemistry
tool, capable of studying individual molecules and even addressing single
bonds. In section 7.1 the bond order of single carbon–carbon bonds could
be discriminated by two contrast mechanisms: First, bonds of higher
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bond order appear brighter, resulting from their increased electron density.
Second, bonds of higher bond order appear shorter. The difference in
apparent bond length are, however, significantly exaggerated, which can
be traced back to the CO tip tilting. In section 7.3, it was described how
the adsorption geometry of molecules can be extracted from force–distance
spectroscopy; Providing a very sensitive method for the detection of
relative adsorption heights and marking a first step to extract quantitative
information by AFM. As a different topic, the contrast formation in
KPFM on several charge-transfer complexes was inspected in section 7.4.
Three distance regimes were identified: Far away, the LCPD contrast
resembles the electrostatic far-field with dominant contributions from
electric monopoles and dipoles. At distances similar to the molecule
dimensions, the LCPD contrast still corresponds to the electrostatic field,
but is dominated by higher-order multipoles. In this regime, considering
only partial charges falls short of explaining the contrast. At very small
distances, the LCPD strongly drops at regions of repulsive interaction,
which can be understood in terms of a local penetration of the tip into the
electron density of the molecule.
In chapter 8, we applied the method of high-resolution AFM imaging
with CO tips and STM orbital imaging for the verification of synthetic
compounds and identification of natural products. First, the structure of a
large, practically insoluble synthetic polyaromatic hydrocarbon was verified
and a reaction side-product detected. Then, the newly discovered structure
of Breitfussin A could be identified by combining AFM with conventional
state-of-the-art structure elucidation techniques. The demonstrated modus
operandi constituted a perfect case study to describe when and in which
way AFM might be applicable for structure identification of molecules
in general. Thereafter, we went a step further, by analyzing one of the
most complex natural mixtures existing: Asphaltenes. Here, we could
resolve a long-standing debate about asphaltene molecular architecture and
uncover the tremendous diversity of molecular structures nature has to offer.
In addition to tip functionalization, we employed the potential of atomic
manipulation on insulators in chapter 9 in different ways: First, two
examples of single-molecule reactions induced by STM manipulation were
reported. In the first example, DINP was dehalogenated and we could
verify the successful creation and stabilization of the highly reactive aryne
molecule. It could be demonstrated that the insulating layer enables the
isolation of the reactive intermediate and that its reactivity is preserved at
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cryogenic temperatures. In the second example, DBA was debromoninated
to dehydroanthracene. Subsequently, we could trigger a retro-Bergman
cyclization reaction, which could be reversibly performed demonstrating
the reversible breaking and making of covalent intramolecular bonds. In
section 9.2, Cl vacancy pairs and chains were created to study the effect
of strong electron–phonon interaction on the formation of one-dimensional
electronic states. As expected, the energy splitting between the sym-
metric and anti-symmetric vacancy state and localized interface-state of
divacancies increases with decreasing inter-vacancy distance. Remarkably,
the energy splitting of the vacancy states is enlarged by level repulsion
resulting from the electron–phonon interaction. In section 9.3, we analyzed
the adsorption characteristics of different charge states of Au adatoms
in detail. The Au cation could be mechanically switched between two
equivalent sites. The switching inverts the local dipole, which stems from
the dramatic rearrangement of the next-nearest Cl anions. In addition, the
atomic-precise implantation of Au atoms in the NaCl film was demonstrated.
The findings reported here tackle a wide range of different problems, with
ramifications for different fields: It improved our understanding of the rele-
vant contrast mechanisms in different SPM modes; we could explore the use-
fulness of SPM as analytical tool for chemistry and surface science; it gave
us deep insights into atomic-scale processes in molecular systems on surfaces
and it allowed us to study fundamental physical phenomena such as delocal-
ization of electrons and electron–phonon interactions.
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APPENDIX A
Density functional theory calculations
The DFT calculations in section 7.4, chapter 8 and section 9.1 and in
this appendix were carried out for a free molecule, using the highly
optimized plane-wave code CPMD286. The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation functional162 was used with ab initio norm-conserving
pseudopotentials287 created according to the scheme of Trouiller and
Martins288. The pseudopotential method provides an accurate description
of valence electrons outside the core region (e.g. around 0.6Å for C
atoms), whereas the core electrons are eliminated within the frozen-core
approximation. Thereby, the pseudopotentials replace electronic degrees
of freedom in the Hamiltonian by an effective potential. They lead to a
reduction of the number of electrons in the system and hence allow for
faster calculation or the treatment of bigger systems. This approximation
yields an excellent description of the total electron density at distances
relevant in this thesis. The size of the unit cells in our calculations was
chosen to be at least three times the size of the largest molecule dimension.
The structural optimization was performed until the forces on all atoms
were below 5 · 10−5 eV/Å, and a cutoff energy of 100Ry (≈ 1.4 keV)
was used for a single k point (Γ). The z-component of the electric field
was obtained by differentiating the calculated electrostatic potential with
respect to z.
Note that the DFT and/or model calculations discussed in the sections 7.1,
7.2, 7.3, 9.2 and 9.3.2 were performed by other people (see Contributions
to this work) using different codes. Please refer to the respective sections
or referred publications therein for details.
A.1. Charge-transfer complexes
In this section additional calculations of the z-component of the elec-
trostatic field (Ez) of the charge-transfer complex (CTC) TTF-PYZ2 as
discussed in section 7.4 are provided. Specifically the distance dependence
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Figure A.1.: Electrostatic field of TTF-PYZ2. a-f Calculated z-component of
the electrostatic field (Ez) at different (equidistant) heights z with the molecule model
overlaid. Scale bars: 10Å.
of Ez before and after the intramolecular charge transfer transition (ICT)
is analyzed.
In Fig. A.1, Ez above TTF-PYZ2 is plotted at different distances from
the molecule. In the regime up to about 5Å, Ez is subject to qualitative
contrast changes. Further away, however, the contrast persists qualitatively,
but changes in its strength. The measured LCPD contrast at moderate
distances for both conformations is in good agreement with this Ez-field
further away. Note that this Ez contrast is reminiscent of two opposing
dipoles in the order (+ −) and (− +). But in this CTC molecule, the
sequence is exactly opposite: acceptor (−) to the left, donor (++) in
the center and acceptor (−) to the right, which is also corroborated by
the calculated partial charges of the donor and acceptor components (see
Fig. 7.21a). This again demonstrates that Ez and hence the LCPD cannot
be translated directly into the partial charge at a certain position.
It should be noted that the simplified calculations used here shows very
good agreement with the experiments, although it neglects all influences
of the tip and sample. However, quantitatively there might be influences
of both tip and sample. For example tip dipoles or the electrostatic field
of the ionic substrate97 might induce small atom displacements in the
molecule or polarize the molecule.
We also examined the ICT of the charge-transfer complexes, where an elec-
tron is excited from the HOMO localized on the TTF to the LUMO localized
on the acceptor. In Fig. A.2, the calculated Ez of TTF-PYZ2 in this excited
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Figure A.2.: Electrostatic field of TTF-PYZ2 after the intramolecular charge
transfer transition (ICT). a-f Calculated z-component of the electrostatic field (Ez)
at different (equidistant) heights z of TTF-PYZ2 after the transition of one electron from
the HOMO to the LUMO (ICT) with the molecule model overlaid. The simplification
has been made that the geometry of the charge-transfer state is the same as in the ground
state. Note that the scales are slightly different compared to Fig. A.1. Scale bars: 10Å.
state is shown. Strikingly, the E-field in the excited state looks qualitatively
very different compared to the E-field in the ground state (cf. Fig. A.1).
After the ICT, the E-field from about z ≈ 4Å on clearly resembles a field
that can be described by two opposing dipoles in the sequence (− + +−),
as expected after donation of one electron from the center to the molecule’s
ends. In this case, the large partial charges (on the order of 1e) are the pre-
dominating effect for the E-field contrast. Note that the E-field strength
in the medium distance regime is approximately by a factor of 5 larger for
the molecule after the ICT than the molecule in the ground state (compare
Fig. A.1d-f with Fig. A.2d-f). We were not able to measure the molecule in
the ICT state by scanning probe microscopy, because of the short lifetime
(in the range of ps) of the excitation.
A.2. Asphaltenes
In this section, we present molecular orbital (MO) calculations for the
coal-derived asphaltene molecules CA2 and CA3 discussed in section 8.3.
The proposed structures are based on the measured AFM images of the
respective molecule. The MOs are calculated using DFT as described above.
For CA2, the molecular structure of the entire molecule could be readily
identified from the AFM measurement (cf. Fig. A.3a and Fig. A.3d).
The calculated HOMO (Fig. A.3e) and LUMO (Fig. A.3f) are in good
agreement with the measured orbitals (Fig. A.3b,c). The deviations in the
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Figure A.3.: CA2 calculated orbitals. a AFM image of CA2 on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111).
b,c STM orbital images of CA2 of the PIR (b) and the NIR (c). d Structural model of
CA2. e,f HOMO (e) and LUMO (f) orbital of the structure in d.
LUMO can be explained by the small calculated energy difference between
LUMO and LUMO+1 (∆E = 0.25 eV). As the MOs are significantly
vibronically broadened on the NaCl film109, both levels contribute to the
measured STM orbital image275.
The situation is less clear forCA3. Here, the molecular structure could only
be partially resolved by AFM owing to the reduced contrast in certain parts
of the molecule. Consequently, various structure proposals are legitimate.
Some structure guesses are shown in Fig. A.4a. The unknowns here are
the moieties at the five-membered rings. Possible are CH, CH2 or CO
moieties or ring substitutions by N, NH or S. However, the heteroatom
content in CA is relatively low, which renders the heteroatom substitution of
the pentagonal rings less likely. In Fig. A.4d-o MO calculations are shown
for the different structure hypotheses sketched in Fig. A.4a. Apparently,
many orbitals share common motifs. However, only for a small number of
structures are both the HOMO and the LUMO in reasonable agreement with
the measured orbitals shown in Fig. A.4b,c. The best match is achieved for
the structures shown in Fig. A.4f and Fig. A.4n. Note that both structures
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have a singly occupied HOMO in the neutral state. However, we observe a
distinctively different positive (PIR) and negative ion resonance (NIR) for
CA3, which excludes the possibility of a radical. Possibly, the molecule
could be charged by one electrona, which would fill up the semi-occupied
HOMO. In addition, we performed further MO calculations using other
molecule hypothesis (especially different PAH ring geometries) that showed
less agreement with the measured orbitals.
aMolecules can be charged depending on the level alignment of their states with the
Fermi energy of the surface.
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Figure A.4.: CA3 calculated orbitals. a Different possible structures of CA3. b,c
STM orbital images of CA3 of the PIR (b) and the NIR (c). d-o HOMO and LUMO
orbital isosurfaces (at±10−4 e−) using the different structure hypotheses shown in a. The
structures in f and n (dashed white box) show the best agreement with the measured
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STM scanning tunneling microscopy, scanning tunneling
microscope
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TNP trinaphthoperylene
TTF tetrathiafulvalene
TTF-PYZ(2) tetrathiafulvalene-(di)pyrazine
TTF-TDZ(2) tetrathiafulvalene-(di)thiadiazole
UHV ultrahigh vacuum
vdW van der Waals
VS (Cl) vacancy state
XSW x-ray standing wave
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